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Abstract

We have measured the bottom hadron lifetime fi'om b/_ events produced at the

Z 0 resonance. Using the precision vertex detectors of the Mark II detector at the

, Stanford Linear Collider, we developed an impact parameter tag to identify bottom

hadrons. The vertex tracking system resolved impact parameters to 30 }_m for high

momentum tracks, and 70 pm for tracks with a momentum of I GeV. We selected B

hadrons with an efficiency of 40% and a sample pmrity of 80%, by requiring 'mere be

at least two tracks in a single jet that significantly miss the Z 0 decay vertex.

From a to_al of 208 hadronic Z 0 events collected by the Mark II detector in 1990,

we tagged 53 jets, of which 22 came ft'ore 11 double.tagged events. The jets opposite

the tagged ones, referred as the "untagged" sample, are rich in B hadron._ and

unbiased in B decay times. The variable Z5 is the sum of impact parameters from

tracks in the jet, and contains vital information on the B decay time.

We measured the B lifetime h'om a one-parameter likelihood fit to the untagged

. .rS distribut,im.1, obtaining

•, _b 1.53 +0.55.= -0.45± 0.16 ps

which agrees with the current world ave "age. The first error is statistical and the

second is systematic. The systematic er,'or was dominated by uncertainties in the

track resolution h_nction. As a check, we also obtained consistent results using the

Z5 distribution ft'ore the tagged jets and from the entire hadronic sample without

any bottom enricllment,
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" I do not know what I may appear to the world, but to myself
1 seem to have been only like a boy playing on the sea.sh.ore,

,, and diverting myself in now and then finding a smoottwr
pebble or a prettier st_ell than ordinary, u,hilst the great
ocean of truth lay all undiscovered be/hre rne.

- Sir Isaac Newton
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width is consistent with a beam motion of 25 Fire. (page 1.08)

Figure 64 Coordinate system for a silicon strip module and the displacement parameters

(Ax', Ay, hz, %, cs., and tj.z) relative to its nominal position. (page 110)
_,2 .Figure 65 ohffts in the local aligmrnents of'the individua} silicon modules measured with

hadronic tracks relative to those obtained from the X-ray survey. The dominant

" sensitivities are in (a) the transverse offset, 8x, (b) the radial off'set, By, and (e)

the angular offset, &_y (page 112)

" Figure 66 Distribution of 5!c_ for tracks with transverse momentum Pry > 5 GeV. The
data is compared with the Monte Carlo simulation (histogram). A gaussian fit

to the central core of the data (thick curve) yields a width of 1,07+0.0{i.
(page 113)

Figure 67 Calculated impact parameter resolution of the combined tracking system as a

furlction of P,wc,t. The labels indicate the SSVD layers that contributed to the
track fit. (page 114)

Figure 68 Impact parameter resolution as a function of Ps_.<,t,averaged over all quality
tracks. (p_ge 116)

Figure 69 (a) The impact parameter distribution for tracks from wide angle Bhabhas and

p+_- events yields a standard deviation of 24+5 lain. (b) The miss distance has

a standard deviation of 21_+6 pm. (page 118)

Figure 70 'rbe in it)act parameter distribution for ali hadronic tracks that pass the

st.alidard cuts listed in Sectiorl 4.2. (page 119)

• Fig'ure71 Impact parameter di_stribution with and without the additional track

snlearing. (page 12:j)

Figure 72 Distribution of impact parameter significarice for ali quality tracks withD

I51<-2 mm. The central core is roughly a unit gaussian, and the tails are well
described by the MC simulation. (page 13o)

Figure 73 Percentage of tracks with 5/a5 ) S,,_m. The ft'actions for uds, charm, and bottom
events are plotted separately. (page 131)
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Figure 74 The tagging efficiency and the sample purity as a fflnction of the B lifetime. A

hemisphere is tagged if' it has two o1" more tracks with in li)act parameter

sigm illcance 87o8 exceeding 3.0. (page 133)

Figure 75 Tag efficiency as a function of the decay time orB hadron. The efficiency

decreases slightly for large decay times due to the iml)aet parameter cutoff of
181s 2 mm, <,page 133J

4'

Figure76 Trade-off between tagging efficiency and sample purity. The tagging

requirement varies from a minimum of one to three sigmitlcant tracks in a

hemisphere (NSIG), and for each choice of NSIG, a minimum track si_,miticance

from 8,'oe2 to 8Ioe,l in increments of 0.5. {page i35)

Figure 77 Z°-_bE branching fraction versus the tagging efticiency, where the errors are

statistical only. Ali values ofl¢hl, agree with the Standard Model prediction of

0.217. Smaller tagged h(,misphere snmples are encompassed by those from

more efficient tags, so the error bars on the points aro not independeiit.

(page 138)

Figure 78 ZSdistributionlbrBhenlisphoresg(,l_erat.ed with alifetimeof(n) l psand(b)

2 ps. The shape is roughly an exponential decay, with a decay lewlgth
approximately proportiolial tu the B litbtime. (page 1.12)

Figure 79 xSdistributionForl._hadronsgmleratedwithafix(,ddecaytimeof(a) lpsand
Ib) 2 ps. The width of'the distribution is primarily (Iu(: tc, variations in the B

momentum az_d |_ (i_cay multiplicity. (p_g(, 1.4,1)

Figure 80 Linear relati.uiiship betw(.-(,,i the mean E8 tbr bottom h(,niisl)h(,r(,!_ and the

number of B decay tracks irl the sum. _pag(' 1,15J ."

Figure 81 Effect.,,ofthel_hadrone_lergy'onla_themean_;Sfbrbottomhemispheres,(b_

the tagging efficiency, lc) the average llu:nb(.,r of tracks f'ruin B hadrons ii, the

sum, and (d) the average |lumber of' fi'agmentatioil tracks in the sum.

(page 1,16)

Figure 82 _ distribution fbr ta) uds hemispheres and. (b) charm hemispheres. Thci_on-

gaussian tails in both distributions occur primarily when tracks from str,'.mge
decays or tracks that experience hard scattering or mistakes in pattern

recognition are included in rho sum. ipp,ge 147_

Figure 83 In this uds event ,,vher(:_ the assumed primary vertex is above its actual

location, three tracks are mistakenly given a positive 6 and two track a

negative 5. l tence, the A6's nearly cancel out each other iii the rS. {/)age I,i9_

Figure 83 Additiorml smearing to '25 (._haded region)as a fl.lnctior_ of' the b(,am motion. If

the beam motion was uncorrelntod among the tracks in l,he sUlil, til, extra

degradation would f'ollow tt°l(:diavoilal liilo. (page 1,19)

Figure 84 Tho saturation of<Z6> for }Jottum ht.rrlisl:,h(ertes as n functiot, of the B tifbtime.

The ii_aximumall,)wed impact pnrani(.toi'rai,gest'rorn 1.....l()mril. ()urchoiceof'

cutoit" is 5 mm. Ipcz,g(, 150)

Figure85 )16 distributiori for the 53 ulltagged hornlspbc.res opposite the impact

parameter tag iri thr Mark 1I data. (/)age 152_

Figure 86 Z8 distrilmtion fiJr t.}',e53 tagged hemist)heres. (page 152)

Figure 87 Z8 (listribution f'or the 4 16 hemispherc*s from the (::i-itire Mark 1I I_adrollic data.
(page 153,J
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Figure 88 Two of the most spectacular bottom event candidates. Both events have a

separated vertex that is over 1 cm from the Z ° decay vertex. Only vertex quality

tracks are shown. (page 155)

Figure 89 Parameters in Eqn. (41), which describe the shape of the Z5 distribution for

bottom hemispheres, as a function of the B lifetime. We use the quadratic

approximation to the parameters in the likelihood fit of the data. Not shown is

" (_(,,which is relatively constant at -160 _m. (page 159)

Figure 90 Monte Carlo Z5 distribution ('0r B hemispheres (points) and likelihood fit

- (curve) using the parametrization in Eqn. (41) and values from Figure 89. For

both a B lifetime of (a) 1 ps and (b) 2 ps, the fit accurately describes the MC

distribution. Figures (c)and (d) show the difference between MC arid fit values.

(page 160)

Figure 91 68% confidence intervals of the fit B lifetime from ensembles of' MC untagged

hemisphere samples constrtlcted ibr a discrete set of generated B lifetimes in

the range 0.75 ps to 3.5 I)S. The data points (boxes) define the high statistics

calibration curve between _t,,g,,_ and tb,MLL, and are accurate to -4%.
(page 163)

Figure 92 The shaded region is the ±lo contour, and the diagonal line in the interior is

the calibration curve which relates the ft,. lifetime to the MC generated

lifbtime. A thick line, drawn horizontally at 1.68 ps, corresponds to the fit value

measured f'rom the Mark II untagged data. The intersection of this horizontal

line with the calibration curve and the lcs contour provides the corrected B

li(btime and its lc_ errors. From the projections onto the x-axis, we measure

" _, = 1.53 +°55/o,45 ps, where the error is statistical only. (page 164)

Figure 93 v5 distribution for the 53 untagged hemispheres overlaid with the likelihood fit

- (curve). The fit accurately describes the positive tail of the distribution; for

instance, 8.0 (6.8) hemispheres lie beyond 2 mm in the data (fit). (page 165)

Figure 94 The 1.o contour (shaded region) and the calibration curve (fit to the boxes)

convert the mean _25for the untagged hemispheres into a measurement of the

B lifetime. A thick line, drawn horizontally at 855 t_m, corresponds to the <Y..5>

of the Mark II untagged sample. The measured B lifetime from the ensemble

method is _b = 1.72 *°7a/.o.,a(_ ps, where the error is statistical only. (page 168)

Figure 95 lC8distribution for ali 416 hemispheres overlaid with the likelihood fit (curve).

The fit accurately describes the positive and negative tails of the distribution;

for instance, 26 (19.9) hemispheres lie beyond 2 mm in the data (fit), and 8 (6.9)
hemispheres lie below -1 mm. (page 170)

Figure96 Trimmed mean fbr the untagged hemisphere sample. Atrim of 0 (1)
corresponds to the mean (median) of the Z5 distribution. The MC deviates from

the data by less than :!:15% of the MC lifetime (thin curves) over the entire

trimmed range. (page 173)

" Figure 97 Trinln,ed nleall for the tagged hemisphere sample. The MC deviates from the
data by less than :__:15% of the MC lifi?time (thin curves) over the entire trimmed

• range. (page 17'3)

Figure 98 <Y-5> t'or ali 416 hadronic hemispheres as a function of the n_aximum impact

parameter cutoff, 5max. The MC deviates from the data by less than _+_30%of the
MC lifetime (thin curves). (page 175)
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Figure 99 <Y_,6>for the untagged hemisphere sample as a function of the minimum

transverse momentum cutoff. The MC deviates from the data by less than

±15% of the MC lifetime (thin curves). (page 1.75)

Figure 100 The B lifetime computed from the <ES> of the untagged hemisphere sample

versus the tagging efficiency. The measured lifetime is relatively insensitive to

the choice of tag. Ali values, including our tagging efficiency of 40%, agree with
the world average of 1.29_+0.05 ps. (page 176)
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The pure and simple truth is rarely pure and never simple.

- Oscar Wilde

.D

] Introduction

This thesis presents a measurement of the bottom hadron lifetime using a novel

technique for identifying B hadrons, which are produced in electron-positron

collisions at the Z 0 resonance by the Stanford Linear Collider (SLC). The Mark II

detector at the SLC observes Z ° boson decays and has a considerably better

tracking resolution than earlier versions of the detector at the SPEAR and PEP

storage rings. With the aid of two high precision vertex detectors, the Mark II was

able to resolve tracks from B decays, since these tracks were typically inconsistent

with coming from the Z° decay vertex. An impact parameter tag that requires at

least two tracks in a jet to have a si_ificant impact parameter can cleanly and

efficiently identify B hadrons.

Our data consists of Z 0 decay events collected in 1990. We measured the B

hadron lifetime using the jets opposite our tagged sample, since these jets represent

a sample of B hadrons with high purity and unbiased decay times. The Z5

distribution, which is the sum of track impact parameters in the jet, contains vital

information on the lifetime. This method is complementary to past measurements

which rely on high PT leptons both to tag bb events and measure the B lifetime.

In this chapter, we will discuss the theoretical considerations salient to our

measurement. The Standard Model is discussed briefly, followed by a description of

the production and decay of B hadrons at the Z ° resonance. Next, we introduce

general techniques fbr measuring the B lifetime and list the results from prior
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Chapter 1 Introduction

experiments. We conclude by discussing the theoretical and experimental limits on

differences between the charged and neutral B meson lifetimes.

1.1 The Standard Model
Our current understanding of elementary particle physics postulates that the

fermions known as quarks and leptons are the fundamental particles in nature.

These quarks and leptons can be packaged into three ne_rly identical families or ,

generations that differ only in their masses (see Table 1). The first family of

particles (up quark, down quark, electron, and electron neutrino) are the building

blocks of matter which predominate in nature. For instance, protons are made up of

three quarks (uud) and neutrons are composed of a slightly different combination

(udd). Evidence ibr the second and third generation of particles emerged through

their observations in cosmic ray and accelerator experiments

Interactions between these particles occur via four principal forces: gravity,

electromagnetism, the strong fbrce, and the weak force. These four forces have

widely different strengths and spatial ranges as seen in Table 2. All forces have a

particle-like nature that can be traced to fundamental bosons. The photon is a

massless boson which mediates the electromagnetic force and couples to ali

particles that possess an electric charge. The weak force is responsible for certain

types of radioactive decay and is transmitted by three massive vector bosons' the

W +, W-, and Z 0 boson. They interact with all fermions that carry a weak charge.

The strong force binds the quarks together inside protons and neutrons, and is

mediated by eight massless gluons. A complex manifestation of the strong force,

akin to Van der Waals forces in electromagnetism, causes the protons and neutrons

to adhere in the nucleus. Gravity is the weakest force and plays no significant role

in high energy physics interactions.

One of the goals in physics is to unify these underlying forces in the universe.

We hope to describe these seemingly disparate phenomena as a result of a grander,

more inclusive theory. Just as Maxwell unified electricity and magnetism at the end

of the :lgth century, Weinberg, Glashow, and Salam in the 1970's unified the

theories of' electromagnetism and weak interactions into a single theory. At low ,

energies, the weak fbrce is negligible compared to electromagnetism. But at

energies above the mass of the W and Z O, they become relatively comparable in

strength. Weinberg, Glashow, and Salam theorized that the forces obey an

underlying SU(2)L® U(1) gauge symmetry which breaks down at low energies

due to the non-zero vacuum expectations of a scalar Higgs field. The spontaneous



1.1 The Standard Model

Table I The fundamental fermions in particle physics. The top quark

and the tau neutrino have not been discovered to this date.

QUARKS LI_PTONS

Flavor Charge Mass Flavor Charge Mass

. 1st down (d) -1/3 0.3 GeV e -1 0.511 MeV

Generation up (u) +2/3 0.3 GeV vc 0 < 17 eV

2hd strange (s) -1/3 0.5 GeV m -1 0.106 GeV

Generation charm (c) +2/3 1.5 GeV n m 0 < 270 KeV
,,

3rd bottom (b) -1/3 5.0 GeV t -1 1.784 GeV

Generation top (t) +2/3 >87 GeV n t 0 < 35 MeV
ii i ,, tta i tttit

Table 2 Fundamenta_ forces and their mediating bosons. All bosons

except for the graviton have been verified.

Illll i iii ,,, ,,

. Force Boson Spin Mass (GEV) Range (cm)
_ , _ .... , --

electromagnetism photon 1 0 oo
......

t

weak W_, Z ° 1 Mw=80'6 10"16
MZ=91.2

"' - I ,,

strong/nuclear gluons 1 0 10"13

gravity graviton 2 0 oo
' |' i

symmetry breaking predicts not only the masses of the _,, Z °, and W_- particles but

also their couplings to quarks and leptons.

The strong interaction is described by the theory of' quantum chromodynamics

(QCD), whose _orce particles obey an SU(3)colo r gauge symmetry. Quarks possess

one of three color charges: red, green, or blue. The gluons themselves also carry a

color charge which allows gluon self-interactions. This feature causes the color flux

lines to be constrained to a tubelike region, rather than fanning out in three

dimensions as in electromagnetism. The force between two colored objects increases

linearly with distance and prevents free quarks from existing in nature. Ali quarks

are compelled to form colorless objects, analogous to the formation of electrically

neutral atoms from charged particles. Quarks coalesce into either colorless baryons

(qqq) or mesons (q_).



Chapter 1 Introduction

The combined theories of QCD and electroweak interactions form the basis of

the Standard Model, which describes the interactions of quarks, leptons, and the

fundamental force particles. The Standard Model was confirmed with the discovery

of the W and Z ° bosons at CERN in 1983. t Inthe past few years, SLAC and CERN

have constructed Z ° factories which have produced over one million Z ° bosons.

1.2 Decays of the Z° Boson
Colliding beams of electrons and positrons can annihilate and produce fermion-

antifermion pairs. At low center of mass energies, this interaction is mediated by a

virtual photon. Figure 1 illustrates the tree-level Feynman diagram of an e+e"

annihilation into a fermion-antifermion pair. The relative production of quarks and

leptons depends on the electric charge of the fermion Qf. The cross section for
•4- .

e e _ff, above threshold and resonant production, falls sharply with the center of

mass energy

c(e+e-__>f_ 4na2 fQ_= ---3s- C (1)

where ct=1/137 is the electromagnetic fine structure constant, Js is the center of

mass energy, and Cf is the color factor: 3 for quarks and 1 for leptons.

When the center of mass energy of the colliding beams is near the Z ° mass, the c

cros,_ section rises rapidly by about a thousand-fold due to the resonant production

of the Z ° boson (Figure 2). The Z ° will decay into any quark or lepton pair (qq-, l + l,

e+ f

e- f

5-92 7163A 7

Figure 1 Feyman diagram of a tree-level e+e" annihilation through

a virtual gamma or Z° into a fermion-antifermion pair.

t CERN is the European high energy physics laboratory in Geneva, Switzerland.

P,9r,,'_,4
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1.2 Decays of the Z0 Boson

" I"1 IIII11" I I! I'1'"1111] I 1 1 IIi1!

40 -

c-'
"-" 32 -

" i
-_ 24

cD 16

8 -

0 _ _.__, i,,llll
10 100 1000

6-92 Eo.m. (GEV) 546_A1

Figure 2 The cross section of e+e" annihilation into hadrons as a

function of the center of mass energy. The Z ° resonance occurs at 91

GeV: The rise in cross section at 3 GeV and 10 Gev corresponds to

threshold production of charm and bottom hadrons, respectively.
,k

or vv) that is kinematically possible. The lineshape of the tree-level cross section

e_e --_ Z ° _ ff is described by the relativistic Breit-Wigner resonance

sF ['_
12n ee ff

c_ -(s) = ......2....................................................................... (2)
ff M Z ( s - M2) Z + s2F_/M 2

where we have ignored contributions from initial state radiation. The total decay

width of the Z 0 resonance (FZ) is the sum of the partial decay widths of all available

fermions. The partial width F- depends on the weak charge of the fermion,Wf
specified by the axial (af) and vector (rf) coupling constants to the Z O, and can be
written as

. F (Z 0 -_ ff) = 24 ,/2 _ Cf(a_ +

Page 5
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Table 3 Axial and vector coupling constants of fermions to the Z °

boson. The partial and relative decay rate into fermion-antifermion

pairs.

....... imtt i ,,

Fermion af vf Ff (MEV) , %

vc, v_, v_ 1 1 166 7%
......

e, _t,_ -1 -0.08 83 3%
..........

u, c 1 0.39 297 12%
..........

d, s, b .-1 -0.69 383 15%
............ . .....

Hadronic (udscb) 1740 73%
.....

Total 2490 100%
i,,, ii ill lllll

where GF is the Fermi constant. The fermionic coupling constants are functions of

the weak isospin, 7'3f , and the Weinberg angle, 0w, which describes the degree of'

mixing between the U(1) and the SU(2) L neutral gauge bosons.

rf= 2T3f- 4Qfsin 20W
(4)

a f= 2T3f

Table 3 summarizes the axial and vector couplings, the partial decay widths,

and the percentage of Z 0 bosons which decay int() each type of quark and lepton.

Bottom quarks are produced in roughly 22% oi' all _adronic decays of the Z °.

1.3 Fragmentation
Current theoretical prejudices assert that free quarks do not exist in nature.

Instead, quarks produced in Z ° --) qq decays must eventually transform themselves

into stable hadrons in a process called 5"agmentation. Because the strong coupling

constant as is no longer small at energy scales as low as 1 GeY: the fragmentation

process cannot be predicted by perturbative QCD, but must instead be explained by

phenomenological models. A popular model is the string fragmentation model. 1841

Because of the three-gluon coupling, the color flux lines do not spread out in all

space, as does electromagnetism, but instead is confined to a thin tubelike region.

ttence, as the two bare quarks race apart from each other, the color potential energy

will increase like a stretched elastic string. This string can snap and effectively

shorten itself by producing a real qq pair out of the vacuum. The fragmentation

process continues unti} there is insufficient energy in the string to produce more

Page 6



/ 1.3 Fragmentation

quark pairs. T_iese additional quarks "dress" the bare parent quark and tbrm a jetJ

of hadrons that, emerge: in a narrow cone about, the direction of the parent quark.

We can characterize the fragmentation process by defining the parameter

( E + P lt ) quark
q,

which is the fi_action of energy and momentum parallel to the quark direction that

is carried a,_lay by the primary hadron in the lab frame. The quark energy is not

necessarily equal to the beam energy because the quark can radiate hard gluons to

form three j,_t events. Initial state radiation on the Z ° pole is negligible because

falling off the Z 0 peak incurs a high penalty in rate loss.

The fragmentation for light quarks (,uds) is well described by the Lund

symmetric :l_unction

A

D(z) o¢......1 (1 z) exp(-Bm2,/z) (6)2

where m T_ .p_+ m 2 is the transverse mass of the hadron, PT is the momentum of'

.. the had:0n transverse to the quark parton direction, and A and B are flavor-

independent parameters which we have tuned to the data collected at the PEP

" storage ring at a center of mass energy of 29 GeV 17OlThe LUND rnodel creates a

monlentum spectrum that. is t{x2 hard for heavy quark production. A better

parametrization, fbr charm and bottom is given by the Peterson fragm.entation

function [71]

-2

D_z) 1 (1 1 e#, _ ..... ) (7)
z z 1-z

whose only parameter is _O-- (m u/mQ)2,

The parameter z is experimentally difficult to measure due to uncertainties in

the denominator of Eqn. (5_. Instead., the quantity xE, defined as the hadron energy

divided by the beam ene,'gy, is experimentally more accessible. B hadrons carry

away an average of' 70c,:_:of the beam energy. Charm hadrons produce a softer

momentum spectrum and can?, away only about. 50_,::_of the beam energ3,. The

details of the fragmentation parameters are postponed until Section 3.1. Figure 3

illustrates the fragmentation function tbr strange,, charm, and bottom hadrons. The

momentum spectrum is stiff'est fbr tx)tt.om hadrons.
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6 [ , I ' I _' I ' I '

[

- -........ up -
..... charm "

4 ------,b,ott -

iiii
0 L.'J'/.............

0 0,2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1
Z

Figure 3 Quark parton fragqnentation function, uds quark events

use the Lund symmetric function, while charm and bottom events use

the Peterson fragmentation function.

1.4 Bottom Hadron Decay
After the fragmentation process, the Z ° event will continue to evolve with the

decay of heavy hadrons into lighter flavors. These transitions must occur via weak

interactions because electromagnetic and stroug forces conserve the quark flavon In

the electroweak theory, the quark tlavors are grouped into three generations of

doublets. Quarks can transform into their doublet partner through the emission of a

W_ boson. Ii" mixing did not exist between generations, then the only allowed

transitions would be

d _--->u

s _--_c (8)

b _,--_t

Charm and top quarks would be able to decay into their lighter part,mr, whereas

strange and bottom quarks would be energetically constrained to be stable.

However, inter-generational decays cto occur, because the mass eigenstates fbr

quarks are not identical to i;he weak eigenstates, although the decays occur at a

suppressed rate compared ix) intra-gencrational ciecays of charm and top. For

instance, the flavor content of the lower component in the third-generation, weak

isodoublet is primarily bottnm, h,_t.it...._l._r_r,mtain_ a _ma!! a,J_,_._.ix_.ureof strange
L

.=

_.
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1.4.1 The Spectator Quark Model

and dowm The Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa (CKM) matrix [541 is a 3x3 unitary

matrix that describes the mixing between the mass eigenstates _d s b_ and the

weak eigenstates _d' s' b_.

" d;! Vud Vus Vu bJ .t_

. ._ v,,,,v,d
Tile CKM matrix is rich in structure with three arbitrary angles: 012, 023, and 013,

that express the degree of mixing between the three generations of quarks and

provide a mechanism for s--_ u, c _ d, b _ c, and b _ u transitions. It can also

have one complex phase, which provides a potential source of CP violation. The

diagonal terms of the CKM matrix are near unity; the off-diagonal terms are small

but nonzero. Hence, B hadrons can decay via the transitions b ---_c and b _ u with

an amplitude proportional to the CKM elements Ycb and Vub, respectively, albeit at

a rate slower than the predicted top decay rate t _ b due to the smallness of quark

mixing. We shall see that Vcb >> Vub, and so b -o c decays dominate.

. 1.4.1 The Spectator Quark Model

The spectator quark model describes B hadron decays by treating the b quark as

" a ft'ce particle that decays via a tree-level charged weak current. The light anti-

quark in B °, B-, Bs mesons and the diquark in Ab baryons are called spectator

quarks and are postulated to have a negligible role in _,he decay process, hence all B

hadrons are expected to have the same lifetime. Figure 4 illustrates a B ° meson

decay. The charm quark and the spectator quark, d, form a color singlet, while the

virtual W (denoted by IV *) collapses into a second qiqj color singlet or a lvi pair.

Each color singlet system hadronizes independently.

In the spectator model, the total B decay rate I"B has the same form as the muon

decay rate I" (p. _ ew) except tbr a few minor modifications. [531

["B : NW: V:t,i 2" G2m_192,3
. (10)

.5

The B decay rate scales with NW, the number oi" final states available to the virtual

W. The amplitude depends on the CKM matrix element Vcb, which is unity for muon

- [)age 9
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i cIB° _ -- D+ -
d d

5-g2 7163ASLg

Figure 4 Decay ofa B° meson. According to the spectator model, the

spectator quark has no influence in the decay of the b quark.

decay since there is no lepton mixing. Even if neutrino mixing does occur, the decay

, rate remains unchanged since we sum over ali v states. For the present, we are

ignoring the decay rate contribution from b--_u transitions since Vub << _,b.

Finally, FB is much larger than the muon decay rate because of the difference in

mass between the muon and the bottom quark. .

Naively, if we consider only th.e color factor then

FB (W --* ud " Cs " Vee "v_la " vtz)= 3'3 ' 1 ' 1 • 1

where FB is in units of Vcb[2G_m._/(192rc3). The semileptonic branching fraction
i = 11%is just the probability that the virtual W will collapse into an lv pair and is

Ibr each lepton flavor.

1.4.2 Corrections to the Spectator Model
We can extend the naive spectator model by introducing three corrections'

• Phase space suppression factor.

° Soft gluon radiation.

• Hard gluon exchanges.

Since the charm mass is not negligible compared to the B mass, a phase space

suppression factor must be incorporated into the partial decay widths. The factor

for a three-body decay b --_ qf_f,_ can be written as 14511441

z

Page 10
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1.4.2 Corrections to the Spectator Model

(1 - e2)2

I (eq, el, e2) = 12 _ dX_x_[x - e2 -e2lq [1 + e22_ x]

. (eq+el)2 (11)

2-i i: (1- 2'X

where Eq = rnq/mb, E1 = mAmb, and e 2 = mf2/rn b. The phase space factor reduces
to I (0,0,0) = 1 for massless fermions and

I(e, 0,0) = 1-8e2-24a41ne+8e6-e 8 (12)

ii' we include the charm mass. Using quark masses of mb=5 GeV and mc:-1.6 GeV,

the phase space factor is 0.48. The is and (/_ states are even further suppressed.

The total decay rate is three times smaller than the naive estimate. Also, the

semileptonic branching ft'action will increase slightly to 16% (refer to Table 4).

The soft gluon radiative correction corresponds to two additional Feynman

. diagrams that are order as extensions of the tree-level decay, where {x=is the strong

coupling constant (Figure 5). The first diagram renormalizes the b _ c vertex due

- to one-loop gluon corrections, while the second diagram reflects the emission of real

gluons. Both diagrams are needed to cancel the infrared divergence fi'om soft

colinear gluons. Nonleptonic B decays have an additional QCD vertex correction for

the qq system from the W current. This factor is identical to the first order QCD

vertex correction for Z°-_q_t. The modification to the B decay width for an
I4511461individual mode can be written as

l iI"B-_ I"1. 1- 3;Sf(gq) (13)

where _q=mq/r/l b. For b-)o transition we use c_s(mb)=0.20, £_l(e'{:)= 2.4, and

fnl(_)=0.9, which results in a soft gluon correction of-10% and -4% tbr

semileptonic (sl) and nonleptonic (hl) decays, respectively,

" The third modification to the naive spectator model accounts for the color-

suppressed diagram shown in Figure 6. As stated above, the charm quark will

usually ibrm a color singlet with the spectator quark. However, a hard gluon

exchange between the quark lines can rearrange the color indices such that the ud

pair from the charged W current no longer forms a color singlet. The new color

singlets are cu, and qd, Since the color singlet cu is electrically neutral, the QCI)
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, . tj, ,

y v b c "

g g g

s-_2 (a) (b) 7,6aA,

Figure 5 Soft gluon radiative corrections to the B hadron decay rate:
(a) One-loop gluon correction to the W vertex, and (b) bremsstrahlung

of soft gluons.

d

b T_c d -
m _ m

q q q q

s.-_2 (a) (b) z,63A_

Figure 6 Hard gluon corrections to the B decay rate: (a) The color-

fhvored diagram shows the usual color singlets. (b) In the color-

suppressed diagram, a hard gluon is exchanged between quark lines

and rearranges the color indices to fbrm an alternate set of color

singlets.

correction induces an effective neutral current, b _ d. This modifies the normal

2 +c 2 where c+ corresponds to thecolor .factor value of 3 to the quantity 2c+ ..

symmetric and antisymmetric combination of the color-allowed and the color-

suppressed diagrams. The coefficients c.± can be expressed as [43J

I'@/s In .
c+ =1-27t kbr2 j

(14)

(m#)e =1+ ..s In
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1.4.2 Corrections to the Spectator Model

If we turn off strong interactions, then c. = c = 1, and the color factor is 3. But if

we renormalize c+ at the B mass scale, then c+ = 0.85, c. = 1.4. Tile hadronic decay

modes are enhanced by 13%. Since the semileptonic modes are not affected by hard

gluon exchange, this eflbct will reduce the semileptonic branching fraction to

14%.

Even with these corrections to the naive spectator model, the theoretical

semileptonic branching fraction differs from the current experimental value of

Br (B _ Xlv) = 11%. The spectator model fails to describe the nonleptonic decay

rate for several reasons. QCD interactions are only marginally perturbative at the

bottom mass scale. Hence, gluon exchanges between the bi, u.d, and spectator

quark lines are only crudely approximated by the soft and hard gluon interactions

described above. Also, the spectator quark does not necessarily play a passive role

in nonleptonic decays, as will be discussed in Section 1.8,

The spectator model describes the semileptonic B decays with much greater

success. The Iv system is decoupled from the quark lines, and so the variety of QCD

interactions is simplified tremendously. The inclusive semileptonic B decay rate

. F d(B -_ Xclv) can be expressed as

2 5

GFm'b ( 20_sf )- Ft = Vc b 2 ..................192_ 3 I (ec, 0, 0) . 1--3._ sl (Ec) (15)

Table 4 Partial decay rates of B hadrons, including phase space and

QCD corrections, in units of lVcb12GF2mbs/(192n3).The W* denotes the

virtual W in the B decay.

_J i, ,........ ,

B Decay N_ive Phase add add
Channel Spectator space Soft gluons Hard gluons

.... ,'., :L' ........ ' ...................
*

r (w --_ ev) 1 0.48 0.43 0.43
_== . ..........................

r ( W* _ pr) 1 0.48 0.43 0.43
, ,

• ['(W --_ _v) 1 0.15 0.14 0.14
., . ,, • i .........

F (W --_ ud) 3 1.50 1.38 1.56
• ,

F ( W" -_ cs) 3 0.45 0.43 0.49
.... ' ,,

Total r B 9 3.00 2.81 3.05
..........

Br (b --_Xlv) 11% 16% 15% 14%
i i i i i i i i i i .
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Chapter 1 Introduction

Nevertheless, Fsl depends on the fifth power of the bottom quark mass, which is

theoretically known to far less accuracy than either the B 0 or B+ meson mass.

Turning the equation around, the value of' the CKM element Vcb, computed from the

measured semileptonic decay rate, is limited by the theoretical uncertainty in the b

quark mass. "

In recent years several models have been developed to bridge the gap between

calculable heavy quark decays and insoluble heavy meson decays. The ACM model

by Altarelli et al. 148]is a quasi-free quark model which accommodates certain QCD

corrections, which effectively softens the lepton spectrum. The spectator quark is

assumed to travel with a Fermi momentum, which is gaussianly distributed with an

average value of P_ The b quark mass can be expressed in terms of the B meson

mass of mB=5.280 GeV, the spectator quark mass (rasp), and the Fermi momentum.

The ACM model has three free parameters: PI_ ec=mJmt,, and rasp, which are
determined from a fit to the lepton momentum spectrum. Hence, the expression for

5 dependence.Fsl is completely void oi' the explicit m b

Other models predict exclusive semileptonic B meson decay rates into Dlv,
* $$

D lr, or D lr. The Isgur-Scora-Grinstein..Wise (ISGW), 1491Wirbel-Bauer-Stech

(WBS), 15°1and K6rner-Schuler (KS.)1511 models describe the exclusive decays in

terms of form factors and the mass of the B0 or B+ meson. For instance, the decay ..
$

B _ Dlv can be characterized by a single form factor, whereas the decay B _ D lv

requires three non-negligible form factors since the D meson has three

polarization states, namely the longitudinal and transverse polarization states.

These models use different functions for the fbrm factors and different

normalization schemes. The ISGW model uses a non-relativistic wave function to

describe the valence quarks in the hadron and normalizes the form factors at the

maximum allowed q2, which corresponds to a zero recoil of the I) meson in th.e B

rest frame. The fbrm factors are maximal at q2 .,. since the B and D wave functions

have the greatest overlap. The WBS and the KS models describe only the D and D*

modes. They use a relativistic wave function and normalize the form factors at

q2=O. All these models remove the explicit dependence on the fifth power of the b

quark mass, and so the CKM elements can be determined with much greater

accuracy. Nevertheless, the models all give slightly different relationships between

'_.b and V.d.

The Heavy Quark :Effective Theory 1521(ttQET/ is not a model, but a theory

which predicts relative rates of certain heavy quark exclus;ve d_,_cayrates, flQET

?
=
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1.5 The B Lifetime

has been most successful at describing exclusive semileptonic decays when the

D*resulting D oi' meson has low momentum recoil. The theory uses spin and heavy

flavor symmetry to relate the 45 form factors in the four processes, B (*) _ D(*)lv, in

terms of a single universal form factor. Thus, extracting the CKM elements ft:ore the

form factors is greatly simplified.

- "1.5 The B Lifetime
The B lifetime is equal to the reciprocal of' its total decay rate, Fb. Unfortunately,

Fb is difficult to compute theoretically because of the complexity of its hadronic

decay modes from QCD corrections and non-spectator model contributions. The

lifetime can be alternatively expressed in terms of the semileptonic branching

fraction Br (B--)Xlv), which has been measured extensively (see Table 18 on

page89), and the semileptonic decay rate Fsl, which is theoretically better

understood.

1 Br(B _ Xlv) 192_ 3 Br (B --_ Xlv)

- Fb- ............................- 0.4.3V,i,+o.8
" As stated in the previous section, the spectator model quite adequately describes

semileptonic B decays. The calculation of' Fsl is analogous to the muon decay rate

F (_t--> ever) except for a few minor modifications. The b quark mass replaces the

muon mass. The factors 0.43 and 0.85 describe the phase space suppression and the

soft gluon corrections for b-_ c and b-_ u transitions, respectively. The W decay

vertex also includes the CKM matrix element Vcb or Vub.

Heavy quarks with full mixing will have lifetimes significantly shorter than the

muon lifetime ('_lz=2.20 _s), stemming fi_om the m 5 dependence. Before 1980 theq

CKM matrix elements Vcb and Vub were not known experimentally. Assuming that

Vcb was close in magnitude to the sine of the Cabibbo angle, sin0c = Vu._,=_0.22, the

B lifetime would have had an immeasurably small value of 0.04 plcos(_conds.'"..... B

hadrons from Z ° decays would travel on average 70 microns before decaying. This

distance would be extremely difficult to measure even with today's sophisticated

- silicon strip vertex detectors.

Prior to 1983, only upper limits had been placed on the. B lifetime. The most

stringent limit of'rb< 1.4 ps (95% CL) was set by the JADE collaboration in 1982. It

therefore came as quite a surprise when in the following yeac, the MAC and Mark II

collaborations at the PEP storage cing measured the B lifetime to be 1-2 ps. Since.

that time, PEP and PETRA have made nume_x)us refinements on the _b
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Chapter I Introduction

measurement. Recently, the LEP groups have added new precision to the lifetime

measurement. Figure 7 and Table 5 highlight the evolution of the measured B

lifetime from the 1982 JADE upper limit to the current LEP results. The world

average is presently Zb= 1.29 + 0.05 ps. t

The fact that Tb is thirty times larger than was previously expected indicates

that the second and third quark generations are more weakly coupled than the first

and second generation. Inserting the values into Eqn. (16) yields a CKM element for

b -_ c transitions of IYcb = 0.04. The CLEO [73] and ARGUS [74][75]collaborations,
operating at the T'4S , have recently measured b-> u transitions to be about 1% of

all B decays, yielding a value of Yub = 0.004.

1.6 Bottom Lifetime Measurement Techniques
The bottom quark has been studied extensively at lower center of mass energies.

The CLEO and ARGUS experiments copiously produce the Y4z excited bb bound

state, which has sufficient rest mass energy to decay into bottom mesons.

' Unfortunately, because this process is at the threshold of B meson production, the

mesons do not travel a measurable distance before decaying. Most of our knowledge

of the bottom lifetime comes from experiments at the PEP and PETRA e+e storage

rings at center of mass energies of 29-34 GeV. In the past two years a new window

for observing bottom hadrons has opened up on the Z° resonance at the LEP e+e

storage ring and the SLC e.e collider. The Z° resonance offers a better platform to

measure the bottom hadron lifetime for a number of reasons:

• Bottom quarks are produced in greater abundance at the Z°resonance.

The Z° boson is copiously produced at LEP, and bb events account for

22% of all hadronic decays of the Z °, whereas they make up only 9% of

the hadronic events at PEP/PETRA energies

• The charm background is substantially lower. This is particularly

important since charm decays mimic many of the properties of bottom

decays. The process Z ° -_cc occurs in 18% of hadronic decays, while

charm production occurs 36% of the time at lower center of mass
t.

energies.

• The flight path of the bottom hadron before it decays is approximately ..

2 mm at the Z°rcsonance due to the Lorentz boost of the bottom hadron.

This is a factor of three longer than at PEP/PETRA energies.

t From the 1992 Particle Data Group.
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1.6 Bottom Lifetime Measurement Techniques

Table5 Chronology of bottom lifetime measurements. For each

measurement, the enrichment scheme and lifetime method is listed.

8 IHII ill .............. . ,, ,,

Experiment
. (include Lifetime

ref.) Year B tag method Lifetime (ps)

............. :'"! Lepton _ < 1.4JADE [1] 1982 High PT lepton t _:=:.......

MAC t2] 1983 High PT lep t0,_''_' Lepton d 1.8 + 0.6 ± 0.4
.................

I on +0"45
Mark II [3] 1983 High PT lepton Lepton _ _.,,v_0.36 ± 0.30

, .....

+0.38 +0,37
TASSO [4] 1984 Boosted sphericity All chg trk _i 1.83 -0.37 -0.34product (BSP)

,,,

+0.3 ±0.23DELCO [61 1984 High PT lepton Lepton 5 1.16 -0.3,

JADE i5] 1986 High PT lepton Lepton 8 1'8 +0 5_0:4±0.4
+0.42

HRS [7] 1987 High PT lepton Lepton 5 1.02 -0.39

MAC [sl 1987 High PT lepton All chg trk 5 1.29 ± 0.20 ± 0.20
+0.'27 +0.17

• DELCO [9] 1988 High PT lepton Lepton 5 1.17 -0.22 -0.16
,,

Mark II iio] 1989 High PT lepton Lepton 5 0.98 ± 0.12 ± 0.13
....

1. BSP 1. All chg trk 5

TASSO Ill] 1.989 2. none 2. Decay vtx 1.35 _+0.10 ± 0.24

3. none 3. Dipole moment
......

1 High PT lepton 1. Lepton 5 +0.25
JADE 112] 1.990 ' 1 36

2. BSP 2. Decay length • -0.23

DELPHI 114] 1991 High PT lepton Lepton 5 1.30 + 0.10 .+_0.08
..........

DEl,PHI [141 1991 none Ali chg trk 5 1.27-± 0.04 ± 0.12
,,,

OPAL [1Sl 1991 High PT lepton Lepton 5 1.37 + 0.07 + 0.07

AI,EPH [161 1991 High PT lepton Lepton 5 1.29 ± 0.06 __:0.10

L3 [171 1991 High PT lepton Lepton 5 1.32 + 0.08 + 0.09
..... p I I I IH ___ I J'llJ I a

,q
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World Average "[:b = 1.29+0.05 ps

--,--r-,--_-_-r----,_,'_--r-,--q--_-,--,--,--

,i

/

_-- .... _ _ MAC 83

_.-_e- _-_ Mark II 83
L

, TASSO 84

_--_o------4 DEl.CO 84

F- --m-e _ JADE 86

_-----e-- ..... _ HRS 87

_---4_--_ MAC 8"7
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Figure 7 Chronolc,gy 0_bottom lifetime measurements. The current

world average %= t.29±0.05 ps.
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1.6 Bott_:_ Lifetime Measurement Techniques

• Tracks from B decays can be measured more precisely in bb production

at higher center of mass energies, because the tracks undergo less

multiple scattering as they traverse through the detector material.

A typical bb event is illustrated in Figure 8. The bottom hadron travels a

" distance L=c_[tT, where the decay time • is exponentially distributed. Ideally, we

would like to extract the bottom decay time from a measurement of both the decay

length and the momentum of the B. For example, the bottom decay sequence would

be fully reconstructed with the available charged tracks, and the secondary decay

vertices would be isolated from theprimary Z° vertex. Since the decay length is on

average 2 mm, we might '_hink it would be an easy task. Unfortunately, this is not
the case.

D

a

Figure 8 Topology of a Z°_bg event. Tracks emanate from the
primary vertex at the Z° decay, two secondary B decay vertices, and
two tertiary charm decay vertices. The B and D decay paths are
represented by the dashed lines.

The Z°-o bb decay kinematics and the finite resolution of a charge track

detector complicates our ability to fully reconstruct the bottom hadron.

• Charged tracks can originate from any of five decay vertices. Out of

roughly 20 charged tracks in a hadronic Z ° decay, on average only five

tracks will emerge from each bottom hadron. Half of these tracks will

-- come directly from the bottom decay, while the remainder will be from

the tertiary charm decay that can be about 1 mm away. Finally, lr_

tracks in the event are fragmentation tracks that are produced at the Z°
o

-_ decay vertex. A few tracks can also result from strange hadrons that

i decay centimeters from the Z °.
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• Unlike some fixed target experiments that can take "snapshots" of the

actual B decay sequence in thick emulsion plates, we start to measure

the tracks long after the B has decayed. Measurement errors and

multiple coulomb scattering smear the track position, and make it

difficult to extrapolate the track back to its decay vertex. Decay tracks

will not appear to emerge from a single point in space.

• Bottom hadrons are boosted to high energies of (_T) = '6, which tends to

collimate the B decay tracks into a narrow cone. Reconstructing the B

decay sequence becomes more complicated, since tracks will often be

consistent with arising from both the primary vertex and the B decay
vertex.

• Most vertex tracking chambers only measure the (r,q_)coordinates of the

track in the plane perpendicular to the bemn axis. Without the extra z

dimension to disentangle the decay topology, any two tracks can appear

to come from the same vertex. N tracks in a plane will form N(N-1)/2
intersections.

Because of the extreme difficulty iri fully reconstructing the bottom decay

vertex, we can instead retrieve most of the lifetime information by examining the

impact parameters of charged tracks. Tracks are projected onto the plane

perpendicular to the beam axis. The impact parameter (5) is the distance of closest

approach of the track to the primary vertex in the transverse plane. The sign of the

impact parameter is positive if the intersection of the track and the reconstructed

bottom hadron flight path corresponds to a positive decay length, otherwise it is

negative (see Figure 9). Equivalently, the impact parameter sign is positive if the

track trajectory/5 and the vector 5, which connects the primary vertex to the point

of closest is approach on the track, have components that are both parallel to the

reconstructed B flight direction /_B, i.e. (/5. fiB) (5 fiB) > 0. The sign is negative if

one component is parallel and the other is anti-parallel, i.e. (/5 'fiB)(5'/5B)<0.

The technique for finding the primary vertex location and the reconstructed bottom

direction will be postponed until Section 4.3.

bb events will have an accumulation of positively signed impact parameters.

The impact parameters from B decay tracks reach an asymptotic value as the B
momentum increases. We can write

= Lsin0sin_ (17)
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1.6 Bottom Lifetime Measurement Techniques

6<0

• lP

Figtu'e 9 The track impact parameter (8) is defined as the distance

of closest approach to the interaction point (IP) in the plane

perpendicular to the beam axis. The impact parameter is signed

positive if the track intersects the jet axis in front of the IP; otherwise

it is negatively signed.

where L = ct[37 is the decay length, z is the proper decay time, {?is the polar angle

. of the track with respect to the beam axis, and xg is the opening angle between the

track and the B direction in the transverse plane. At very large B momenta such as

- at LEP/SLC energies, the opening angle behaves as _1o, 1/7. The y factors cancel

between the decay length and opening angle, so tracks coming from B decays will

typically possess (8) := 100-300 _tm. Although the impact parameter value plateaus

for large B momenta, the origin of tracks with higher momentum can be discenled

more accurately because the tracks scatter less through the detector.

The Mark II vertex detector can resolve impact parameter to better than 50 ban

for most tracks in a hadronic Z ° decay, hence a typical bb event will have several

tracks that significantly miss the imeraction point. The dist_ibution of impact

parameters displays an exponential-like decay shape (see Figa_re 10). Light quark

events !uds_ and t'ragmentation tracks from bb event.s will have an impact

parameter distribution that is clustered about zero. Impact parameters from charm

, events will be intermediate between the two cases. Charm mesons have a relatively

long lifi_tirne of <T.; = 0.55 ps. They also have a non-negligible mass so that the- (,,y -

. opening angle _ can be quite substantial.

m
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Figure 10 Impact paramete.r distributions for tracks from (a) usd,

(b) charrn, and (c)bottom events. The distributions include t.rackini[,

resolution and beam position uncertainties.
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1.7 Prior Methods Used to Measure the B Lifetime

1.7 Prior Methods Used to Measure the B Lifetime

1.7.1 High PTLepton Tagging
One of the most reliable techniques for measuring the bottom lifetime is to

. extract % from the impact parameter distribution of leptons from semileptouic B

decays. These leptons possess high momentum and high transverse momentum (PT)

• ._ o ._,• with respect to the thrust axis. Expemment_ at PEP, PETRA, and LEP all have

measured the lifetime using this method. Bottom hadrons decay into an electron or

muon about 20% of the time. Including the efficiency for' detecting a high P and high

PT lepton, roughly 2-3% of the B's are sampled at the LEP experiments. The B

puhty of these events is 64-88%. Leptons h'om semileptonic charm decays also have

large momenta but are filtered out because the much smaller charm mass leads to a

reduced lepton PT.

These high PT leptons will tend to have well measured impact parameters since

they experience very little multiple coulomb scatter'ing as they traverse through the

detect_r elements. Furthermore, semileptonic decays of heavy quarks are well

understood theoretically, and so systematic errors due to any model dependency of

• B decays is greatly reduced. The impact parameters for leptons h_ve an exponential-

like decay dist_'ibution in the case of perfect track resolution, but because the

resolution for most vertex detectors is much greater than 100 pm, the shape more

closely resembles a gaussian distribution with a slightly positive mean. The

experimental results of an older version of the Mark II detector at PEP II01 is shown

in Figure 11.

1.7.2 Hadronic B Decays
Other techniques have been developed to take advantage of the remaining 80"_

of B decays that do not yield a high PT lepton. These methods employ general

properties of the B decay topology and the long decay length to en,_ich the data with
bb ev_..nts.

One method of tagging bb events measures the "boosted sDhe_*icity pr)uucu oF

an event. B mesons have a substantial invariant mass and generate decay tracks

with significant P_ so if we boost the tracks in a jet to the B mes(m's re.,.;t5"amt the
_. ._decay tracks will be distributed isotropically and will have high sphericity. S_nc_: wc

cannot determine the B momentum on an event-by-eyelet basis, an average b(_ost of

(?_>= 6 is used. Lighter quarks require a substantially greater bc_)_t to be in their
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Figure ll ,Impact parameter distribution for high PT leptons from

the Mark II experiment at PEP. The positive mean signifies the
nonzero lifetime of the B hadron.

rest frame, hence a boost of only _=6 will still preserve their jet-like appearance.

This idea can be quantified by defining the sphericity

× '2
S = 3 ' ............. (18)

2mill ...._..,_2 '
2..,IPil

l

where S is the unit vector that minimizes S and is commonly called the sphericity

axis. S=I for spherical event, s and S=0 for tightly collimated 2-jet events. The B-tag

consists of boosting track momentum vectors in each hemisphere by a fixed amount

and computing the sphericity for this boosted set of tracks. The data is enriched

with bb events by requiring the product of boosted sphericity for the two

hemispheres to exceed a minimum value. TASSO I111 has used this tag at Ecru::35

GeV with the value l_=0,74 to achieve a purity of 29% and an efficiency of 35% in

selecting bb events. DELPHI 127] has also used this technique to measure the

Z ° _ bb branching fraction, but has not pursued it to extract the B lifetime. They

used a boost of 1_=0.96 to obtain an enriched sample of bb events that is 40% pure

a.n.d !5'_, emcie:__t.
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1.7.3 Specific B Hadron Decay Modes

Another method of isolating B events is to search for separated vertices. The

method finds an "average" vertex from the amalgamation of tracks in the bottom

and tertiary charm decays. Tracks with significant impact parameters are used to

tbrrn the seed for a separated vertex. Additional tracks consistent with the vertex

are accreted onto the vertex. Events are chosen with a separated vertex that has at

least four tracks and a positive decay length. The Mark II at PEP [721 used this

technique to tag 5% of the B hadrons with a 55% sample purity. Since the opposite

hemispheres are not used in the separated vertex search, they represent an

unbiased source of B hadrons for the lifetime analysis.

Once an enriched sample of B hadrons is collected, the lifetime can be extracted

from the inclusive impact parameter distribution. This process is more difficult than

extracting the litbtime from a high PT lepton impact parameter distribution. Care

must be used to interpret the distribution since the hadronic B decays are less

understood than the semileptonic decay. The tracks will ol_iginate fi'om three

sources: the p_Sma,'y vertex, the secondary B decay vertex, and tertiary charm

decay verte×. The em_ched events from the boosted sphericity product tag will not

necessarily represent an unbiased sample of B hadrons because the tagging

efficiency depends on the momentum of the two B's which in turn has some

. influence on the impact parameters. The MAC, Mark II, and TASSO collaborations

have measured _}._using this method with a number of different enrichment

schemes. The DELPHI collaboration has recently measured xb without any

enrichment scheme by examining the impact, parameter distribution for all high P

and PT charged tracks.

An alternate method developed by TASSO and JADE measures the decay length

of the pseudo decay vertex composed of all tracks in a single hemisphere. TASSO

uses a boosted sphericity product tag while JADE uses no bottom em'ichment

scheme. The pseudo decay length only approximates the true B decay length, since

again, the reconstructed vertex is composed of tracks from the primary, secondary B

and tertiary charm decays.

Fixmlly, MAC tags bb events by requiring a high PT lepton and measures the

lifbtime from the inclusive impact parameter distz_ibution from ali tracks in the

event. These results are ali listed in Table I.

1.7.3 Specific B Hadron Decay Modes

With the integrated luminosity increasing at LEP, we will start to see lifetime

analyses for specific decay modes of bottom hadrons. The signature of a specific__
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decay mode is more distinctive and better understood than that of generic B decays.

For instance, kinematic constraints and particle identification have proved helpful

in searching for _, D*'l +, and J_(_ + candidates. This procedure not only offers a

highly pure B sample but also allows an accurate B vertex reconstruction by

eliminating the fragmentation tracks. Of course the major drawback is that

reconstruction efficiencies are inherently low.

OPAL [151 has measured 1;b from the inclusive y production: B --, _X. They gain

a big handle on the decay kinematics by equating the y boost to the B hadron boost.

Using the decay length and momentum of 45 reconstructed _g's they measure

1 31 +0.31 + 0.15 ps._;b= .'_ -0.25 -

All the B lifetime measurements described above examine the average B

lifetime. The B hadrons produced at high energy e+e" collision are a mixture of B °,

B +, Bs. and B baryons which are all believed to haw_ approximately equal lifetimes

of 1.3 ps. The details will be discussed in the next section. The Mark II at PEP 1131

was the first to study the lifetime of an individual B meson species. They identified

15 B ° mesons by partially reconstructing the semileptonic decay B°_ D *l +v. The

high PT lepton, the soft satellite pion from the D* decay, and a partially

reconstructed D 0 were all required_ The lifetime extracted from the decay lengths

of the B ° mesons was _(B0_= _ oa+°'52+°'16 I19l.... ""-0.36-0.14 ps. ALEPH has refined this technique .,

to measure the exclusive B ° and B + lifetimes by also partially reconstructing

semileptonic decays. Their sample consists of 25 D*l + events and 50 D °l . event, s.

1 Ac_+0.52+0.18 ps and _(B+ q_+0.42+0.26They measured _(B0)= "'""-0.4s-0.40 )= 1.ou_0.46_0.40 ps.

1.8 g° / B-+-Lifetime Differences
Most of the published results on % measure the average B lifetime from an

ensemble of B hadrons. If"the charged and neutral B meson lithtirnes diffbr, then the

average lifetime is sensitive to the mixture ot'B hadrons. The spectator model

predicts that all B hadrons have the same lifbtime, since it assume,_ the spectator

quark does not participate in the decay of the heavy quark.

Experimental evidence suggests that the B ° and B + mesons have approximately

the same lifetime. CLEO and ARGUS have measured the ratio of lifetimes

z(B+)/'c(B°) by comparing the semileptonic branching fractions for B 0 and B + mesons

in ]'4S decays. Assuming the semileptonic decay rates are equal, as predicted by the

spectator model, the lifetimes will be proportional to the semileptonic branching

fractions of the B ° and B +. One method examines the lepton and dilepton inclusive

rates. The second method compares the exclusive semileptonic branching fraction
: =

k_-
-
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1.8 B0 / B± Lifetime Differences

Table 6 Ratio of lifetimes for B+ and B° mesons.

iii i ii i iiiii

Experment Method "c(B+)/_(B0)

CLEO [251_ dilepton rate [0.49,2.271195% CL

ARGUS [211 dilepton rate 1 aa+°'49.... -0,32
,,,

CLEO [22] exclusive D(*) 0.89±0.19+0.13
.i

ARGUS [_] exclusive D(*) 1.00+0.23+0.14

......... n a_ +0.6940.58
ALEPtt [561 decay length .... -0.44-0.25

" ' '"" "" ' " ' ' i ii ii

Table 7 Charm hadron properties. Ac represents all charm baryons.

The semileptonic branching fraction for D_ has not been measured

experimentally.

- i i i i

Semileptonic
Charm Mass Lifetime branching

Hadron (GEV) (10 "13 sec) fraction

DO 1.865 4.21+0.10 7.7+1.2 %

- D. 1.869 10.62+0.28 19.2+1.5 %

Ds 1.969 4,45+0.33 -8%
, ,

Ac 2,285 1.91.+0.15 4.5_+.1.5%
'"" i ,i " i ii_lr

into vector and pseudoscalar charm mesons fbr the two B mesons (see Table 6}. As

discussed in Section 1.7.3, direct measurements of the exclusive B meson lifetime

have just begun by using partially reconstructed semileptonic decays. Much higher

statistics are needed to reach any firm conclusions.

The Fermilab E653 hyb_'id emulsion e×periment is the only group that reports a

difference in charged and neutral B lifetime. [201They use an active target of 1.5 cm

tMck nuclear emulsion, which allows direct observation of the B production and

: " decay vertices and also the sign of the B hadron candidate. However, since the

_ estimated B momenta are typically greater than 100 GeV, the emulsion is inefficie,_t

in detecting the longest decay times. From 20 l)ottom candidates, the E653

collaboration measures _ (B °) = 0.95 +0.5_0.3ps and x (B +) = 2.5 +2.o_0.sps.
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The situation is completely chfferent in the charm sector. The spectator model

utterly fails to explain the factor of 2.5 difference between the DO and the D.

lifetimes (see Table 7). The semileptonic decay rates are the same for both DOand

D. since the ratio of lifetimes equals the ratio of semileptonic branching fractions.

Hence, the nonleptonic decay rate must be the culp_'it. There are two possible

explanations: [4111142114311

1. Fnl is enhanced for DO

2. Fnl is diminished for D.

or some combination of the two. In both cases nonspectator diagrams must play a

substantial role in the total decay rate.

The nonleptonic decay rate for D o and D . can be enhanced by two additional8

decay paths' the W exchange and the W annihilation between the charm quark and

the spectator quark (Figure 12). The D. meson can also decay via the W exchange

diagram, although it is heavily Cabibbo suppressed. Even though the amplitude

gains a large factor in phase space, these diagrams are helicity suppressed because

a pseudoscalar meson cannot decay weakly into two massless fermions. The decay

rate is proportional to the square of the fermion mass, which explains why pions ,

and kaons will decay into pv but rarely into ev. Instead of a m 5 dependence, thec
2 2

decay rate is proportional to f_)mqm , where fD is the charm pseudoscalar decay
constant which relates the overlap of the quark wavefunctions for the cq system,

and tnq is the mass of the final state quark. The helicity suppression might be

circumvented if hard gluons in heavy meson decays carry away momentum and

spin from the valence quarks so that the cq system is no longer in a spin 0 state.

Charm baryons can decay through the W exchange channel without being subject to

helicity suppression and do in fact have lifetimes shorter than the D+ meson. These

extra decay modes also help to explain why the semi_eptonic branching fraction is

significantly lower than the spectator model prediction of 20%. If the W exchange

and annihilation ra_s are large, then we should observe D + decays into strange-

free final states such as 3_, p_, and (_)_. The E691 collaboration, however, ha_;

observed the dominant decay modes to be ss states such as ¢_ and K(*)K. The

importance of the W exchange and annihilation decay modes is far from being clear.

On the other hand, the lilY,time difference could also be explained by a reduction

of the nonleptonic decay rate tbr Ii)+ mesons due to destructive interference between

the color-allowed and the color-suppressed spectator diagrams (Figure 13). The

color singlets are sd and ud for both diagrams. Since charm mesons usually decay
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5-92 7163A3
5-92 7163A4

Figure 12 Non-spectator W exchange and W annihilation diagrams

for the D o and Ds mesons can enhance their total decay rate, and hence

decrease their lifetime. The corresponding W annihilation diagram for

D+ is Cabibbo-suppressed.

a D+

D+ c ' -- Ds KO _ u _;'+'

5-92 7163A5 5-92 7163A6

" Figure 13 Both the color-favored and color-suppressed spectator

diagrams for D + can produce the same two-body final state, K°;c ..

Destructive interference reduces the total D . decay rate, and hence
increases its lifetime.

into two-body pseudoscalar-pseudoscalar or pseudoscalar-vector modes, the

identical final states will interfere destructively. [47] No such interihrence exists for

the DO decay since the two sets of color singlets are either (s/i) (ud) or (sd) (u/_).

Instead of the m 5 dependence as in the spectator diagram, the decay rate for thec

interference diagram will be proportional to f2Dm3. Unfortunately this contribution

is expected to be too small to explain the lifetime difference. We should realize that

these arguments are solely heuristic, since QCD processes are becoming non-

" perturbative at the charm mass scale.

The theoretical situation for the bottom sector is somewhat clearer. The decay

constants for ali pseudoscalars are expected to be roughly equal, i.e.

frc=fK=fD=fB = 100--300 Me_: 1183]Thus, since the decay rate tor the non-

spectator diagrams increase as a smaller power oi' the heavy quark mass, their
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contribution to the total decay rate of B mesons should be diminished by a factor of
2 2

mb/m c -10 compared to that of charm mesons. Also the destructive interference

effects for B + should be further reduced, since B hadrons decay rarely into two-body

final states. Hence, current theoretical prejudice suggest that the lifetimes are

indeed close.

However, if an appreciable difference exists between the B 0 and B + mesons
¢.

lifetimes, then different lifetime analyses could measure different values for the

average B lifetime. For instance, since the semileptonic branching fraction is

proportional to the lifetime of the B hadron, assuming that the semileptonic decay

rates are identical, a high PT lepton tag will preferentially select the B species with

the larger semileptonic branching fraction and hence the longer lifetime. If we

extract % from the impact parameter distribution of high PT leptons, the measured

lifetime will be biased toward the longer-hved B hadron.

A tag based on impact parameters will also favor the longer-lived B hadron.

However, the two B hadrons in a Z°_ bb event are completely uncorrelated in

either the B hadron type or the decay time. If we select jets with either an impact

parameter tag or a high PT lepton tag, but use only the jet opposite the tag in the

lifetime analysis, the lifetime sample will be composed of an equal number of long-

lived and short-lived B's. Hence, the high PT lepton method using lepton impact

parameters will tend to observe a larger average B lifetime.

Assuming that B ° and B + mesons are produced in equal abundance at the Z °

resonance and that the semileptonic decay rates are identical, the average lifetime

measured by an impact parameter tag is (1 + _)/2. x (B °) , where a is the ratio of

the charged to neutral B lifetimes, x(B+)/x(B°). The corresponding average using a

high PT lepton technique is (1 +c_2)/(1 +ct). _(B°). Hence the ratio of the two

average B lifetime measurements is

(T')lepton 2 ( 1 + (Z2)

($):'mpact (1 + 0_) 2 (19)

This ratio has a minimum of' 1.0 in the case that the B 0 and B + life.times are

identical (Figure 14). We would have to resolve this ratio to an accuracy of 11% (4%)

to exclude a lifetime difference of a factor of two (1.5). Reducing the systematic

errors to this level of precision would be a challenge.

Presently, direct measurements of the individual B ° and B + lifetimes by

partially reconstructing semileptonic decays are beset by low reconstruction
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Figure 14 Ratio of the average B lifetime measurements using a high

PT lepton tag versus an impact parameter tag, as a function of the

actual charged to neutral B lifetime ratio.

• efficiencies. A comparison of average B lifetimes using impact parameters from

hadronic B decays versus high PT leptons could offer a complementary method to

- uncover differences in the B 0 and B + lifetimes. The CKM matrix element Vcb can

still be extracted from the measured average B lifetime as long as the relative

fractions of' each B species in the enriched sample is taken into account,.

1.9 Preview of Our Experimental Method
The Mark II vertex detector system at the SLC has appreciably more resolving

power than the vertex detectors used in the past by the Mark II at the PEP storage

ring. bb events from hadronic Z ° decays typically have several tracks with large

impact parameters. In this thesis, we will obtain a sample enriched in bb events by

requiring a jet to have two or more tracks with significant impact parameter. The

jet opposite the tag represents a sample of B hadrons unbiased in decay times,

which can be used to extract the B lifetime. Rather than examine the inclusive

" impact parameter distribution of all charged tracks in the unbiased sample, we will

introduce the quantity Eh, which is the sum oi' impact parameters from all charged

tracks in the unbiased jet. The Z5 distribution for the bottom enriched sample has a

roughly exponential decay shape and possesses a number of properties that are
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advantageous over the inclusive 5 distribution. Our measurement of the B lifetime

will be extracted from tile Z5 distribution for jets opposite the tagged jets.

In Chapter 2, we will discuss the elements of the Mark II detector salient to the

lifetime measurement. In Chapter 3, we will describe the Monte Carlo used to

generate hadronic events and simulate the response of the Mark II detector. Next,

we will characterize the tracking resolution in Chapter 4. In Chapter 5, we will
q

introduce the impact parameter tag, which enriches our data with bottom hadrons.

The purity and efficiency of the tag is compared with other methods. In Chapter 6,

we will describe the properties of the Z5 distribution, from which our measurement

of the B lifetime is extracted. Consistency checks and systematic errors of the

measurement are investigated. Finally, in Chapter 7 we will summarize the results

of this thesis and suggest the prospects for future B lifetime measurements.
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. Knowledge is a sacred cow, and my problem will be
how we can milk her while keeping clear of her horns.

o • - Albert Szent-Gyorgyi

Tracking

The measurement of' the bottom hadron !:fetime in tiffs thesis was accomplished

using the Mark II detector at the Stanford _inear Collider (SLC). [asi The SLC is a

pioneer accelerator built to produce Z ° bosons from e*e- collisions at a center of
o

mass energy of 91 GeV. To avoid the large synchrotron energy losses in the beams,

the SLC collides particle beams once and then discards them. All other

contemporary accelerators in the world that collide electron and positron beams

head-on use the more conventional storage rings, which can recirculate particle

beams for hours, but must restore energy losses in the beams every revolution.

The layout of the SLC is shown in Figure 15. Electrons and positrons are first

stored in the damping zings, which reduce the emittance of the particle bunches.

Subsequently, the electron and positron bunches are simultaneously accelerated

down the two-mile linear accelerator (LINAC) to energies of-50 GeV. At the end of

the LINAC, the beams are transported through two arcs, focused to a few microns

in diameter, and collided head-on at the interaction point.
2

The Mark II detector was positioned at the collision point and observed the

production and decay of Z ° bosons. The Mark II detector at the SLC is an upgraded

version from its days at the SPEAR and PEP storage rings. An upgraded Central

Drift Chamber was installed in the Mark II detector in 198 -d tested at the PEP

storage ring, prilor to the move to the SLC collision site.

The SLC underwent a lengthy and arduous commissioning process, and

struggled with high beam backgrounds and low instantaneous luminosities. It was
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Figure 15 Layout of the Stanford Linear Collider (SLC).
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1.2 SLC Luminosity vs, Calendar Day
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Figure 16 Luminosity collected by the Mark Ii detector" irl 1990 at tile

SLC. The total integrated luminosity was 10.1±0.7 nj)1.

I

not until April 11, 1989 that SLAC observed its first hadronic Z ° deca),. The Mark [I

collected a total of 528 Z 0 decays from April t.o October of 1989. With this sample,

the Mark II Collaboration measured the mass ahd width of the Z ° resonance, and

showed that the number of light neutrino families was less than four. Is911901'I'he

I.x)ma Prieta earthquake struck the San Francisco bay area that October with a

magnitude of 7,1 on the Richter scale, caused minor damage to the SI_C, and

delayed operations for the remainder of the year.

The Drift Chamber Vertex Detector and the Silicon Strip Vertex I)etect_)r wt;re.

installed into the Mark II detector at the end o£ 1989, and during a short

engineering run i, danuary 1990 to test the vertex detector system, 37 Z 0 events

were collected. After a lengthy shutdown, colliding e+e ' beams were resumed fr(ml

June through November. Luminosity delivered to the Mark II was sporadic, because

the bulk of the effbrt, was devoted t,o S1A2 MNA(.i? studies and improvements

" (Figure 16i. A total of' 294 Z (_e.vents were. recorded by the Mark II in 1990, of which

208 passed our hadronic eyelet selecti()n requirements.

The rest of the chapter details the description and perfbrmance of the Mark li

detector. In particular, we will foct_s on the tracking system ibr charged particles,

_
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which is achieved with a central tracking detector and two high precision vertex
detectors.

2.1 Overview of the MARK I! Detector
The Mark II detector {601illustrated in Figure 17 is a general purpose detector

designed to provide precision tracking, electromagnetic calorimetry, and lepton

identification. Charged tracks in the angular range of Icos0[ _<0.8 are measured by

three tracldng devices: an outer 72 layer Central Drift Chamber, an intermediate 38

layer Drift Chamber Vertex Detector, and an ironer 3 layer Silicon Strip Vertex

Detector. The B lifhtime analysis hinges on the ability to measure charged tracks

with great precision, which includes not only measuring track impact parameters to

high accuracy, but also understanding the tracking resolution errors. Also, the

efficiency for finding tracks in the fiducial volume of the detectors must be known

with great certainty.

The coordinate system of the Mark II detector is defined as follows: _ points

horizontally in the direction perpendicular to the beam axis away from the Linear

Accelerator, _ points upwards_ and 5 points horizontally along the beam axis in the

direction of the electron beam. Due to the cylindrical symmetry of the Mark II

detector, positions are often defined in terms of _, q_,and 0 coordinate.s, where the

polar axis coincides with the beam direction at the collision point.

The Mark II does not have any hadron calorimetry, nor is it effhctive in

separating rt/K/p particles. Expanding radially from the collision point, the major

detector corntxments include:

Bearnpipe

The Mark II beampipe is an aluminum cylinder 25 mm in radius and 480

microns thick, lt has_a 25 microi_ coating of copper along the inside surface

to reduce backgrounds from synchrotron radiation. At normal incidence the

beampipe is 0.71'i_;of a radiation length, bocated inside the beampipe are

two "wire flippers" used to determine the beam profile. Each wire flipper

holds a carbon fiber at the end of an aluminum fork. The forks are

perpendicular to each other and measure the b,._amby pivoting the carbon "

fiber into the beam. The flippers subtend 11_:{in azimuth and are 0.90% of a

radiation length thick.

=
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MARK II AT SLC

• Muon Chambers
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Figure 17 Overview of'the Mark II detector. The tracking system is
labeled in bold.
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Silicon Strip Vertex Detector (SSVD)

High precision tracking is provided by the Silicon Strip Vertex Detector

using three layers of silicon modules, with strips aligned with the beam axis.

The modules span the region in radius between 29 mm and 38 mm fl'orn the

interaction point. The SSVD has a spatial resolutions of 7.1 microns per

measurement and a two-track separation of 100 microns (~0.3 mrad in

azimuthal angle).

Drift Chamber Vertex Detector (DCVD)

The intermediate tracking is perfbrmed by a 38 layer vertex drift chamber.

The wires are all axial and extend in radius from 5 cm to 17 cre. Its role is to

link the main drift chamber tracks to the silicon detector and to provide

better angular resolution. The DCVD has an average spatial resolution of 60

microns per measurement and a double-hit resolution of 500 microns in

hadronic events.

Central Drift Chambcr (CI)C)

Composed of 72 axial and stereo wire layers, the Central Drift Chamber

performs the pattern recognition for charged tracks, determines the track

parameters, and helps separate electrons from pions with the track dE/dx

information. The momentum resolution is; o/p2= 0.31% GeV '1 and the3 "

spatial resolution in hadronic events is 200 microns. The CI)(] is the only

track detector (_t'the three that provides coso and z in form ation.

Ti me -oi:F1 igh t

The time-of..flight system provides a trigger for cosmic events and limited

charged particle identification. Ii: consists of48 scintillator slabs ar,'anged in

a barrel of radius 1,.)2 cm and covers 7()(a, of the 4rc solid angle. The signals

are read out by photomultiplier tubes at both ends, yielding a timing

resolution of 220 ps.

Magnet

The magnet :is a conventional aluminum solenoid with an inner radius of 156

crn and a _,.hickness of'l.3 radiation lengths. It was operated at 4.75 kG and

maintain_.,d a solenoidal field unifi_rm to 3%. The th.qd nonunifbrmities were

mapped out and known }_cally to 0.1%. t lall probes at, both ends of' the CI)C

determined the absolute strength ot' the field to better than 0.1% accuracy.
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Electromagnetic Calorimetry

Electromagnetic energy is measured by both a barrel and an endcap

calorimeter. The barrel calorimeter is composed of eight azimuthal modules

of interleaved layers of lead and liquid argon for a total depth of 14.1

• radiation lengths. 3° gaps existed between modules, and the total angular

coverage was 64% of 4n. The energy resolution is

" AE/E = 13.3%/,//_®3.3%. Studied at PEP energies, the identification

efficiency for an electron of energy 1 GeV is 78% with a misidentification

probability of 3% in the core ofjets. These values improve fbr more energetic

electrons.

The endcap calorimeter is an assembly of lead and proportional tubes with a

thickness of 18 radiation lengths. It spans 22% of 4n, giving the combined

electromagnetic calorimetry system a coverage of 86% of the total solid
¢.

angle. The energy resolution of the endcap is AE/E = 22%/_,/E.

Muon Chambers

Muons with momenta greater than 1.8 GeV are identified with high

, efficiency. The muon system is composed of four layers of proportional tubes

and steel absorber. The total thickness of 1.8 meters is equivalent to 7.3

• interaction lengths. The muon system covers 45% of the 4n solid angle.

Luminosity Monitors

The integrated luminosity is monitored by two devices; that measured the

small angle Bhabha scattering rate. The Small Angle Monitor is located 1.4

m from the collision point and has an angular acceptance of 50-160 mrad.

Bhabhas are identified using a nine layer drift tube tracking system and a

six layer lead and proportional tube sampling calorimeter, The t_habha cross

section in the small angle monitor is 20% higher than the visible Z ° cross

section.

The Mini-Small Angle Monitor surrounds the beampipe at, 2.1 m from the

collision site and measures bhabhas at even lower polar angles over a range

of 1.5-25 mrad. lt is composed of' six alternating layers of tungsten and

plastic scintillator and has a thickness of 15 radiation lengths. 'l-'he Bhabha

rate is approximately seven times greater than the visible Z ° rate.
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2.2 Centram Drift Chamber (CDC)

2.2.1 Chamber Description
The Central Drift Chamber [60]16211functions as the primary tracking device in

the Mark II detector, with track parameters provided by measurements from 72

axial and stereo wire layers. The CDC is arranged in 12 concentric cylinders of cells

called "superlayers", with each cell composed of six anode wires 2.3 meters in "

length. The 72 measurements span from 19 cm to 152 cm in radius. Staggering the

sense wires by +380 gm resolves the left-right ambiguity in a cell. Figure 18 and

Figure 19 illustrates the CDC wire layout. The odd numbered superlayers are axial;

the other superlayers are tilted off-axis by ±3.8 ° in order to provide stereo

information. The CDC is the only tracking device that provides the z and coso

parameters of the track. The drift chamber gas is a mixture of Argon/CO2/CH 4 in

the ratio 89/10/1 (ItRS gas) and flows through the chamber at a pressure just above

one atmosphere. The gas is opera_d in a saturated regime, which makes the drift.

velocity relatively insensitive to perturbations in temperature, pressure, and high

voltage. The drift, velocity is roughly 52 _tm/ns.

The ionization signal from each sense wire is amplified and split to two readout

devices: a Lecroy 1879 TDC, system which record hits above threshold and a 100

Miiz Flash-ADC system which digitize the pulse waveform. TDC offers better

spatial resolution but provides poorer double-hit resolution in dense hadronic jets.

Second hits on a wire can be detected at 80% efficiency with the FADC for hits

separated by 3.8 mm compared to 6.4 mm with the TDC alone. The double-hit

capabilities of the two electronic systems are shown in Figure 20. When both TDC

and FADC hit information exist, the TDC value is used. Time-slewing corrections

from the integrated FADC charged could have been used to improve the TDC hit

times but were never implemented. Another important tbature of the FADC,

particle identification through the track's dE/dx energy loss, was not used in this

analysis.

2.2.2 Hit Efficiency
I)rift chamber hit efficiencies were studied in cosmic and hadronic events and

incorporated into the Monte Carlo to properly model hadronic events. The hit

efficiency is defined as the probability that a CI)C layer will detect a hit for a found

track, excluding inefficiencies due to geometric acceptance. (Tracks fix_m the

chamber origin with icos01 2 0.65 will fail to pass through all 72 CI)C, layer's.) The

hit efficiency wa:s nearly perfect for cosmic ray tracks (98%) but was significantly
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Figure 18 Superlayer design for the Central Drift Chamber, showing

the axial (A) and stereo (U,V) arrangement.
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Figure 20 Efficiency for separating two tracks as a function of their

distance apart in the Central Drift Chamber. The X's use only TDC

hits, while the closed circles also use FADC pulse information.

worse for hadronic tracks. The individual wire efficiency for the 72 layers is shown

for hadronic events in Figure 21. The histogram displays the most degradation in

efficiency for the inner layers, dropping to 74% due to the limited multi-hit

resolution as tracks in dense jets converge toward the interaction point.

Beam-related backgrounds, most severe for the inner layers, also contributed to the

loss of efficiency. In addition, some the of losses were correlated within a cell,

resulting in zero out of an expected six hits in the (:ell. Figure 22 shows which of the

12 superlayers were especially problematic. High voltage problems plagued

superlayer 12 throughout much of the run causing a total loss of hits in cells 20% of

the time. Correlated cell inefficiencies also needed to be introduced into the Monte

Carlo for superlayers eight and ten. Averaged over all tracks, the hit efficiency was
84%.

2.2.3 Spatial Resolution
The position of the track in the chamber was unfolded from TDC and FADC drift

time information using a time-distance relation computed empirically t!rom cosmic

ray data. The left and right drift regions for each of the 72 wire layers were
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Figure 21 Hit finding efficiency in the Central Drift Chamber versus

wire number. Loss of efficiency in the inner layers results from beam

o backgrounds and track convergence in jets.
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Figure 23 Spatial resolution of' the Central Drift Chamber as a

function of drift distance, with (closed circles) and without (open

circles) tirne-slewing corrections.

subdivided into three drift regions, each with a constant drift velocity. This

compensated for non-uniformities in the drift fields that were the most severe in the

upper right corner and the lower left, corner of the CDC cell, due to the drift of

ionization charge at a Lorentz augle of-,20 ° in the 4.75 Kgauss field. Every two

months, a new reservoir of HRS gas was installed, and the 432 drift velocity

constants (72x2x3) were recalculated from a current block of cosmic events.

The accuracy of the track parameters depends on the accuracy of the individual

hits on the track at the 72 radial positions. The. patrol resolution of' the i_dividual

hits was determined from the rms distribution of the track residuals. This quantity

ranged from 130 _tm to 250 _tm and increased with drift distance due to charge

dif'fhsi.on (Figure 23). At maximum drift distances of 5 cre, diffusion contributes

-150 _tm to the spatial resolution. Other errors included 35 l_m from uncertainties

in wire placement and 50 _tm ft'ore time jitters in the electronics, Averaged over the

entire cell, the position resolution is about, 200 _lm in hadronic events.

Second hits on a wire suffer ft'ore worse spatial resolution because late-arriving

ionization ft'ore the first hit often distorts the leading edge of the second pulse.

These effects were modeled in the Monte Carlo by smearing these pulses an
__
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2.2.4 Track Finding

additional 100 km. Orphan FADC hits, i.e. those without TDC information, occur

when the hit comes within 5 mm of a prior hit and experience an extra spatial

degradation of 250 km. The resolution also worsens near the anode plane, because

the drift velocity is no longer uniform in the higher drift field and is not modeled

. well by the time-distance relation. Also the leading edge of pulses near the anode is

subject to greater fluctuations due to poorer ion statistics, since the paths of the

primary electrons are no longer as isochronous; a significantly smaller fraction of

the total signal will arrive with the leading edge.

2.2.4 Track Finding
Charged particles travel along a helix in a 4.75 kG solenoidal magnetic field.

The trajectory is parametrized by five quantities: the azimuthal angle of the track

at the point of closest approach to the origin in the xy plane (_0), the track

curvature (1/Pxy), where Pxy is the track momentum perpendicular to the beam axis,

the impact parameter in the xy plane (5), the position along the beam axis in z at

the point of closest approach in the xy plane (z0), and the polar direction with

respect to the beam axis (cosO). The errors associated with the track parameters (_0,

1/Pxy 5, z0, cosO) are extracted from the 5x5 covariance matrix computed by
minimizing the track residuals normalized by their errors in a least squares fit.

. The main drift chamber pattern recognition programs have been tested

extensively from data collected during the PEP and the SLC pre-vertex runs. [65] In

essence, colinear hits in a CDC cell are combined into straight track segments.

These segments are the building blocks used to construct the helical tracks.

Segments with identical curvature and _00 from the six axial superlayers are

grouped first. Coso and z information are next determined by adding stereo

segments to the track. The algo_ithm allows for dE/dx energy losses and multiple

scattering contributions. The multiple scattering is not computed at every layer

since this would demand the inversion of a 72x72 matrix. Instead it is

approximated by augmenting the track error matrix via the Glfickstern

prescription. [66]

. 2.2.5 Tracking Performance

A typical two-jet hadronic event displaying the found tracks in the Central Drift

• Chamber is shown in Figure 24. The track finding efficiencies have been studied

extensively using Bhabha events at PEP and Monte Carlo simulations at SLC

energies. For isolated tracks that go through all layers, the efficiency was measured

to be 99%, where a track is required to have at least 20 position measurements out
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Chapter 2 Tracking

of a possible 72. MC studies suggest that the efficiency decreases to 96% for tracks

with lcos01 < 0.8 in hadronic events at the SLC. Figure 25 shows theefficiency as a

function of coso for bhabhas and hadronic tracks. The Monte Carlo models hadronic

tracks less accurately where the efficiency ihlls at large coso or small Pxy (Figure 25

and Figure 28). In order to avoid regions where the efficiency is less well

understood, we will use tracks with Icos0t_<0.8 and Pxy > 0.15 GeV. The hit

distribution for fiducial tracks isdisplayed in Figure 26.

Figure 24 A typical two-jet hadronic event in the Central Drift

Chamber displayed in the plane perpendicular to the beam axis.
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2.2.5 Tracking Performance

Tracking Efficiency for the Central Drift Chamber
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Figure 25 Track finding efficiency as a function of cosO. The points

are from wide angle bhabhas at PEP, and the boxes are from a hadronic

Monte Carlo study at SLC energies.
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2.3 Drift Chamber Vertex Detector (DCVD)

Endplate
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Head
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Figure 29 Isometric view of the Drift Chamber Vertex DeLector.

2.3 Drift Chamber Vertex Detector (DCVD)

2.3.1 Chamber Description

Directly inside the Cm:t.ral D.rift Chamber is the Drift Chamber Vert,ex Detector

5Q' 611 As shown in Figure 29, the DCVD is partitioned into ten jet cells,(DCVD_. '_"''

each. with 38 anode wires aligned in a plane. The anode wires extend from 5 cm to

. 17 cm in radius and have an active length of 47 cm (Pigure 30). The active length

was de_ermin_: _ prior to the chamber assembly by measuring the anode wire gains

as a collimated SSFesource travfded aicmf, the face nf the let call in _?. Planes nf #'rid
7

= wires sandwich the anode plane in order to focus the charge onto the sense _dres
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Figure 30 Cell design Ibr the Drift Chamber Vertex Detector.

o

and to create a uniform drift field throughout the jet cell. Since the wires are all

axial, coso and z information for the track must come ft'ore the main chamber.

Unlike the CDC, the wires are not staggered, and so both the true hit positions and

their mirror images will rep,'oduce viable tracks. To aid in pattern recognition, the

anode planes are tilted by 15°. First, the left-right ambiguity is resolved since the

mirror image of a track emanating ft'ore the origin will have a large miss distance.

Second, tracks cannot pass entirely along the anode or cathode wire planes, which

are the regions of worst hit, efficiency and spatial resolution. Third, tracks that cross

cell boundaries are useful in characterizing the time-distance relation.

The DCVD was designed to achic, ve spatial resolutions of better than 25 lain. The

dense jets of tracks and noisy beam-related backgrounds require that the vertex

chamber n(, only have excellent spatial resolution but also excellent multi-hit

resolution. 'Ib meet these goals the chamber was precision crafted: wires are located

_%thin ~3 _tm of the anode plane, and the plane itself is positioned with an accuracy

of' 20 pm. In addition, a "cool" gas which is a mixture of C02/ethane (92/8) at two

- ,._,,, spa t,_m_-_ v._..'o _., 1._ A• _._ • u _., IJz utr. _'v a,._ USt;U 1.11 tait: t_lldlll U_[ Lt) i._l_C 111 t.t V tit bUpeI" or

, _ ,l_resolutions. Unlike the t fR.S gas in the Central 1)rift Cham|:t.r, ccx_lgases _ninimize
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2.3.2 Environmental Control

the electron diflhsion of the ionization signal as it migrates to the anode wire, and

thereby offer a better spatial resolution. For cosmic ray tracks (see Figure 31), the

rms of the track residuals is diffusion dominated and has the characteristic square

root dependence on the drift distance, D.

(_2(gm2) = (20fm)2+ (38gm)2D(cm) (20)

" :['he maximum drift distance is 5 cm. The intrinsic term of 20 _tm is limited by the

primary ionization statistics and the non-isochrony of the track's ionization trail. As

is true for the main chamber, the DCVD spatial resolution diverges near the anode

due to ion statistics and non-unifornfities in the drift velocity (see Figure 32).

At a reduced drift field of E/P=0.75 kV/cm/atm the drift velocity is 5.7 _tm/ns,

approximately ten times slower than the CDC drift velocity. The slower velocity

makes it easier for the electronics to discern multiple hits on a wire since the hits

are separated by a larger interval in time. The track signals are amplified and

subsequently digitized by a 6 bit, 100 MHz FADC modified to be active over a 10 its

range,

2.3.2 Environmental Control

The major drawback of using a cool gas is that the drift velocity is highly

. sensitive to external factors such as t,emperature, pressure, drift field, and gas

composition. Variations in the drift velocity will contribute to the spatial resolution

and, if unchecked, can easily overwh.elm any benefits achieved in carefully

assembling the chamber or choosing a gas that minimizes electron diffhsion. To

ensure that the drift distance is known to within 5-10 wn over the entire jet cell,

these environmental factors have to be monitored to within a t_w parts in 104. i591

A resistor-divider chain provided voltages to the cathode wires to within -0.05%

of the design voltage. C,uard wires, field shaping electrodes, and conducting surfaces

attached to the inner and outer pressure cylinders also helped provide a unitbrm

drit't field near the inner and outer radius of the chamber. The drift field was

uniform to better than 0.1_; ov_,r two-thirds of the active volume. The oxygen level

was kept t)elow 2 ppm to maintain an electron lifetime in excess of' 30 gs. Over a

drift distance of 5 cm, the loss in pulse height was under 2,)... The pressure was

. controlled to within +0.7 mbar of its :mminal value of two atmospheres absolute.

1 1The temperature of the gas was controlled by modulat'ng the chamber

temperature with water circulating through tubes that spiraled around the outer

--- hull of the chamber. The temperature control system had to di:,;si )ale 20 watts of "-- " t ....
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2.3.3 Beam Backgrounds
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Figure $3 ql_pical noise hits in the Drift Chamber Vertex Detect,or

due to beam-related backgrounds.

h.eat, generated by the preamps and compensate tbr the 2-3°C diurnal variations

outside the Mark II detector, A feedback system, provided by 48 thermistors located

in the gas volume, pressure heads, inner and outer shells, and the electronics cages,

stabilized the gas temperature to within ±0,1°C, The largest temperature gradient

existed, along the z axis due to the preamp cards and was AT=0.15°C.

2.:_.3 Beam Backgrounds
During data collection, the DCVD was most sensitive to beam-related

backgrounds, which were heavily biased towards inner radii. The silicon strips,

although much ci,,ser to the interaction point, have a much smaller active volume.

Hence, significantly less energy got deposited in the SSVD. Figure 33 illustrates the

- typical background ionization that plagued the vertex drift chamber. The small
-
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loops are generated by 5-10 MeV electrons circling in the magnetic field. The fuzzy

patches near the inner DCVD wall are thought to be electrons from soft photon

conversions that spiral inward as they lose all their energy. Synchrotron radiation

also peppers the entire chamber with small spots. The backgrounds prevent track

hits from being identified in these regions since the noise patches saturate large

portions of the FADC pulse heights.

The SLC was often tuned for hours before beam backgrounds were reduced to

acceptable levels. Yet the chamber occupancy averaged about 13% for random

beam-crossing triggers taken at the time oi' the Z ° events. The chamber occupancy

is defined as the percentage of FADC buckets with signals above threshold, and is

normalized to the number of FADC buckets that correspond to active regions ofthe

chamber. By contrast, hadronic events in the absence of beam backgrounds are

expected to contribute 10% to the chamber occupancy. The distribution of DCVD

occupancy for hadronic events is presented in Figure 34. The backgrounds have a

strong radial dependence as seen in Figure 35, with the number of hits diminishing

in the outer layers. Clean events, on the other hand, would display a flat

distribution equal to the hadronic charged track multiplicity of about 20. The total
B

number of hits in the vertex chamber averaged 1975+65 in hadronic events. The

MC displays a chamber occupancy and total hit count roughly 90% of the data. This

deficiency is present for all wire layers, as seen in Figure 135. Although not fully

understood, the discrepancy could be related to limitations in the way that beam

background events are overlaid onto clean MC events in the process of fully

simulating the Mark II detector environment. (Discussed further in Section 3.4).

The beam-related backgrounds were believed to be caused by the far

non..gaussian tails oi" the 45 GeV electron and positron beams striking material

upstream of the interaction reghm. 1631Collimators along the linear accelerator and

arcs oi' the collider clip off the far tails of the beams, and tungsten and lead masks

shield the Mark II detector from showers that develop from particles striking the

edge of the collimators or the walls of the beampipe. Nevertheless, EGS simulations

indicated that of order one 50 (k,,V particle hitting the mask inside the detector, 50
,m

particles hitting the beampipe inside the final focus triplet magnets, or 1000

particles hitting the inner edge of the mask at the entrance of the triplet magnets

could reproduce the background noise seen in the DCVI). Since 5-10% of the

random beam-triggered events exhibited no DCVD backgrounds except for small

synchrotron spots_ Poisson statistics su_::gests that the number of primary particles

that initiate the showers is small. The shape of the lead mask at the entrance oi'the
=

z
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Roughly 10% o£ the pulses are generated by charged tracks in Z °

decays and 13% from beam backgrounds.
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Chapter $ Traoklng

final focus magnets was discovered to be flawed, since it did not properly shield the

downstream elements from off-momentum tails of the beam. After redesigning and

installing a new mask, the beam-backgrounds diminished significantly in the
DCVD.

m

Under normal operating conditions, each jet cell drew 10-50 nA, depending on

the severity of the beam backgrounds. However, the beam backgrounds were
q

sometimes so severe that one or more DCVD cells would spontaneously begin to

draw a steady-state current in excess of 1 _. Usually, the large current draws were

confined to a couple of anode wires in the cell, which would collect huge ionization

pulses. Treatment demanded that the high voltage for these troubled cells be

lowered, to 1000 V for several hours, during which the track hit efficiency was zero

in the cell. On average 4% of the chamber cells were inoperative; although a given

event could lose half its DCVD track information if a jet happened to pass through

one of these inoperative cells.

Aider the Mark II completed its 1990 data collection, the DCVD was radiated by

an X-ray tube source to simulate the conditions of the beam backgrounds and

recreate the large current draws. We speculated that electric charge build-up on the

Macor face induced the steady-state currents. The Macor blocks are the ceramic

endplates that position the grid, guard, and cathode wires to high accuracy. Adding

0.5% water to the chamber gas seemed to alleviate the electrostatic breakdowns,

but this solution was never used while the Mark II was collecting data.

In addition to the high voltage problems, the DCVD pressure or temperature

strayed out of tolerance for roughly 5% of the events. No DCVD hit information was

used in these events. On other occasions, data acquisitions problems such as

memory overflows caused loss of pulse height inibrmation for one or more cells,

which affected -1% of the cells on average.

In total, an average of 10% of the cells were inoperative. 'Phese conditions were

modeled in the Monte Carlo events by turninl_ off' hits associated with bad I)CVD

cells. In addition, seven of the 380 chamber wires were dead throughout the entire
data collection.

2.3.4 Hit Efficiency and Two Track Separation

Studies from cosmic tracks show that the hit efficiency is about 95%. The hit

efficiency is defined as the probability that a DCVD layer will detect a hit for tracks

found in the central drift chamber. The inefficiency arises from setting the pulse

finding threshold high enough to eliminate spurious pulses. ,Just like the main drift-
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2,3.4 Hit Efficiency and Two Track Separation

chamber, the DCVD has poorer efficiencies in hadronic events, especially for the

inner layers where the hit efficiency drops to 70% (see Figure 36). In this figure, we

are not counting the losses from bad cells or known dead wires which would amount

to an additional 10% hit loss, hence the wire efficiencies reported in Figure 36 are

• limited only by the multi-hit resolution in the presence of beam backgrounds and

track densities in jets. The efficiency improves for the outer layers but is still below
t

the performance for cosmic tracks.

Track hits are generated in unmixed MC events, i.e. background-free events,

with a 95% efficiency independently of wire number. Hit inefficiencies due to beam

backgrounds and close track pairs in hadronic jets are modeled to reflect the data

(see Section 3.4), The MC hit efficiency in fully simulated hadronic events displays a

similar dependence on wire number, and agrees with the data when averaged over

the entire working chamber. Excluding bad cells and known dead wires, the hit

efficiency was 80.5% for the data and 80.2% for the MC.

In addition, a portion of the track measurements are spurious hits from

background noise. The probability for selecting the correct hit generated by the

track as a function of wire uumber, as predicted by the MC, is shown in Figure 37.

As expected, the performance is p¢×_rest for the inner wires, where the generated

hits get properly associated with the track only 55% of the time. The rest of the time

the hits are either spurious or not found at all. The probability for finding the

correct hit improves to 75% tbr the outer layers, and is 69.4% averaged over the

entire chamber., These accidentals are extremely problematic since they can cause

the measured impact parameter to stray from its actual value. However, as long as

a majority of the DCVD track measurements are the correct hits, the track will link

up properly to the silicon strip detector, Moreover, tracks that fail to gather any of

the correct DCVD hits will usually fhil to pick up any silicon information. The track

cuts listed in Sectiou 4.2 will eliminate these badly mismeasured tracks.

In an environment of dense jets, it is crucial to be able to resolve two closely

spaced tracks. The FADC pulse height profile allows us to discriminate between

tracks that are as close as 250 _m from each other, corresponding to a peak-to-peak

pulse separation of as few as five FADC bins, Smaller separation distances cannot

be resolve¢i since the two pulses will merge into a single hit. The pulse-finding

algorithm searches for a differential pulse height signal to exceed threshold. This

method discriminates double-hits be_ter than requiring the pulse height to cross an

absolute threshold since the tail of the first hit does not have to fall to zero in order
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Figure 36 Hit finding efficiency versus wire number for hadronic

tracks in the Drift Chamber Vertex Detector. Inefficiencies due to dead

cells or wires are not included•
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2.3.5 Spatial Resolution

for the second pulse to be detected. The differential threshold is decreased linearly

by 40% over the 5 cm drift distance to accommodate diffusion and pulse height

attenuation. 1611

The double track resolution was studied by separating the pulse height m'ofiles

" from pairs of independent cosmic hits by increasing distances, summing the two

pulse profiles linearly, and processing them by the hit finding algo_:ithm. The

" efficiency for resolving the second hit turned on when the separation distance

exceeded 400_tm (Figure38). This test is somewhat more ideal than can be

expected in hadronic events since heavy beam backgrounds will tend to require a

larger separation distance between track pairs before they can be fully resolved.

Also, a large fraction of'the background pulse hits saturate the FADC over dozens of

bins. Synchrotron spots and 5 MeV electron loopers deposit large amounts of
ionization because of their low momentum.

Spurious hits can be triggered by late-arriving ionization clusters from the

original signal. The "fake" hit, rate can be limited by raising the threshold, but must

be tempered to maintain a high hit efficiency and double track resolution. The fake

hit rate falls rapidly with the double-hit separation distance and drops below 15%

• beyond a distance of 0.5 mm (Figure 39).

2.3.5 Spa!ial Resolution

Just as the hit efficiency and two-track separation deteriorate fbr hadronic

events as compared to cosmic ray events, so does the spatial resolution deteriorate

for hits in the DCVD. The resolution worsens for inner wire layers and can be

characterized by the expression

2 + a2 D + c_2(19 - W) (21)C_2 = (_0

where D is the d_'ift distance in cm and W is the wire layer number, a0, al, and a2

are the intrinsic-, diffusion-, and wire-dependent contributions to the resolution,

respectively. The expression is identical to Eqn.(20) except for the added

dependence on the wire number. The parameters a0, al, and _2 differ for tracks that

come from hadronic events, MC simulated hadronic events with and without beam

background mixing, and cosmic ray events. The values, listed in Table 8, are

derived from gaussian fits to the track residuals for tracks that have at least 15

measurements in the DCVD.

The behavior of the spatial resolution is best illustrated in Figure 40. Tlm hit

resolution fbr cosmic tracks as a function of drift distance is plotted as the thick
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Figure 38 Efficiency to detect a second track as a function of the track

separation,
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Figure 39 Fraction of'"fake" hits as a function of' the distance after

the first hit,

contour. The spatial resolution for hadronic tracks is plotted as thin contours for a

subset of the DCVD layers. Layer 34 has a resolution that is nearly identical to that

of'cosmics; however, the inner layers are 15-20 pm worse.

The Monte Carh) generated hits in the DCVD are smeared by a d_ift distance-

dependent resolution function that optimizes the agreement between the hadronic

data and the MC events mixed with beam backgrounds. No wire-dependent term is

used to degrade the generated hits, hence the c 2 term in the mixed MC ari,,_es solely

from the radial dependence of beam background hits and the density of hits in jets.
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2.3.5 Spatial Resolution

Table8 Parameters in Eqn. (21) which describe the spatial

resolution for track hits in the Drift Chamber Vertex Detector. (_o, (_1,

and ($2 correspond to the intrinsic-, diffusion-, and wire-dependent

coefficients, respectively.

.... , , ,, ,,, ......

Event type (_o(_m) a 1 (km) c_2 (lira)
, _ _ , , , .... ,....... ,, ,, _

. Hadronic Z°'s 28.5 43.0 7.6

Mixed MC 27.9 42.9 6.8
...........

Unmixed MC 22.9 41.2 3.0
.........

1

Cosmics 20.4 37.6 0
i ii , ii ,,,

120 I I I I

hadronic laver 27 layer 34

..-.. 100 - events layer 19 " _
E

80 -layerS _.--_ '"_'_'__'_"-__f___.,_"'- k

.:_o 60- _______'- '_ . -• *5 _ ..;J__ COSm [cs

4o

- _ -events J

- 2-
pr

20 -

0 -- I I L i
0 1 2 3 4 5

Drift Distance (mm)

Figure 40 The DCVD spatial resolution for hadronic and cosmic

tracks as a function of drift; distance. The resolution for hadronic tracks

degrades for the inner layers of the vertex chamber.

The resolution function used to smear the generated hits differs slightly from the

cosmic performance due to an artifact in the way that drift velocities are modeled in

the MC near the anode wire.

. The unmixed Monte Carlo events have a wire-dependent term (_2 that is

intermediate to the value for hadronic and cosmic tracks. The value suggests that

the bulk oi"the layer dependency is due to the degradation from beam backgrounds

and not from dense jets. Both hadronic and cosmic tracks have nearly identical
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Chapter 2 Tracking

diffusion terms. Note that although the resolution for wire 34 at a drift distance of

zero is undefined, there is no problem since Eqn. (21) applies only for drift distances

greater than 2 mm from the anode wire. Inside of 2 mm, the spatial resolution

degrades rapidly due to ion statistics (Figure 32 on page 52), and the MC generated

hits are smeared accordingly.

2.3.6 Track Finding

Two different strategies were used to find charged tracks in the DCVD. In the

first method, the pattern recognition consisted of software "curvature modules" that

looked for an accumulation of hits along predefined paths with a givenazimuthal

angle (Po, impact parameter 5, and curvature _. Track segments in the DCVD are

found independent of any track information from the central drift chamber. This

technique is analogous to the hardware curvature modules used in the Mark II

event trigger, which were programmed to find charged tracks in the Central Drift

Chamber by identifying patterns of CDC cells hit along predefined cm_ced roads

through the twelve superlayers. [64]

The abundance of layers in the vertex drift chamber allows most tracks to be

clearly visible in a one-event display of the DCVD raw hits, as shown in Figure 41
m

on page 66. Each hit appear on both the left and right side of the anode plane since

the directional ambiguity of the drifting charge cannot be resolved prior to track

finding. Very little confhsion exists between the track and its mirror image reflected

across the anode plane, since the mirror image almost always misses the origin by a
subs tantial distance.

For tracks with a small impact parameter (5<<R) and small curvature (_<<I/R),

the path in the xy plane can be parametrized as

5 _R

q>(R) = (Po+ R + -2 (22)

where R is the radial coordinate of the hit (5 to 17 cm in the DCVD). The predefined

paths searched by the software cm-cature modules are optimized to the double-hit

resolution of the DCVD, which turns on for a separation oi' 250 _n and becomes

fully efficient beyond 400 pm. The azimuthal angle is divided into 4000 discrete

values of (P0,so that the distance between two successive (p0's in the outer layer of

the chamber is ~250 _m. This allows the maximum resolving power for close track

pairs. For each (Po,we construct 45 paths over a range of curvatures and impact

parameters. The curvature is selected to be 0, +_0.2,or +0.4 m-1, which corresponds

to a momentum of _, 0.71, or 0.32 GeV, respectively. The curvature values are
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2.3.6 Track Finding

chosen so that the sagitta of the track segment inside the DCVD changes by

-250 pm for each successive _. The impact parameter of the curvature modules

range from -4 mm to +4 mm in increments of 0.5 mm for ,_= 0, and ft'ore -3 mm to

+3 mm in increments of 1.0 mm for K=+0.2 and ±0.4 m -1. Altogether, there are

• 45 x 4000 software curvature modules.

Hits are associated with a specific curvature module if they are within

150-200 gm of the path. The allowed separation between the hit and the curvature

module path increases with layer to accommodate the graininess between adjacent

paths. The algorithm is optimized to hunt for tracks with Pxy >-0.25 GeV and impact

parameter 5i .'-:4 mm. More modules could have been devised to search for tracks

outside these ranges, but the present set of modules are sensitive to the vast

majority of' tracks ft'ore hadronic events. Also, the computational speed of tracking

decreases with the number of curvature modules. 'Ih'acks with both high momentum

and small impact parameter are reconstructed first, while low momentuna tracks

and large impact parameter tracks are assembled with any remaining DCVD hits.

The track segment is further refined by adding and dropping hits in an attempt to

minimize the residuals ft'ore a fit, of the segment to a circular arc in the xy plane.

Track ,egmentss;_' -, are required to have a minimum of ten I_)CVD hits.

The I)CVD track segments are next linked to known CI)C tracks by minimizing

" the 22 fbrmed from the differences in 90, 5, and K"or the t.w(} segments and the f'ull

3x;3 covariant error matrix for these parameters. 'the X2 also alh)ws a kink Aq_t,int_

between the two track segments, weightod by the calculated angular resolutiol_

c_q_,ms fbr multiple scattering between the two chambers,. The full )_" is

• T .1
,)

.;, ::Xq% 3x3 "__Po / ,Xqoki,,t,_
X_ = A 5 error .:_5 + _ _23)i o i

_._), t I I :; ',3,_ m a t ri x. A _,-

Ii" mc,re than om._ ('..I)..(' track m,.tt._.h_,' ....,_ thf saint _ vt_rtex scgmt,_,t _'. ii' a .... )se pair ot

- I)C\.'I) segments is aligned with a pair _,,I'(.'I.)C tracks, thon arbitrati,.m is condu.vted

t() minimize the total 7.2 of _.he li__kage At.q_r¢)ximmely _le..third _f' the I)CVI) track1

segn_c__t:s are not linked ._._._CI)(." track.,._. "l".}_cs_,untls_,d ,_('gl'lli'l'll, 5 _il'l> t._redominal_tlv

spurio_.._s tracks f'ormcd f'r_m_ t,t,_, glut _f t_ackgl"_tt.,_d hits }li t}_e vcrtox chanlber' and

"' tlbLltiil'_," hi'iV(, 01_1 v l f)-_'20 _]SS_.l'Ci[:iI't)(] }"ti IS. }{(>Y?.'I(! ;tr(, l'U_.t] ll';:icks [.}1_11 don't extor_d ivlto

the. n_ai_:. (:hami:a.r due t.o the gr(:,ater c(:_,,,(icoverage ¢._f'l}'lt_ I)('VI).
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Chapter 2 Tracking

The second track finding algorithm is complementary to the crower',are module

approach. _ CDC tracks are extrapolated layer-by-layer into the DCVD, and nearby

hits are accreted onto the track. After a hit is added, the track parameters are

reevaluated, and the search proceeds to the next wire layer. Unlike the curvature

module method, the extrapolation method can find tracks with Pxy <-0.25 GeV or

:5i _ 4 mm. t.-Iowever, this algorithm has a lower track finding efficiency in the

presence of high backgrounds and dense jets. The extrapolated path often diverges

ft'ore the true track direction by picking up accidental hits, which are then used to

update the track parameters. The algorithm is also not very successful at traversing

across a dense patch of background hits in the DCVD, since it looks for the next,

track hit in a very localized region.

Because the curvature modules perform a global search for the entire track

segment, large regions of noise can be eft_ctiveiy bypass. Also, the CDC and DCVD

segments for close track pairs can be correctly linked more frequently, since the

azimuthal angle, impact parameter, and curvature information for the DCVD track

segments are all used to arbitrate between the possible linkage choices. On the

other hand, the extrapolated CDC track will tend to lock onto the DCVD segment

which is closest to the extrapolation at the outer layers, irrespective of' the other

parameters of the DCVD segment since it cannot know their values a priori.

Because of the limitations of the extrapolation method, hadronic events are first

tracked using the curvature module technique, which finds approximately 90% of

the tracks. Next, the extrapolation method finds hits for the remaining CDC tracks,

predominately those with low momentum m" large impact parameters. Mso, because

the extrapolation method is computationally much faster, it is used to track cosmic

ray events.

The five track parameters: cP0, I/l:'x,o 5, z(), and cosO, are then extracted from a

combined fit to the CDC and DC\:D track hits using a program called SARCS6. IssI

t]its near the perimeter of the jet cell are eliminated from the fit since the drift

fiel_ls are less uniform and modeled poorly in this region. Only track hits from wire

layers 3 throu_:,h 34 are used. In additim_, }_its within. 2 mm of the anode plane or 3

mm (,f the cathode plar_,:, arc used in the pattern recognition but are deweighted in

the fit. Thus track finding efficiel_cy is enhanced without jeopardizing the track

parameter rc,solutions with these poorly mea sur:.,d hits.

== _ Algorithm tailored to the l).\,D by [._111 Ford.

-?
=
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2.3.7 CDC/DCVD Tracking Performance

2.3.7 CDC/DCVD Tracking Performance

A typical two-jet hadronic event in the Drift Chamber Vertex Detector is shown

in Figure 41, including noise hits from beam backgrounds. Both the hits and their

mirror image across the anode plane are plotted, since the DCVD cannot resolve the

left/right ambiguity in the direction of the drift,ing charge until after tracking.

_. Hence, half the apparent tracks are just the mirror image of the true tracks and

" miss the origin by a substantial distance. The same event is presented in Figure 42

with only the hits associated with the tracks displayed.

The DCVD hit distribution for tracks well measured in the central drift chamber

and passing through an active DCVD cell is presented in Figure 43. (Recall that

roughly 10% of the tracks enter malfunctioning cells). In addition, the track must

have at least, 20 CDC measurements, Pxy _ 0.15 GeV, Icos01 < 0.80, 1SI-<5mm, and
!zl < 30mm. Only wires 3 through '_'..... _ are used in the vertex chamber track fit, so

the maximum number of DCVD measurements is 32. The DCVD track hit

distrib,._tion is peaked near the max;mum allowed, with 91±1% of the tracks picking

up 15 or more hits in the vertex chamber. For the 9% ef CDC tracks that do not link

with a DCVD track segment, Monte Carlo studies suggest that half the failures are

• due to photon conversions, Ks ° and A decays, or kinks in tracks from v:_ decays, all

which have occurred outside the DCVD. The remaining tracks were most likely not

" found because oi' the finite double-track resolution, where typically the nearest

track was under 10 mrad away.

Monte Carlo studies indicate that in addition to the track finding inefficiency of

" 9%, and additional 8% of the tracks get linked t,o the wrong DCVD segment. In

other words, the hits that the track finds are not the ones generated by the track in.

" the M(;. The mechanism is not well understood, although sometimes the arbitration

perfi.)rrned (m close track pairs crisscross the _ s'as.._.gnment, which results in two
") "1 'inc()rr, x't ma'_ct_ups. The true I. CVI) segment can also have accidental noise hits

• that have not yet been removed by the SARCS6 fitter in the final polishing, and

fails to link up correctly due to the poor ?('.2.match in Eqn. (23) between the CDC and

I)CVI) track parameters. In about a quarter of the mismatches, the correct DCVD

scgmont was either attached to another track or was found by the software

cura,ature m()dules but not used.

" These misr_atched (.racks are particularly troublesome. They reduce the
,/),efficiency of linking the CI)(, [CVD track with the silicon strip detector and

_5 increase th_ pr(fl)abi!ily that ir_correct silicon hits will be selected. Moreover, the -

i_
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Figure 41 1.'ypical two-y,t hadronic eve, _tin the l)rift Chamber Vertex
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2.3.7 CDC/DCVD Tracking Performance

. Figure 42 The same twoget e\,eilt. Only hits associat,ed with th_

fT.)undtracks are displayed.
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Figure 43 The number 0f DCVD hits on a track. Tracks are required

to pass through a live DCVD cell, and must have at least 20 CDC hits,

Pxy > 0.15 (]eV, IcosOJ_ 0.8, and 181_ 5 mm. 91% of the tracks pick up at
least 15 DCVD hits,

reconstructed impact parameter will often differ significantly from its true value, .'

effectively introducing non-gaussian tails into the resolution function. Using an

impact parameter tag, the fraction of B hadrons in the enriched sample will decline

sip,ce tracking errors in udsc events will fake a bottom signal. Fortunately, we can

eliminate many of the tracks with I)(2VI) tracking errors by req_iring tracks to pick

up at least one silicon measurement (discussed further in Sectio,_,_ '2.4). Only 5.5% of

t. J (,' m "_' r _ ,,these tracks have the wrong I)CVD track segment, down from _')_,. M.._.(.m,er, nearly

half of these tracks manage to find at least one correct SSVD clust.er generated by

the track, which will dominate the impact parameter measurement and stx_er the

track back on course, tie.nee, only 3'/,. of the tracks with at least 15 I)CVD hits and

at lt.a,.t_'_ 1 SSVD hit fail to pick up even one correct measurement in either vertex

de rector.
v

We have ignored the effects of coso on the spatial resoluti,)n. Tracks with small

polar angles deposit more ionization in each wire layer, hence the resolution

improves by a thctor of ].057.:'sin0 due to ion statistics, which varies by 20% over

_t,,_ n,_,.,,4._l ,._._,,g,_ ,-_£ ,,,,,:_ .--n _a 'l'h. n¢_,'.m'_li_.')i.inn fartr)r 1 057 keo.ns the average
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Figure 44 Z2 per degree of freedom for the CDC/DCVD hits on the

track. 'lYacks have at least 15 DCVD hits and P_ _>_0.15 GeV. The
distribution means are 1.42 (i.30) for the data (MC).

resolution unchanged when averaged over all tracks. This correction is used ibr

both the CDC and the DCVD track fitting. Figure 44 illustrates the Z2 per degree of,I

freedom fbr hadronic tracks after ali these improvements are in piace.

The miss distance for cosmic even.ts is defined as the separation between the two

halves of a cosmic track when extrapolated to the center of the chamber. This

distribution has a width that is a facto," of j2 wider than the impact parameter

resolution. We used cosmic tracks with P2 15 GeV to determine the tracking

perfbrmance fbr is(dated high momentum tracks in the chamber. The impact

parameter resolution was 37pm (Figure,l r"o) and the angular resolution was

0.5 mrad. 'l'hese values are about 30% worse than what could be expected with

perfect wire geome_ ry and detector alignment.

The drill, chambers displayed a few rain(n" blemishes that could be c.ontributing

to the additional t,rack smearing experiencc, d by high momentum cosmics. The miss

distance axl(t acoplanarity distributions fbr high mornentum cosmic tracks (P>_ 5

, (]eV) we.rc not centered exactly at zero. For instance, the mean geometric miss

distance tbr cosmics using CI)C tracking alone was 70+15 pn_, which is still small

compared to the standard deviation of 360 pm. The offset was independc:nt of the

= charge of the cosmic track. With DCVD infbrmation, the miss distance distributioJ,

_=_
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Figure 45 Miss distance for cosmics with momentum P _>.15 GeV,

The impact paralneter resolution is a factor ,F2smaller than the miss

distance resolution.

became centered about the oiqgin, but the acoplana_ity between the two cosmic

segrnents now acquires a small nonzei'o mean of 0.154_:0.()5 mrad, independent of the

charge of the cosmic particle. If we track the cosmic using only DCVD hits, the kink
Iv

doubles in magnitude. These symptoms suggest a subtle interplay possibly between

remaining errors in the time-distance relation, uncertainties in the CDC lorentz

angle, uncertainties ill the aligmment between drift chambers, and small distortions

of the drift chambers. The time-distance relation for the DCVI) is s(_nsitive to the

angle _ be.tween the track and the DCVD anode plane. 1611Although modeled by

electrostatics simulations, the mean miss distance still displayed a residual linear

dependence on the sum of tan_ lo," the two tracks in a cosmic event. This eftbct was

small (_15 _tm).

2.4 Silicon Strip Vertex Detector (SSVD)

2.4.1 Detector Description
ollicola Strip VertexThe highest prec:ision in tracking is achieved with the o..

Detector (cx¢'S'""'vi.J).issI I,,s'" layout is shown ii1 Figure 46 arid Figuro,17. l,ocated

between the drift chamber vertex detector an(t the vacuum beampipe, this device

29.4 ,3<).7 mm, and 38.0 mmhas three layers of silicon strip modules at radii of mm ' ')

f.ao_ rP_hlo 91 Tho. mr_d_l_._ can h_ nlaco.d this close to the beam axis because the
5 •

=
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2.4.2 Cluster Finding

Table 9 Physical characteristics of the modules in the Silicon Strip
Vertex Detector.

Detector Property Layer 1 Layer 2 I.,ayer 3 units

" layel radius 29.4 33.7 38.0 mm

strip pitch 25 29 33 gm
li

detector size 13.8x74.8 15.8x85.1 17.9x93.5 mm 2

thickness 314 314 314 _tm

Number of strips 512 512 512
....... J I -- . ii ilJ_ ! _ i • _ '" __

beampipe is only 25 mm in radius. In each layer there are twelve non-overlapping

modules which have an azimuthal coverage of' 85% of 2n. The polar coverage is

jcos01 < 0.77 for tracks that come from the interaction site.

Composed of aluminum endplates and connected by an inner and outer

beryllium shell, two half-cylinder support structures house the silicon modules. The

mechanical support is mounted directly onto the vacuum beampipe. Capacitive

, monitors are used to detect any relative motion between the SSVD and the outer
_,_ .drift chambers, and are discussed in further detail in oectmn 4..4.4.

'd

Each module consists of 512 axial strips with a pitch between 25 and 33 microns

depending on the layer. Since the strips are axial, only r and q) infbrmation is

available, The signal on every channel is readout by Microplex chips which are

custom designed VLSI circuits located at the ends of the silicon modules. The

Microplex performs a double-correlated sample-and-hold and sends the signals to

the input of a microprocessor controlled ADC called a BADC. The BADCs digitize

the pulse heights, subtract pedestals, perform gain corrections, and sparcify the

data. Since only 2.5% of the 18,i32 channels have pulse heights above threshold in a

typical hadronic Z 0 event, the spar sification provided by the 3tA l)(,s_ is needed to

streamline the data acquisition.

2.4.2 Cluster Finding

" During the Z ° running period approximately 8% of the SSVI_) channels w,erc not

operational. One cable was damaged during installation, another was severedI

partway through the 1990 run when the Mark II endcap doors were closed. Thus

two silicon modules were deactivated. The five strips nearest each module edge

= experienc:ed higho.r !enkaga m_rr_nt._ and lr)wet signal/noise ratios and were not
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Figl.ire 46 Layout of the modules in the Silicon Strip Vertex Detector.
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2.4.3 Tracking Performance

used. Isolated channels that had poor signal/noise ratios were identified with a

pre-installation gain study using a 241Am source and were removed from the data

acquisition. On occasion the pedestals for an entire module would shift off-scale due

to heavy beam backgrounds, and the data would be lost for several hours until the

next calibration obtained new pedestal values.

The ionization deposited by a track in the silicon module typically spread over

, 2-4 strips. Resolutions significantly better than the strip pitch of ~30 t_m were

achieved by taking the centroid of the cluster. The SSVD was highly efficient at

detecting charged tracks with a measured signal-to-noise ratio of approximately

18'1. Although the silicon strips are much closer to the beams than the DCVD, the

SSVD was considerably less sensitive to beam backgrounds because the active

volume per strip is so small. Most of the backgrounds were from synchrotron

photons and low momentum charged tracks ft'ore photon conversions at the

beampipe. Altogether only 1.7% of the channels had pulse heights above threshold

for random beam triggers and 2.5% for typical hadronic events.

Hit clusters separated by two or more st_ips were efficiently distinguished by

looking for a dip in the cluster height greater than 1.5(_i, where _i is the rms noise

• of the ;;_,_ividual channel. Both clusters were required to have a signal greater than

5(5 i. The two-track separation in hadronic events was better than 100 gin, which

" corresponds to an angular separation of 0.3 mrad.

2.4.3 lracking Performance
SSVD tracking is perfornmd by calculating an 8x8 covariance matrix composed

of the 5x5 track error matrix from the CDC/DCVD track fit and the 3x3 error

matrix from the silicon st,-ip hits. t A least squares fit minimizes the residuals at

every silicon layer and optimizes the track parameters for the combined three

detector fit. Multiple scattering errors from the silicon layers induce correlations

among the silicon measurements and between the silicon hits and CDC/DCVD track

parameters, which generate nonzero off-diagonal elements in the covar'iance matrix.

t tence, the errors are computed exactly in the 8x8 covariance matrix. This

.)rocedure contrasts with the treatment oi' multiple scattering from drift chamber

" vire_ and gas; after the track was fit in the CDC o," I)CVD, multiple scattering

contributions were approximated by augmenting the 5x5 track error matrix via the
,m

Gluckstern prescripti(m. Figure 48 demonstrates the tracking per/'ormance of the

Silicon Strip Vertex Detector.

+ .%qVl) trneking al_aril,hnl wns devdot)ed bv Chris Adolfsen and Bob Jacobsen.

_

_
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q

II ' ' II/
(b) "

/ /////
0 5 mm i

6644A45 I, t

Figure 48 (a) Same event as iii Figure 41 zoomed in to show the

tracking, peribrrnance of' the Silicon Strip Vertex Detector. (b) Blowup

depositionof the upper region of the SSVI). Tile energL7 per strip is

hi,,,_togrammed along the silicon modules.
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2.4.3 Tracking Performancc

The number of silicon hits picked up by a track is presented in Table 10 for

tracks with at least 0.15 GeV of transverse momentum, Icos0J -<0,80, and minimum

CDC and DCVD hit requirements. Tracks collected on average 1.86 hits, and 90% of

the tracks picked up at least one silicon cluster, agreeing well with the Monte Carlo.

, Background noise and track densities in jets caused minor hit loss, down from an

expected 2.14 generated hits per track after accounting for dead silicon channels.

" From MC studies, we concluded that most of these silicon hits are correctly

assigned to the track, i.e. very few silicon hits are accidentals. On average 1.76 out

of the 1.86 found hits are the ones generated by the track in the MC, and only 5% of

the tracks with silicon information fail to have at least one correctly assigned

cluster (Table 10). Half of the 5% of tracks that pick up nothing but spurious silicon

hits occur because the track also has a completely spurious track segment in the

DCVD. Furthermore, if we require a track to have at least one silicon measurement,

half the poorly measured CDC/DCVD tracks are weeded out. The distribution of

silicon hits by layer number is also in good agreement between data and MC, as

shown in Table 11.

The intrinsic resolution of the silicon strip vertex detector can be determined

from tracks that pick up all three hits. Define h to be the distance between the

cluster in layer 2 and the line segment formed by hits in layers 1 and 3. With the

silicon strip detector aligned (see Section 4.4.4), the distribution of A for all tracks

with momeatum greater than 1 GeV is shown in Figure 49. The width of the

distribution corresponds to an intrinsic spatial resolution of 7.1 _tm.

Tracks pass through a dead DCVD cell roughly 10% of the time. These tracks

find 1.63 silicon hits of' which only 1.38.are generated by the track. Substantially

more hits are spurious clusters either from the beam backgrounds or confusion from

close track pairs. The success rate is lower because without the DCVD, the central

r_ldrift chamber extrapolates the track into the SSVD with greater difficulty. I 'ackmg

errors can be reduced by only using tracks with two or three silicon measurements,

w!,ich has a selectiou efficiency of 60%. Exceedi_gly few spurious silicon hits get

associa'ed with the track; 96% of these tracks find at least one hit generated by the
- track.

If the C[)CfDCVD track goes through an active section of tl_e DCVD but fails to

find the DCVD hits, then the silicon tracking performance is truly terrible. Only

0,78 silicon hits are tbund of which half are spurious. Most likely the DCVD failed

=
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Chapter 2 Tracking

to pick up any hits because the CDC mismeasured the track. These tracks comprise

~8% of all tracks and are discarde,fl in the lifetime analysis,

Figure 50 plots the _2 per degree of freedom in the SSVD track fit. Only tracks

with at least 15 DCVD measurements and at least one SSVD measurement are

included in the plot. The number of degrees of freedom is equal to the number of

silicon hits on the track

Table 10 Distribution of silicon hit for tracks that are well measured

by the CDC and DCVD. Tracks must have Pzy _ 0.15 GeV, Icos01< 0.8,
]81< 5 mm, at least 20 CDC hits, and at least 15 DCVD hits.

% of tracks with % of tracks with N
N SSVD hits correct SSVD hits

N Z data MC MC

0 10.3±0.6 10.1 14.1

1 16.0+0.7 _ 14.6 15.8

2 51.'7_+1.0 t 52,3 49.8
3 22.1+0.8 23,0 20.4

Table 11 Location of silicon hits on Lhctracks.

_ _ __ __ -- --- __ - __ __

% of Tracks

Location of SSVD
hits on the track Z data MC

__-- __ ...-----. _'_ .....

No hits 10.3±0,6 10.1

Layer 1 o_ly 6.0±0.5 5.3

Layer 2 only 6.9±0.5 6.1

Layer 3 only 3.2:_0.3 3.2

Layers 1 & 2 22.5+_0.8 22.2

Layers 1 & 3 14.4_+0.7 14.7

Layers 2 & 3 14.8+-0.7 15.4

Layers 1,2, & 3 22.14=0.8 23.0
__ ii _u,J i __ ___ --- __ -- __ iiiii __ :_*_.mm_
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oA=8.7 :_tm
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Figure 49 Distribution of the variable A for tracks with momenta.

greater than 1 GeV, A is defined as the distance between the cluster ira

layer 2 and the line segment forrned by the hits in layers 1 and 3, lt has

, a res.olution that is _t_;2 times larger than the impact parameter
resolution.

ii

400 ,"--'--'--'---"--F-'----' ...."--'--T --,-'_-, ...."--T--'--'--"--_---

3°0 " I
a'aO II I

200
u

F- -i t
ii't,ti_ i I [I _

o [:..................................._-..................................._......,..........:_-_:-_i_'__:_
" 0 1 2 3 4

2
per degree of freedom

Figure 50 Z2 per degree of freedom f_r the SSVD hits ori tracks with

at least, Pxy _ 0..15 GeV. ,The distribution means are 1,10 (1.04) for the
data (,MC).
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Chapter 2 Tracking

In summary, the silicon strip detector not only provides precision measurements

on the track, but also discriminates against poorly measured tracks coming ft'ore

the outer d.vift chambers due to the stringent spatial tolerance that the track fitting

algorithm imposes on the silicon clusters.
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He uses s_atistics as a drunken man uses lamp-posts -
for support rather tha_ illumination.

- Andrew Lang

The Monte Carlo Simulation

The Monte Carlo simulation programs are a vital tool used to simulate high

energy physics processes that subsequently can be compared with experimental

results observed by the Mark II detector. Detailed Monte Carlo simulations use

' probability distributions dict._ted by the Standard Model theory and

phenomenological models. They are necessary because most distributions such as

the impact, parameter distribution cannot be predicted from first principles.

The collection of Monte Carlo programs can be divided into two categories' the

Monte Carlo event generator and the Mark II detector simulation. The event

generator transforms a Z ° boson into a collection of final state cimrged and neutral

particles along with their momentum and production location. This transformation

evolves through a process of quark production, hard gluon radiation, fragmentation,

hadronization, and finally weak decay of heavy hadrons. The generated tracks are

next sent through a detector simulation to reproduce the physical response of the

Mark II detector to an actual Z ° event. The Monte Carlo events can then be

processed with the identical software package used for the Z ° data recorded by the

Mark II.

" In this chapter we first discuss the B hadron production and decay issues that

were not covered in the introductory chapter. We will conclude with a description (_t"

the Mark II detector simulation.
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Chapter 3 The Monte Carlo Simulation

3.1 Monte Callo Event Generator
The Mo_lte Carlo generates the fraction of bb events in hadronic Z 0 decays,

F(Z ° _ bb)/F(Z ° --)hadrons) , equal to the Stmldard Model prediction of 0.217,

The corresponding fraction for cc events is 0,179, The four LEP experiments have

measured the b/_ fraction using high P and high PT leptons from semileptonic B

decays (Table 12), The bb fraction has also been measured by DELPHI using the

boosted sphericity product and by the Mark II using azl impact parameter tag. The

average from all these experiments is l"b/Fhadron=O.213:k.O.OlO, in good agreement
with the Standard Model.

The charm branching fraction has been extracted from ills to the entire lepton P

and PT spectrum. Leptons from charm will populate the low PT region. Another

technique relies on fully reconstructing the D*+ mesons. Searching for the satellite

pion of the D*. decay without, reconstructing the Do is accomplished by looking for

an excess of pions with sma!,l PT with respect t_' the ,jet axis. This method has met

with some success but concedes much larger systematic errors. The results are

listed in 'l_able 13 and yield an average branching fraction, of

Fc/I"hadro_z=0.176±0.027, agreeing with the Standard Model prediction.

The event generator used to simulate Z 0 boson decays is the JETSET 6.3 code

with parton shower fragmentation, often called the LUND shower Monte Carlo. [67]

This method uses the leading log approximation (LLA) to generate a cascade of

quark and gluon partons. The shower stops when the parton energies in the cascade

falls below a minimum cutoff Q0. The collection of pm-tons form :olor sing_et,:_and

hadronize using a string fragmentation model. The parameters in the Lund

symmetric fragmentation function for light quarks and the Peterson fragmentation

function ibr heavy quarks are listed in Table 14

The LUND shower parameters were tuned at 29 GeV from the PEP data and

are expected to predict the distributions at the 91 GeV Z ° resonance. ]70} The

Peterson parameters oi"_c=0.15 and eh=0.007 correspond to an average energy of

(XE)c=O.41for charm hadrons and (XE)b:O.68 for bottom hadrons. The mean

fragmentatioz_ (XE) has been measured accurately by the four LEP expe_Sments

rising the lepton momentum spectra from heavy quark semileptonic decays (see

Table 15 and Table 16). Leptons ft'ore B decays populate the high PT region,

whereas leptons from charm decays populate the low PT region. The LEP results

yield a mean fl'agmentation of '__"b-_l) = 0.705 _:0.013 for bottom and

(x_.._,l) = 0.519±0.030 tbr charm. A second method of checking the charm
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3.1 Monte Carlo Event Generator

Table 12 Measurements of the Z°-,b_ branching fraction. The high PT

lepton results use a semileptonic branching fraction of 11.7_+.0.6%from

the PEP, PETRA, and L3 measurements. The Standard Model predicts

Fb/Fhadron = O. 217.

• --L_LJl I II IlII I I Iii I I I I Iii .... IlL. II I I

Experiment Method Fb / Fhadran

ALEPIt [2s} high PT lepton 0.191.+_0.014+0.013

DELPHI [40] high PT lepton 0.209+_,0.011(stat only)

L3 {31] high PT lepton 0.221_+0.004_0.013

OPAL [30] high PT lepton 0.193+0.006+0.015

DELPHI {3Sl boosted sph product 0.222+0.015+0.013

MARK II [32] impact parameter 0.251+0.049-_0.030

Average w 0.213+0.010
" " . " J l t i t I .................

Table 13 Measurements of the .Z°--w_ branching fraction. The

semileptonic methods use Br(c-4/)=9.0-__1.3%, averaged over all charm

" hadrons. OPAL also reconstructs the D*, and DELPHI searches for the

low PT satellite pion from D* decays. The Standard Model predicts

" ["JFhadron=O. 179.

.................. : , ,,,,,,,, i , L , iiui I IIII ii , • ...... , , ,, ,

Experiment Method Fz / Fhadron
"-'---'_'7:-" ,'-7---" ,-'---7--_ --'_ ...............................................................

OPAL [3o1 c--->_ 0.196+0.028±0.055

ALEPH {2s] c---_e/_ 0.148±0.044.+_0.041

OPAL i:_41 c-->D* 0.186±0.035_.0.020

) ;, . {:i_l *1 El,PIll C--'>LD O.162+0.030±0.050

Average _ 0.176.*_0.027
tr ii ,, ,,, ,,, , , ,,,,,,, ,,,,,, . , , ......

fragmentation has been developed by ALEPH and OPAL by measuring the

, momentum spectrum of reconstructed D"+ mesons and suggests that

(xi).) = 0.507±0.016. The two methods need not give the same results for the mean

- charm fragmentation since the lepton momentum spectrum from non-D**

p,.'uduction may be ,slightly diffc.rent. Since the MC generated charm hadrons with a

lower (XE>_' than the results of either method, a correction is perf_rmed that will be

discussed in the section on syst.ematics.
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Chapter 3 The Monte Carlo Simulation

Table 14 LUND shower fragmentation parameters,
__

LUND Shower Parameters Value

ALtA: QCD scale 0.4 GeV
w

Qo: cutoff for parton evolution 1.0 GeV

A: uds fragmentation 0.45

B: uds fragmentation 0.9 _'

Oq: width of hadron PT 0.23
., , , _, , ...... _ ...... ,,,

c_: Pearson parameter (charm) 0.15
i

£b: Peterson parameter (bottom) 0.007

Strange quark suppression factor 0.3

Diquark suppression factor 0.1

Probability of spin 1 meson (b & c quarks) 0.75

Charm from direct Z ° _ cc production will hadronize into a vector meson three

times more frequently than a pseudoscalar meson since the D* has three spin

states. These excited charm mesons will decay both electromagnetically and

strongly; which will result in a D°:D+:Ds:Ac fraction of 0.53 ' 0.25 • 0.13 ' 0.09 in the

LUND Monte Carlo, where Ac represents ali charm baryons. The relatively low

production of D s and Ac results from the suppression of strange quarks and

diquarks created out of the vacuum. The charge versus neutral meson asymmetry

occurs not because of an inherent asymmetry between the u// and dd pair creation

in the vacuum, but because of a decay asymmetry of the vector meson into a

pseudoscalar meson. The charged vector meson can decay into both D o and D . in

the amounts of Br(D*+-_ D°r_.)=0.50 and Br(D*+-_ D + _°/7)=0.50_ On the other

hand, the D _° vector meson decays into a Do pseudoscalar plus a _0 or photon 100%

of the time. The D *° --, D+_ transition is kinematically just barely forbidden by 2

MeV. Taking into account the relative charm hadron production rates and, their

respective lifetimes, the lifetime averaged over all charm hadrons from Z 0 _cc

events is (_c} = 0.56 ps.

Unlike the charm sector, there is no enhanced production expected for the

neutral B meson. The direct vector-pseudoscalar B meson production is again in the

ratio of 31, Since the vector-pseudoscalar mass difference is only 50 MeV, vector B"

mesons can only decay electromagaetically. The B" _ B_ _ sign-changing transition
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3.2 Properties of Hadronic Z0 Decays

Table 15 Measurements of the bottom fragmentation parameter.

Experiment Method (XE) b

L3 [31] b--)e#t 0,686 "±0.006 2. 0.016

• ALEPH [35] b-_e/_ 0.714 + 0.021

OPAL [30] b--_g 0.726 4:0.007 _+0.022

....DELPHI [35]- --- b--)g 0.709_+0.018..... ]
.... : : ---__ ,r: ..... ,, . ...... , . __ "_

Average b-_lepton 0.705 +_0.013 i

Table 16 Measurements of the charm fragmentation parameter. The

D* and the leptonic methods need not yield the same results since they

sample different selections of charm hadrons.

Experiment Method (XE>c

ALEPH [33] c--_D* 0.504 + 0.015 + 0.008

OPAL 134} c-,D* 0.52 ± 0.03 +_0.01
u

ALEPH 135] c--_e 0.465 _+0.04

OPAL [:to] e-o_t 0.56 +_0.02 _+0.03

Average D* 0.507 _:0.016

Average leptons 0.519 + 0.030

is strictly forbidden. The bottom quark will hadronize into B°:B+:Bs:Ab particles in

the fraction 0.395:0.395 : 0.12 : 0.09 in the LUND Monte Carlo. As with charm, Ab

represents all B baryons, and the relatively low production of B s and Ab is due to

the difficulty of creating strange quarks and diquarks out of the vacuum.

3.2 Properties of Hadronic Z° Decays
Properties of hadronic Z 0 decays have been studied in great detail both at the

SLC and at LEP_ Using the 1989 SLC sample of' 538 hadronic Z 0 decays, Figure 51

- through Figure 55 display the charged track multiplicity, jet multiplicity, and event

shape parameter distributions. {69] For ali distributions, the hadronic data and

Monte Carlo agree quite weil.
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Figure 51 Charged track multiplicity (a) observed in the Mark II

detector and (b) after acceptance corrections.

The charged track multiplicity when corrected for track efficiency and

acceptance was (nch)cor = 20.03±0.36(stat), where tracks from weak decays of

Ks and A's are included. Charged tracks from decays of longer lived particles,

photon conversion, or nuclear inelastic scattering are excluded from the corrected

multiplicity. Roughly 70% of the tracks are detected by the central drift chamber.

The jet multiplicity is a measure of the _umber of parto_- ' :,:lt are initially

produced in the e+e" annihilation. Usually an event has only two colinear jets, each

jet generated from the initial quark parton. Occasionally the quarks will radiate

hard gluons at a rate proportional to the strong coupling construct a s which will

manifest themselves as additional jets. We can quantify the number of jets obsexwed

iri an event by using a track clustering algorithm such as Y'CLUS, [68] developed by

the JADE experiment, to group tracks into well defined jets. Define the normalized

invariant mass of two clusters as

2EiE j (1 - cos0u) .

Or8

where Ei is the jet energy, Oij is the angle between the two jets, and .Ev,:, is the

visible energy in the event. Tracks pairs are combined into clusters, and pairs of

clusters are merged together as long as the y for the pair does not exceed some
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Figure52 Jet multiplicity distribution as a function of the

separation parameterycu t. Atypical Ycut value of 0,,04leads to 60% two-

jet events, 37% three-jet events, and 3% four-jet events.
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Figure 53 Thrust distribution for hadronic events.
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Figure 54 Sphericity distribution for hadronic events.
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Figure 55 Aplanarity distribution for hadronic events.
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3.8 Heavy Quark Decay Properties

cutoff va]ue Your. The parameter Ycut defmes the minimum separation between

clusters before they can be considered as an independent jet. A typical value of

Ycut=O.04 separates hadronic events into 60% two-jet, 37% three-jet, and 3% four-jet

events.

" The thrust (T) and sphericity (S) of an event are shape parameters that also

describe how "jetty" an event is. Defined as

T = max-_- ................. (25)

t

3 . .i .

S = _,mln ............Z, i_- _.....' (26)
t

where T is the unit vector that, maximizes T, and S is the unit vector that

minimizes S. T and S are commonly called the thrust and sphericity axis,

respectively, For narrow two-jet events, the thrust and sphericity will be T=I and

S=0. Events with a perfectly isotropic track distribution have a thrust of T=0.5 and

sphericity of S=1. Since the thrust is derived from the linear sum of particle

momenta, it has the rather nice property of being "colinear safe". Thus if a particle

in an event splits into two colinear tracks, the thrust value will remain invariant.

The sphel-icity does not possess this property since it depends on the square of the

particle momentum. In two-jet events, the thrust axis faithfully reproduces the

direction of the initial qq pair.

The aplanarity measures the energy flow perpendicular to the event plane. Two

and three-jet events will typically have small aplanarity since the .jets tend to lie in

a plane. Hence only relatively rare fou,'-jet events will have a substantial aplanarity.

3.3 Heavy Quark Decay P¢operties
Through the efforts of the Mark III and E691 experiments, we now know

roughly 90% of the exclusive D o and D + decay modes. The LUND Monte Carlo uses

these exclusive branching fractions a,ld distributes the momentum of the decay

products according to the available phase space. Semileptonic decays are handled

. K_,with a weak decay matrix where the sq color singlet collapses into a K or These

two states are expected to dominate over nonresonant K_ and Kuu states and the

Cabibbo suppressed modes. [42]
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Chapter 3 The Monte Carlo Simulation

Table 17 LUND Monte Carlo branching fractions for B hadron decays.

The parentheses enclosing the quark pairs denote the color singlets.

LUND includes the color-suppressed decay modes.

Branching
B Meson Decay Fraction (%)

B _ (cii)e_' 11
........ -

B _ (c/t) _i_ 11

B --_ (cq) t:9 3

B _ (c/i) (_d) 50

B _ (d/I)(_c) 5
.......

B --_ (sq) (cc) 2

Unlike the charm sector, very little is actually known about exclusive B meson

decays except for the semileptonic modes and a handful of two-body final states that

comprise 15-20% of the hadronic decay rate. Our knowledge comes primarily from

the efforts of the CLEO and ARGUS collaborations, and is basically limited to

inclusive decays of B ° and B . mesons into an assortment of charm hadrons. The

LUND Monte Carlo assigns all B pseudoscalar mesons and B baryons with the

same lifetime. The MC decays the b quarks through inclusive modes (bOcflf 2) and

hadronizes the color singlets. The relative branching fractions used by the Monte

Carlo ,are listed in Table 17.

In the LUND Monte Carlo, the resultant charm quark and spectator quark in

D*semileptonic B decays collapse into a or D meson in the ratio 3:1, and the

momenta are assigned according to the weak decay matrix. The picture is not
.,

completely accurate because a sizeable fraction of the semileptonic decays are

D**known to include either a or a nonresonant (Dx)nr or (D_)nr state. 153] CLEO

and ARGUS have studied this by measuring the inclusive and exclusive

semileptonic rates. The ISGW model predicts that D and D* saturate roughly 87%

of the inclusive semileptonic mode. However, when the fraction of D** and

nonresonant (Dnn)nr is allowed to float, the D and D* states account for only

64+10% of the total semileptonic width. [22] The MC inclusive semileptonic

branching fraction for B's produced at the Z 0 is chosen to agree with the

PEP/PETRA and L3 results (Table 18), since CLEO and ARGUS examine only B 0
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3,3 iteavy Quark Decay Ih'operties

Table 18 Inclusive semileptonic branching fraction forB hadrons, The

result at the Y4S resonance depends heavily on models and describes

only B . and B° meson decays. The average of the PEP/PETRA/L3
measurements is 11.7±0.6%.

.......................... i --_ _ i L I I - I " ii]i I II

" I
Experiment Model Bsl(%)

ACM 10.4+0.3

ISGW 9.9±0.3

T(4S) {53] WSB 8.4+0.7

KS 8.4_+0.5

ISGW* 11.2_+0.5

PEP/PETRA [cml _ I1.9±0.7

L3 (dileptons)[31] m 11,3_+1.2

and B + mesons. Also the values at the T4s are heavily model dependent since the

inclusive semileptonic branching fraction is calm.dated by integrating the lepton

momentum spectrum, which requires theoretical estimates to extrapolate to low

momenta. All models except for the ISGW* version expect a lower semileptonic

- branching fraction compared with higher energies.

The hadronic modes also decay via the weak decay marl'ix. The spectator system

condenses into one particle, while the color singlet system ft'ore the weak current

generates partic].es according to the available phase space. Since the W propagator

also couples to cs, B hadrons produce on average 1.20 charm hadrons, and the D B

meson occurs more frequently than in Z°_ cc events. In addition to the dominant

Cabibbo-allowed B -, (cq) (ud) and B _ (cq) (cs) modes, the color-suppressed

de.cays are also included and make up 7'i',',.:of the B decays in the MC. The relative ._

charm production ratios for Do:/.) *'J),_'hc: _ equal 059 • 0._ 023 ' 0.12 ' 0.02 (see

Table Jg). The inclusive D,. and Ac production rate is significantly higher in the MC

t.har_ at the l'4s since the B_. meson and Ab baryon decay predominantly via the

" '" _ and.F:t._D,_ and Ab-._,_c weak transitions, ttowever, if we consider only B 0 B +

mesons, there is still a di':_crepancv._ between the I.,UND MC and the CLEO/ARGUS"_' '

- results. The MC produce._, the correct amoun.t olD s but fails to generate any Acfl-om
B 0 and B* decay_,

Taking int.o account the relative charm hadron production rates and their

,'¢,._I_octiv_ lit}.,tirne._, th,:_ average tifbtime for charm hadrons from B decays is
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Table 19 Inclusivebranchingfractionof B mesons into charm

hadrons.The B_D*+X mode isnotincludedinthetotal.[36}_37]

. ----ml ,,=- II ii jj. i i iiiii I..... 11 I I

Decay Mode CLEO ARGUS LUND MC

B --) D'_4"-X....... 32_6+_6 % 302_5.*_5% 31,7 %

B-+ j0:X - s3.+.7_+7 46±7±6 s9.2
B -_ D +X 22+5±4 23_+5_+3 28.1

B --.+DsX 9.9-+1.5 8+2+2 22,9

B -+ A X 6.1.+_0.8+1,0 7,6+1.4 12.1
C

B --_ xFX 1.12+0.10-+0.23 1.07+_0.16+0.19 1.7

B --_ w'X 0.33+0.08..+_-0.12 0.46+0.17+_0.11 <1

Total (97+15) % (89+-13) % 120 %

Predicted 115 % 115 % 120 %
" ' . uu i iu lmm_l_ ,I ul li I I iii . ---

(',_c) = 0.53 ps. The b--+u transitions are ignored in the Monte Carlo, since they are

expected l,_ contribute to only 1% of the decays.

The LUND Mon.te Carlo possesses several deficiencies in. simulating the

production and decay of B hadrons as outlined in this chapter. For example, the

inclusive decay rates into leptons or specific charm states carry some discrepancies.

Also, exclusive semileptonic decays do not include the D** or nonresonant (Dnr_)nr

modes. However, most of these shortcomings can be ignored since we are not

investigating a specific decay mode. Rather, we are concerned with general

properties of bf' events-- the substantial decay length, the B mass, and the decay

multiplicity of B hadrons _ all contribute to the abundance of high impact

parameter tracks. In order to characterize a B-tag using impact parameters a_d to

perform the B lifetime analysis, we must properly model the impact parameter

distribution for tracks from B decays. The 5 distribution is highly sensitive to the B

decay multiplicity and momentum spectrum. For instance, a higher multiplicity and

a harder momentum spectrum will increase the impact parameter tag efficiency not

only because there are mo,'e high impact parameter tracks but also because the

resolution errors improve since stiffer tracks undergo less deflection from multiple

scattering. Thus by tuning the MC to these, distributions, which have be,en

measured accurately by the CLEO and AR(A,S collaborations at the V4s, we can
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compensate for our ignorance on the exclusive decay modes and faithfully reproduce

the impact parameter distribution for bb events.

3.4 Mark li Detector Simulation
After the LUND Monte Carlo creates a hadronic Z0 decay, the charged and

neutral particles generated by the MC must enter the Mark II detector simulation

. so that the Monte Carlo events can be compared with the hadronic data. The

detector simulation needs to faithfully reproduce both the track signals and the

beam background noise read out by the data acquisition electronics. A total of

20,000 Monte Carlo events with full detector simulation were used throughout this

analysis whenever comparisons were made with the hadronic data.

First, the LUND MC simulates the trajectory of generated tracks through the

Mark II detector. Charged tracks arc through the detector in helical orbits inside

the 4.75 kilogauss solenoidal magnet. Tracks leave ionization signals in the silicon

strips and drift chamber gas, lose energy like a minimum ionizing particle, and

undergo angular deflections from multiple coulon_b scattering and elastic nuclear

scattering in the detector. The full Moliere theory, i76] which includes non-gaussian

. tails from single hard scatters at large angles, was integrated into the MC. Inelastic

nuclear scattering was also allowed in the detector simulation, but because

• interaction is extremely complex, the particle is removed from the MC track list at

the scattering site without generating a spray of low momentum debris.

Hits in the three tracking devices are generated for each charged track, taking

into account the geometric detector acceptance, layer inefficiencies, spatial

resolution, double-hit resolution, and known dead silicon strips and drift chamber

wires. The drift times for DCVD and CDC hits are calculated from the inverse of the

time-distance relation and smeared by the spatial resolution of the detectors. The

centroids of the silicon clusters are smeared by --7 _m. The CDC track information

consisted only of the drift times and integrated charges, whereas the DCVD and

SSVD systems record a simulated pulse height profile for the hits in the detector.

The Monte Carlo simulated the data by using a library of prerecorded pulses. The

. lookup table for DCVD hits was created from cosmic ray tracks and accommodated

variations in the pulse shape due to drift distance effects.

The intense beam backgrounds, which had especially plagued the vertex drift

chamber performance, were also simulated in the Monte Carlo. Random beam-

crossing events were logged near the time of each Z 0 event and overlaid onto clean

MC events. Since beam backgrounds were relatively stable over a r_eriod of minutes
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to hours, the level of backgrounds in these "mixed" MC events was representative of

the backgrounds in the Z 0 data. An average of 10 beam background events were

collected for each logged Z 0 event, making a total of .-2600 background events.

These events were recycled many times during the process of constructing the

20,000 fully simulated Monte Carlo events. Hits in the mixed MC events were

eliminated in all DCVD cells that were inoperative for the corresponding Z ° event.

Hits from kx,own dead silicon strips and chamber wires were discarded. Hit

inefficiencies in wires, cells, and strips were also modeled.

SSVD and DCVD pulse height information from track hits and beam

backgrounds were summed linearly up to saturation. The double-hit resolution of

the two detectors due to background noise and track densities in jets were naturally

incorporated because the same hit finding algorithms were used on both data and

MC events. Since the central drift chamber stored only drift times and charges, the

double-hit performance shown in Figure 20 on page 42 was used to merge closely

spaced CDC hits.

As can be seen from the numerous plots in Section 2.3, our method of

incorporating the beam-related backgrounds adequately simulated the degradation

in spatial resolution and the loss of hit and track finding efficiencies associated with

the intense beam backgrounds in the DCVD. Perhaps, the only discrepancy between

data and MC is that both the DCVD chamber occupm_cy and the total number of

chamber hits was roughly 10% higher in the data. Although not fully understood,

the explanation could result from the way that the DCVD records pulse height

information. To limit the amount of data logged to tape, the tail of the signal pulse

is truncated, and typically only 30 FADC bins of information are stored. The pulse

library used by the MC also consists of truncated signals. (Of course, noise hits that

saturate dozens of FADC bins are all recorded.) Late-arri_dng ionization from tracks

can produce a long sub-threshold tail, which ordinarily is truncated. However, if

this _,ail is coincident with another sub-threshold signal from other tracks or beam

backgrounds, the sum may yield a valid DCVD hit. Note. that the second sub-

threshold noise can drift ft'ore either half of the anode plane. The mixed MC will not

register such hits since the sub-threshold tails have already been truncated before

mixing was _)erformed.
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One must learn by doing the thing; though you think
you know it, you have no certainty until you try.

, - Sophocles

]rack Impact Parameter Resolution
2¥ack impact parameters are measured extremely accurately by the vel_tex

detectors and provide the cornerstone to the B lifetime measurement. In this

chapter, we characterize the impact parameter resolution which includes both a

central gaussian core and non-gaussian tails.

. The chapter first introduces the criterion used to select hadronic Z° events from

the Mark II data. We desire only charged particles that are well measured by the

Mark II tracking system, and we achieve this goal by requiring tracks to satisfy a

series of quality cuts. These track cuts ,are applied in the studies on impact

parameter resolution, but they are also applied to tile impact parameter tag and the

B lifetime measurement.

We next define the track impact parameter and its sign convention. We

characterize, the calculated impact parameter resolution and demonstrate that it

describes the central core of the _. distribution. Finmlly, we model the non-gaussian

tails of the resolution function by examining the negative half of the inclusive

impact, parameter distribution.

4.1 Hadronic Event Selection Cuts
Hadronic Z decays are selected on the basis of charged track information from

the Central Drift Chamber and neutral energy from the electromagnetic

calorimetry. Charged tracks must have a transverse momentum of at least

0.1.50 GeV and a polar angle of !cos0i <_0.82 with respect to the beam axis (2) to be
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consideredwellmeasuredby theCDC. We desireonlytracksfromtheZ°production

point,which is achievedby requiringthe distanceof closestapproachto the

collisionpointinthetransverse(xy)planetobe lessthan10 mm, i.e.18S< 10mm,

and the trackpositionatthispointtobe lessthan30 mm inz.Vertexchambers

cutsareexcludedatthisstagetoensurethehighesttrackefficiency.

Photonsare acceptediftheyhave a minimum energyof0.5GeV and travel

through the fiducial region of the Liquid Argon Barrel Calorimeter (icos01 < 0.68) or

the End Cap Calorimeter (0.74 < ',cos0! < 0.95).

Events are considered to be hadronic decays if:

_. The event has at least 7 charged tracks that pass the above cuts.

2. The visible energy, composed of both charged and neutral energy,
exceeds 45 GeV.

3. The polar a_gle of the thrust axis 0T satisfies Icos07_ < 0.8.

4. The thrust of the event is greater than 0.7.

The minimum charged track requirement eliminates Bhabha, _t+tt-, and _+_-

events. The visible energy cut removes two-photon and beam gas events. Hadronic

events that are poorly contained in the fiducial volume of the Mark II detector are

also eliminated. The last two cuts remove a small fraction of hadronic events that

do not allow the jet axis to adequately represent the true B hadron direction. Errors

in the reconstructed B direction cause errors in the sign of the impact parameter for

bb events, as will be discussed further in Section 4.3. Multi-jet events and two-jet

events with the thrust axis at low polar angles are especially susceptible to

mistakes in determining the B direction.

The Mark II collected a total integrated luminosity of 10.1+0.7 nb 1 at the Z °

resonance. 208 hadronic events passed the event selection cuts, and Table 20 lists

the number of events that satisfied each cut. The MC predicts that 73.9% of the

hadronic events are selected. The event cuts increase the fraction of bb events in

the hadronic Z° sample by 3%, from the Standard Model prediction of/_=0.217 to

fb=0.224, because bb events have a slightly higher selection efficiency than do

lighter quark events: c,ds=73.2_:, E,:=74.4%,and ab=75.7%.

4.2 Track Quality Cuts
The charged tracks used in the B hadron tag and the B lifetime analysis need to

be extremely well measured by the ver_x detector system. They undergo a more

stringent ,_et of cuts than those imposed on charged tracks by the event selection

=
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Table 20 Hadronic event selection cuts.

iii iiii I ,....... , ,_:: .: ] |1!!_1 . _ J. i i ii i i iiJ_J i

ISelection Efficiency Number of Z events
Event Cuts from the MC in Mark II data

Nchg >_7 0.876 232

Evis > 45 GeV 0.800 ,.20

icos0:/_, > 0.8 0.7.15 210

Thrust > 0.7 0.739 20_
mllm-_ ..... . , ......

criteria listed in the previous section. The first five cuts ensure that the track is well

measured by the central drift chamber, eliminate spurious tracks not associated

with the Z decay, and remove low momentum tracks that are domiaated by multiple

scattering and contribute very little knowledge about the B lifetime. The track cuts

are:

1. There are at, least 20 out of 72 possible measurements in the CDC.

2, The track must be within the angular coverage of the three tracking

systems, i.e. cos01 < 0.80

3. The impact parameter is less than 5mm, i.e. 5 <_:5 mm.

4, The distance along the z axis from the origin to the point of closest

approach in the xy plane is less than 30mm, i.e. z < 30 mm.
,.

5. The transverse momentum must be at least P ,/Sin 0 > 0.5 GeV.xy

These tracks are referred as CDC tracks. The last cut eliminates 20% of the tracks

from udsc events, 30% of the fragmentation tracks from bb events, but only 9% of

the tracks ft,ore B decays. We examine Pxy,_/smO rather than just Pxy in the fifth

track cut, since the former term is the key parameter in multiple Coulomb

scattering.

, The next two cuts require the track to have a minimum number of hits in the

vertex drift chamber and the silicon strip detector:

6. There are at least 15 out of 38 possible measurements in the DCVD.

There are at least 1 out of 3 possible measurements in the SSVD.
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The Monte Carlo indicates that almost 95% of these tracks link up with the correct

DCVD track segment, that is the DCVD segment finds at least 15 hits that were

generated by the track, and 95% pick up at least one silicon hit generated by the

track. Only 3% of the tracks that satisfy ali seven cuts fail to find either the correct

DCVD or SSVD hits. (Refer back to Section 2.3.7 for more details).

Ag an alternative to requirements 6 and 7, the track will also be used if they

satisfy the cut:

6b. If the track passes through an inoperative DCVD cell, there are at

least 2 out of 3 possible measurements in the SSVD.

Option 6b increases the number of available tracks because an average of one

DCVD cells out of ten were inoperative, and so the hit information was either lost or

unusable. At times, excessive beam backgrounds forced us to lower the anode

voltage of cells drawing high currents. Occasionally, excessive backgrounds also

caused loss of hit information due to memory overflows in the data acquisition

system. Ali DCVD hits were discarded whenever the temperature or pressure of the

chamber strayed out of"tolerance. w

Since the CDC must extrapolate the track to the silicon strip detector without

the aid of ttc DCVD, a minimum requirement of two SSVD hits will reduce the

probability of picking up spurious SSVD hits. 96% of these tracks find at least one

silicon hit generated by the track. (Refer back to Section 2.4.3 fbr more details).

Table21 lists the charged track multiplicity after satisfying the track

requirements. Out of an average charged multiplicity of--20 in hadronic event,s,

12.4 tracks per event satisfy the first five cuts. An average of 9.9 tracks per event

1-o and 6b). The charged multiplicity in the Monte Carlopass ali seven cuts (or cuts "

is slightly higher because the MC generates about one track more than the

multiplicity results from the LEP groups. This difference is unimportant in the B

lifetime analysis since the B decay multiplicity is fine-tuned to the CLEO and

ARGUS results, and any uncertainty in the number of fragmentation tracks does

not affect the lifetime determination. However, the efficiency for a CDC track to

pick up the minimum number of vertex hits must be in good agreement between

data and Monte Carlo: 80% of the CDC tracks have the requisite number of DCVD

and SSVD hits. When tracks are subdivided according to whether or not they
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Table 21 Charged track multiplicity and tracking efficiency. Track are

categorized according to whether they enter a good DCVD cell. An

average of one jet cell per event was inoperative. The efficiency for a CDC

track to find the minimum number of vertex hits is 81% (68%) for tracks

that go through live (dead) DCVD cells.

nN ,i i ..... n ii plUl__. --- ml ml

Tracks in good Tracks in bad
. Ali tracks DCVD 'cells DCVD cells

Track Cuts Zdata ] MC Zdata MC Zdata L MCi ipl i Ii _.

CDC: cuts 1-5 12.4 13.2 11.2 12.1 1.27 1.02
....... _..... i ,, ,,

Vertex: cuts 1-7 9.9 10.6 9.0 9.9 0.86 0.69

i ,.', _ ....... --, -- . ,,,, " ,,

Efficiency of 79% 81% 81% 82% 68% 68%
finding vtx hits

...... . , , , ............ iii r

entered a functioning DCVD cell, the data and MC efficiencies are also in

agreement. The efficiency for CDC tracks to satisfy requirement 6b is slightly lower

at 68% because at least two silicon hits are needed.

• 4.3 The Impact Parameter (Definition)
To a good approximation, the jet axis can be used to represent the B hadron

" direction. The impact parameter is defined as the distance of closest approach to the

primary Z 0 vertex in the xy plane. As seen in Figure 56, the sign of the impact

parameter is positive if the track intersects the nearest jet axis with a positive

decay length, otherwise it is negative. Equivalently, the impact parameter sign is

positive if the track trajectory P and the vector _), which connects the primary

vertex to the point of closest is approach on the track, have components that are

both parallel to the jet axis P/et, i.e. (P. Pier) (_" Pjet) > 0. The sign is negative if

one component is parallel and the other is anti-parallel, i.e. (/5. Pier) (_)" Pjet) < O.

We use the average beam position as the primary Z ° vertex for calculating 5, and

defer its determination until Section 4.4.3.

Tracks from B decays typically have positively signed impact parameters, which

" are distributed roughly exponentially. A portion will have negative impact

parameters due to the finite tracking resolution. Tracks from uds events and

" fragmentation tracks from bb events will have impact parameters distributed about

the origin.
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5<0

a>O

IP

Jet Axis

Figure 56 The track impact parameter (5) is defined as the distance

of closest approach to the interaction point (lP) in the plane

perpendicular to the beam axis. The impact parameter is signed

positive if the track intersects the jet axis in front of the IP; otherwise

it is negatively signed.

However, even in the absence of track smearing, tracking errors, or beam

motion, tracks from b b events can have negative impact parameters if they come

from a decay vertex that does not; lie along the jet axis. This occurs for two reasons:

• The jet axis differs from the true B hadron direction.

• _ or tertiary charm decay vertices usually do not lie along the B

direction.

A narrow range in angle for the outgoing track will yield a negative impact

parameter. Shown in Figure 57 is a decay vertex with positive decay length that is

off-axis. Decay tracks irl regions I and III have positive impact parameters, whereas

tracks in region II have negative impact parameters. Moreover, the impact

parameter jumps discontinuously from negative to positive at the boundary

between regions II and III. Note that 5 is zero at the interface of regions I and II.

On the whole, the jet axis does a fine job at reproducing the B direction, with an

average deviation of only 5 degrees in the xy plane (Figure 58). However, large tails

exist in the distribution, mainly from events with low thrust. In these events, the

gluon jet overlaps with the nearest B jet making it difficult to reconstruct the B

hadron direction. Viewed from the primary vertex, tertiary charm decays are on

average only 2.5 ° off-axis from the B direction. These two effects cause very few

tracks to be signed negative.
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, Region I , ......

. ..  .j iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii,," decay _ lil!i i_i!i_!i!ii!!iiiiii!iii_:

.  e" ii !!iiili!:i41ii!iiiii!ii!i®!i,,,,,.,,.,
.

lP Region III Jet Axis

/
Figmee 57 Tracks coming from a decay vertex that is off-axis from the

jet axis can have negative impact parameters if they possess an

outgoing angle in Region li (shaded). Tracks with outgoing angles in

Regions I or III have positive impact parameters. Note that jet axis
originates from the interaction point (IP).

0
The story is quite different for strange decays. K s and A particles differ from the

" B direction on average by 35 degrees, which forces approximately one-third of the

decay tracks to have a negative impact parameter (Figure 59). The 5 distribution is

roughly exponential on both sides with decay lengths of'-1.6 mm. The bias toward

positive impact parameters yields (5} = 0.43mm. Since only tracks that pass the

cuts listed in Section 4.2 are included in the distribution, the distribution width is

moderated by the fact that the Ks°, and A particles must decay within 3.8 cm of the

collision point in order to pick up SSVD hits.

We can isolat_e these effects in a series of plots shown below. Figure 60 (a) is the

8 distribution for tracks in bb events in the absence of track smearing, tracking

errors, beam motion, and photon conversions. The true B direction is used to sign

the impact parameters, and so negative values are entirely from _ decays and

. tertiary charm decays. Plot (b) shows what happens when we use the jet axis to

approximate the B direction. Slightly more tracks now have negative impact

- parameters. Finally, the impact parameter distribution for the full Monte Carlo

simulation is presented in plot (c) of Figure 60. The number of tracks with negative

impact pm'ameters increases steadily as the MC simulation becomes more realistic.
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Figure 58 Angle between the nearest jet axis and the B hadron

direction in the plane perpendicular to the beam axis.

2OO
---_--T--_---T--r--T-_--T---_---I---_---F--r---F--r-- T_ _- f L r--

E
E 150 8> = 0.43 mm

d 100
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Figure 59 Impact parameter distribution for tracks that come from

Ks °, A, and other strange hadron decays. The tails are moderated

somewhat because the tracks must pick up at least one silicon hit.
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Figure 60 Impact parameter distribution for tracks from b$ events in

the absence of track smearing and beam motion. Tracks must have

Pxy>0.5 GeV and Icos01_<0.8, and must emanate from a decay vertex

within 3.8 mm of the interaction region, which ensures that it

traverses through at least one silicon layer. The impact parameters are

" signed using (a) the true B direction and (b) the reconstructed jet axis.

Finally, plot (c) shows the 5 distribution for the full Monte Carlo

simulation, including track smearing and beam motion.
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For instance, the percentage of tracks with 5 <--100_m is 2.2%, 4.3%, and 8.5% in

plots (a), (b), and (c), respectively.

4.4 Calculating the Impact Parameter Resolution
Unlike certain fixed target experiments such as Fermilab E653 [20] which use a

1.5 cm thick emulsion to visually observe both the B hadron production and decay

vertex, collider facilities cannot instrument devices directly at the Z ° production

site. Instead, the Mark II detector must calculate the track impact parameter by

extrapolating the track roughly 3 cm from the silicon strip layers to the beam axis.

The error on the distance of closest approach to the Z° production point arises from

the combination of four effects:

• Intrinsic accuracy of the track hits.

• Multiple coulomb scattering from the beampipe and detector elements.

• Uncertainty in the primary vertex location due to beam motion.

• Errors in the detector alignment.

4.4.1 Intrinsic Detector Resolution

The first effect is the contribution from the intrinsic measuring power of the
D

three charged tracking devices. It depends on the position resolution at each of the

individual layers and the overall arranger ent of hits in providing a lever-arm to

extrapolate the track back to the origin. The track error matrix incorporates all the

hit information and included correlations between impact parameter, angular, and

momentum uncertainties. Because the silicon detector has far supe_'ior spatial

resolution, the component of the impact parameter resolution related to the detector

performance is given approximately as

c2 = (_2 +R2a2 (27)ss

where css is the intrinsic resolution of the silicon strips (-7 Bm), R is the radius of

the inner-most silicon layer that measures the track, and a_ is the angular

resolution measured primarily by the outer tracking chambers (-0.5 mrad for stiff

tracks). Thus for isolated, high momentum tracks, the intrinsic tracking resolution

at the chamber center is approximately 15 _an.
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4.4.2 Muitiple Coulomb Scattering

A charged particle emerging from within the beampipe undergoes many small

aagle scatters irl the material of the beampipe due to Coulomb scattering These

multiple Coulomb scatterings introduce errors in the impact parameter as the track

" is extrapolated from its first measurement in the SSVD back to the center of the

chambel:

The amount of angular scattering is governed by a random walk in which

multiple small-angle scatters displays a roughly gaussian distribution for the total

angular deflection. The Moli_r'e scattering theory [761 characterizes the angular

distribution as gaussian ibr the central 98% of the distribution, along with long

non-gaussian tails due to hard elastic scatters. The width of the central gaussian

depends on the particle momentum and can be expressed empirically as

o.o as..Z,_
_ _ _ = ........... _.p : f(L) (28)

where L is the material thickness in radiation lengths, P is the particle momentum,

is the particle velocity, and the function flLj is defined as

f(L) = 1+0.088 logio(L) (29)

The formula for _o,nsis accurate to about 11_:_over a range of material thicknesses of

10-4 to 10a radiation lengths.

The amount oi' material in the vertex tracking system is listed in '..['able22. In

the cylindrical coordinate system of the Mark II detector, the total material.

traversed by a particle is L/sin0 where L is the thickness at normal incidence. A

lever-arm orR/sin0 is used to extrapolaW, the track from the scattering radius back

to the origin. The effect of a single layer of material on the impact parameter
resolution is thus

R R 0.0136.,_L/sinO. o

= , ...... [_p ...... [(L/sinO) _.p.sc_to,=Si.n-O_p.,_ smO .... "_ (30)

where

P,cat = P_.v-.,sinO (31)

In this equation, if we ignore the small dependence on log_sin0), cs,ns is a constant

for relativistic tracks (F _ '_ 1)"

=

=

_
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Table 22 Location and thickness of materials inside the Central Drift

Chamber. The wire monitor frames are mounted inside the vacuum

beampipe and cover about 11% in azimuth.

..... ,, ,, ,,,

Radius Thickness Thickness
Item Material (mm) (mm) L=X/X0 (%) •

Wire Monitor Frame Al 23.7 0.8 0.90
t,

Beam pipe Cu, Al 25.0 0.51 0.71

SSVD Inner Shell Be 27.6 0.38 0.11

SSVD Layer 1 29.4 0.55 0.50

Si, Cu,
SSVD Layer 2 Kapton 33.7 0.55 0.50

SSVD Layer 3 38.0 0.55 0.50

SSVD Outer Shell Be 41.0 0.38 0.11

DCVD Inner Wall [ -- 44.0 1.76 0.85
!

DCVD Active Region I Cu, gas --- -- 0.72
I

DCVD Outer Wall I -- 180.0 -- 5.32

T_-acks generated by the MC are scattered at every layer of material by the

Mark II detector simulation. The scattering is peribrmed according to the full

Moli_.re theory, which includes the long non-gaussian tails. The wire monitors

inside the vacuum beampipe are modeled to subtend 11% of2x in azimuth.

The track fitting programs calculate the track parameter errors exactly due to

multiple scattering off the beampipe, wire monitors, silicon layers, and the inner

and outer walls of all three chambers, basically by allowing kinks in the track

trajectory, at each of the scattering sites. The kink angle is assumed to follow a

gaussian distribution oi"width qb,z._gfiven by Eqn. (28), i.e. no non-gaussian tails are

assumed in calculating the multiple scattering errors. Only the multiple scattering

by the gas and wires in the two drift chamber is approximated, using the GRickstern

formalism. 16_1%'ack fitting in each of the chambers is first performed assuming no

scattering withil_ the chamber volume, and the error matrix is subsequently

inflated. The Gliickstern method accommodates most of the correlations between

measurements in a chamber due to scattering.

Multiple scattering dominates the impact parameter resolution for low

momentum charged particles. Figure 61 is a plot of the inclusive 8/_ 8 distr{bution-Vm

: Pa_r,
z
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for all tracks with a transverse momentum 0.15 GeV <Pxy.<_1.0 GeV, at least 15

DCVD hits, and at least one SSVD hit. Gs is the computed impact parameter

resolution from the track fit, which includes both intrinsic measurement errors and

multiple scattering errors. In the absence of any hard scattering and if the Mark II

. detector simulation models the multiple Coulomb scattering properly, the

distribution should be a unit gaussian. A gaussian fit over the range 5/osl _<2
, reveals a width of 1.11±0.04 for the data and 1.10 for the MC.

We can disentangle the effects of multiple scattering from strange particle

decays, heavy flavor decays, and photon conversions, by examining the distribution

A5/_5, where A5 is the difference between the Monte Carlo generated impact

parameter and the track reconstructed impact parameter, and o 5 is the computed

impact parameter resolution. This distribution is plotted in Figure 62 for tracks

with trm_sverse momentum 0.15 GeV <Pxy < 1.0 GeV that have at least 15 DCVD

hits and at least one SSVD hit. The distribution has a gaussian core with a width uf

1.13 when fit over the range }AS/o 8 <3. The tails beyond _+_30are clearly
non-gaussian and contain 5.6% of the tracks. Roughly half the tracks in the tails

are due to the hard scattering as described by the Moliere theol-y and the other half

, are from track finding errors in which not even one silicon hit on the found track

was generated by the track.

4.4.3 Beam Motion

The e+e- beams at the SLC were focused to a spot size of under 5 _m in both x

and y, which is significantly smaller than the elliptical beams of 400 _m x 70 _m at

PEP or 200 _m × 25 _m at LEP. Unfortunately the exact location of the colliding

beams at the SLC with respect to the chamber axis was known to a much lesser

degree of approximately 25 _zn.

Information from the beam position monitors and beam steering magnets

allowed any relative beam motion to be monitored and corrected. However, to

determine the absolute position of the beam in relation to the Mark II detector, we

had to reconstruct the primary vertex position in a hadronic Z0 decay from the

available chm'ged tracks and average the reconstructed vertex positions over ali

events. Care was taken to reduce the influence of tracks from secondary B decay.,_

that could potentially pull the computed vertex away from its true location.
,i

Only "vertex quality" tracks were used in the primary reconstruction. These

tracks satisfied the same requirements listed in Section 4.2, except the transverse

momentum cut was loosened to P_.y >_0.15 GeV. A crude estimate of the average
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Figure 61 Distribution of'6/a 5 for tracks with transverse momentum

0.15 GeV _<Pw -<I GeV. The data is compared with the Monte Carlo
simulation (histogram). A gaussian fit to the central core of the data

(thick curve) yields a widf,h of 1.11:t0.04.
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Figure 62 Distribution of' Aflag, where A5 is the difference between

the MC generated impact par__meter and its reconstructed value, for

Lracks with transverse momentum 0.15 GeV _<P_ <_1 GeV. The
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4.4.3 Beam Motion

beam position, good to about 0.2 mm, can be determined by minimizing the impact

parameter significance with respect to this average beam position, summed over all

tracks in all hadronic events.

The algorithm' first selects the three tracks in the event closest, to the average

beam position and forms a vertex in the xy plane, which serves as an initial

estimate of the primary vertex. Additional tracks are added to the vertex as long as

' the _2 probability for a good fit exceeds 1%. Tracks are accreted onto the vertex in a

sequence that maximizes the fit probability at every stage. The vertex

reconstruction is completed when no more tracks are available or if no other track

can be added that will allow the fit probability to exceed 1%. Most fit vertices in the

data will have an elliptical error ellipse with an aspect ratio of 5:1 which is fairly

aligned with the thrust axis. The error on the major axis is typically ft'ore 30 _n to

70 _m, whereas the error on the minor axis is in the range of 5 _m_to 15 _m. Thus

the separation between the reconstructed primary vertex and the average beam

position along the direction of the minor axis will have a distribution (YT) whose

width will be sensitive to any apparent beam motion. The separation along the

major axis will have a distribution whose shape is dominated by the major axis

' error.

An event has an acceptable reconstructed primary vertex if in addition to
W

passing the hadronic selection cuts outlined in Section 4. I:

1. At least 7 vertex quality tracks are used in the primary vertex fit.

2. At least 70% of ali vertex quality tracks are used in the vertex fit.

3. The minor axis of the fit vertex error ellipse be ovT < 20 _tm.

The last two requirements are designed to reject bb events and events with a poorly

measured vertex, bb events will typically have a high percentage of tracks that, are

inconsistent with the reconstructed primary vertex. Vertices with large errors in the

minor axis are undesirable since the YT distribution will be excessively smeared by

the poor fits. About 60% of' hadronic events have an acceptably reconstructed

primary vertex, of which only 10% are bb events. The average beam position is

, computed from the average position of these vertices. This procedure is repeated

using the new value for the average beam position, and the position converges after

, a couple of iterations.

* The nrimary vertex finding algorithm was developed by Steve Wagne.r.
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Figure 63 Distribution of the variable YT for 149 hadronic events.

YT is defined as the distance between the reconstructed primary, vertex

and the average beam position along the direction of the minor axis of

the primary. The distribution width is consistent with a beam motion •
of 25 _m.

w

A total of 149 hadronic events had reconstructed primary vertices that were

acceptable. The hadronic data was divided into six blocks due t_ occasional gross

changes in the beam optics. An average beam position was computed for each block,

and this value was used to compute track impact parameters for all events in the

block. The YT distribution for the 149 reconstructed primary vertices is shown in

Figure 63. The scatter oi" reconstructed vertices about the mean beam position

represents contributions ft'ore beam motion, uncertainties in the steering magnet

corrections, and uncertainties in the fit vertex position. The YT distribution in the

data has a standard deviation of 29 pm and is without non-gaussian tails. The MC

shows that in the absence of beam motion, the YT distribution has a width of 18 I_m.

t lence, the hadronic data is consistent with a beam motion of roughly 25±5 I_m in

both x and y. This motion is a combination of actual beam motion and errors in the

beam position monitors and steering magnet corrections, However, the exact

breakdown is not important.

L
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4.4.4 Silicon Alignment

4.4.4 Silicon Alignment
The silicon strip vertex detector achieves a local spatial resolution of 7.1 _m,

allowing a precise measurement of the impact parameter only if the location of each

silicon module in their support structure is known to high precision. The SSVD is

anchored to the beam pipe and can therefore experience relative motion with

respect to the DCVD. Hence, any motion of the silicon detector relative to the rest of

• the tracking system must be monitored accurately. Much care was taken to align
the 36 silicon modules in the SSVD. These include [58]

• Optical alignment of the silicon modules during assembly into their

cylindrical support structure.

• X-ray alignment of the SSVD system before installation into the

Mark II detector. The X-ray surveying was reproducible but had small

discrepancies with the optical alignment, possibly due to shifts or

distortions of the detector during assembly.

• A capacitive displacement measurement (CDM) system to monitor

displacements of the SSVD with respect to the outer tracking

chambers. Capacitive sensors placed outside the silicon detector

observed a 20 _tm diurnal motion of the beam pipe, but saw no evidence

. for rotational or longitudinal motion.

• Global and local alignment of the SSVD after installation into the

Mark II detector using tracks from hadronic Z events.

We had o_ginally hoped that the information from the X-ray alignment along

with a global alignment of the SSVD mechanical support structure would be

sufficient to describe the orientation of the 36 individual silicon modules. However,

it soon became clear that after installation into the Mark II detector, the silicon

modules had shifted arouad in their mechanical support and needed to be locally

realigned.

The global aligament fbr each half-cylinder of the SSVD support structure is

defined by three rotation angles and two translation offsets, x and y. Since the strips

, are parallel to the beam axis, the SSVD is fairly insensitive to uncertainties in z.

The orientation of each silicon module relative to its nominal setting can be

• ¢:_.:_:_cribedby seven parameters: two linear offsets, Ax and Ay, three angles, ¢xx, ¢zy
and %, and two shape parameters, twist and bow (see Figure 64). Of the seven

parameters, track measurements are most sensitive to a transverse displacement,

Ax, a radial displacement, Ay, a_d a yaw angle, c_y
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+y

2-91 6644A25

Figure 64 Coordinate system fbr a silicon strip module and the

displacement.parameters (L_, 43', hz, ct.x, oq],and _) relative to its
nominal position.

qp

Ordinarily we would like to use muon pairs and wide angle Bhabhas to align the

silicon strip detector since these tracks origdnate from a single vertex, are colinear,

and undergo a negligible amount of multiple scattering. However, only 20 such

events were collected by the Mark II. The DCVD used high momentum cosmic ray

tracks to verify the aligmment of the anode plane in each of the ten jet cells and to

determine the orientation of the vertex drift chamber with respect to the main drift

chamber. Untbrtunately, this technique was also not available for the silicon strip

detector because the SSVD electronics were unable collect cosmics. The microplex

electronics were only able to be live at the 120 hz rate necessary to take colliding

beam data. Global and local SSVD alignments were achieved using tracks from

hadronic events. Approximately 2100 tracks were used which had at least two hits

in the SSVD and a transverse momentum greater than 0.5 GeV.

Global and local alignment constants are dm-ived from a ?(2 fit that minimizes

the differences between the positions and angles of tracks extrapolated to the SSVD

from the outer drift chambers and the values as measured by the SSVD. We can
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4.4.4 Silicon Alignment

define position and angular differences for tracks with two silicon hits in layers j

and k as

Abjk=(_./+_k)/2 arid AOjk-=(_f-_)/Arjk, (32)

where _ is the distance between the silicon hit and the extrapolation of the track at

that layer, and Arjk is the radial separation between the two layers. Tracks with hits

in all three silicon layers have three independent measures of the alignment:

Ab123--(_1+_2+_3)/3, A0123=(_l-_3)/Ar13, and A_:-_(_1-2_2+_3)/2, (33)

where A5 describes the intrinsic spatial resolutiom

The X2 is the sum of squares of all the Ab, A0, and AS, weighted by their errors. It

is equivalent to ](2 = Z_2/c2' but is rewritten in terms of Ab, A0, and A5 in order to

be more illustrative. Global and local alignment constants are fit separately. The

procedure is iterated several times before the alignment constants converge. The

alignment uncertainties for the local parameters are Ax=5 pm, Ay=25_tm, and

ay=0.1 mrad. There were significant changes in the orientation of the modules since

the previous X-ray alignments, with rms deviations of 13 pm, 78 pm, and 0.12 mrad,

respectively. Figl.lre 65 shows the local alignment shifts for all 36 silicon modules.

' The global and local alignments were used to correct the orientation of the silicon

modules, while the optical and X-ray measurements were used only as checks.

Due to space constraints, the SSVD was constructed without any overlap

between adjacent modules in the same layer. Overlaps would have allowed a small

fraction of tracks to pass through adjacent silicon modules, thereby defining their

orientation in that layer. Neighboring modules in the SSVD, on the other hand, are

only weakly linked together through the module above or below, which makes the

SSVD more susceptible to certain "breathing" distortions of the detector that the

local alignments are relatively insensitive to. Antipodal misalignments are best

discerned using back-to-back e.e - or _t+_- events.

Even though tracks from B decays are used in the silicon alignment, the impact

parameter distribution will remain unbiased ibr both B and non-B tracks since the

alignments are performed wit.ho_t constraining the tracks to come fl,om a single

- vertex. However, residual uncertainties in the silicon alignment from limited track

statistics will introduce errors in the impact parameter resolution at the level of

15 _m. The Monte Carlo assumes perfect alignment of the SSVD, and so realigning

the detector with a track sample equal in size with the data will introduce residual

misalignments into the MC that are comparable to the data.
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Figure 65 Shifts irl the local alignments of the individual silicon
modules measured with hadronic tracks relative to those obtained from

the X-ray survey. The dominant sensitivities are in (a) the transverse

offset, 5x, (b) tile radial offset, 5y, and (c) the angular offset, 5o.y

4.4.5 Total Impact Parameter Resolution.
The impact, parameter has an error that is the sum in quadrature oi"

contzibutions due to the intrinsic detector resolution, multiple Coulomb scattering,

beam motion, and residual uncertainties in the silicon alignment. The total

calculated resolution is

O_ = 02 + 2 +c32 (34)trh Obea,n align

=
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4.4.5 Total Impact Parameter Resolution.
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Figure 66 Distribution of 8/a5 for tracks with transverse momentum

Pxy _ 5 GeV. The data is compared with the Monte Carlo simulation
(histogram). A gaussian fit to the central core of the data (thick curve)

yields a width of 1.07+0.06.

where Gtr k is the calculated uncertainty from the error matrix in the track fit that

" includes both detector measurement errors and multiple scattering, abeam- 25'1_a

is due to beam motion, and aalig n _ 15 I_m is the extra smearing needed to ensure

that the core of the 5/a distribution is a unit gaussian for high momentum tracks.

Figure66 shows the 5/G distribution for charged tracks with transverse

momentum greater than 5 GeV. The impact parameter resolution for these tracks is

dominated by uncertainties in both the intrinsic spatial measurements and the

detector alignments. A fit to the central core of the distribution in the data,

15/GI < 2, reveals a gaussian width of 1.07+0,06 with aalig n --15 t_m and 1.46±0.18

without the extra smearing. For comparison, the same gaussian fits to MC events

are 0.94 and 1.21, respectively.

To a good approximation, a 5 can be written as

(i.2

2 + .2ms (35)fl2 = GO
" scat

where Go includes the contributions from intrinsic measurement errors, Gbeam, and

aalign; _ms describes the multiple scattering error; and Pscat=-Pxy,/S-i(l-(). The
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Figure 67 Calculated impact parameter resolution of the combined

tracking system as a function of Psc_t. The labels indicate the SSVD

layers that contributed to the track fit.

parameters o0 and _ms depend strongly on the precise arrangement of measured

' hits on the track.

The calculated impact parameter error is most sensitive to which layers in the

SSVD have measured hits on the track. For tracks with only one SSVD

measurement, _52 is linearly proportional to P-2scat, where the proportionality.

constant relates the amount of multiple scattering that occurs before the first

silicon measurement (see Figure 67). The slope is greater if the single SSVD hit

occurs in layer 3 as opposed to layer 1 because the track is extrapolated a greater

distance and goes through more material f'rom the measured hit to the o,_gin. The

calculated resolutions form broad swaths at low momentum due to the range in the

calculated azimuthal error (_, which can vary significantly depending on the

number of measurements in the outer tracking chambers.

Tracks with two or thr_e silicon hits have a calculated impact parameter

resolution that behaves quite differently. The most striking feature is the kink in

plot of o_ at a momentum Pse,t=2 GeV. At high momenta, the resolution depends

mainly on the innermost measured silicon layer and is only marginally different

from tracks that have a single SSVD hit. The track angle is measured quite

L
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4.5 V<_'ifying the Impact Parameter Resolution

adequately by the outer chambers. But at low momenta, the track experiences so

much multiple scattering in the outer SSVD wall and inner DCVD wall that the

angular information from the outer drift chambers becomes effectively decoupled

from the impact parameter calculation. With a maximum lever-arm of 9 mm, the

. SSVD can provide at best a 1 mrad angular resolution which is in quadrature with

the angular uncertainty from multiple scattering in the beampipe. Yet, this amount

- is better than the angular information from the long lever-arm of the CDC/DCVD

track segment for tracks with Pscat <- 2 GeV. Obviously, no ¢pinformation is provided

by the SSVD if the track has only one silicon hit. Hence, tracks with Pscat <_ 2 GeV

that have more than one silicon hit possess a much smaller resolution GS. Finally,

tracks with hits in layers 1 and 3 have the best resolution since they possess a

better lever-arm and/or pass through less material than tracks with SSVD

measurements in layers 1 and 2 or in layers 2 and 3. The track momentum is still

measured most effectively by the outer drift chambers.

Averaged over all quality tracks, the impact parameter resolution presented in

Figure 68 is roughly

(70±4pm) 2
, o 2 = (29+3_tm)2 + ................................... (36)p2

scat

Thus tracks with high momentum have a resolution approaching 29_tm. Tracks

under 2 GeV in momentum are dominated by multiple scattering, with for example

a 75_m resolution for a 1 GeV particle. Approximately half the tracks in hadronic

events are multiple scattering dominated, and so multiple silicon measurements are

crucial in reducing the impact parameter errors.

The data points in the plot are the rms of the impact parameter distribution for

5<0 tracks taken about an assumed mean of zero. These tracks should be a good

indicator of the tracking resolution since there is little contribution from charm and

bottom hadrons, which populate the 6>0 region.

Without SSVD information the impact parameter resolution would degrade to

roughly G5 = 45_tm ® ll0_m/Pscat" The multiple scattering term is large because

• the track still gets scattered in the silicon modules.

4.5 Verifying the Impact Parameter Resolution
In the last section, we defined the calculated impact parameter resolution (_ in

Eqn. (34), decomposed ¢_5into its main components, demonstrated that the central

core of the 5/c8 distribution is roughly a unit gaussian, and showed that the Monte
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Figure 68 Impact parameter resolution as a function of Pc,cat,
averaged over ali quality tracks.

Carlo modeled the core of the resolution function quite weil. However, this is only
#

° half the battle. We must still understand the tails of the tracking resolution

. function and prove that the Monte Carlo adequately models the Mark II data. Aside ,
: from lifetime tracks from bottom and charm decays, tails in the inclusive impact

parameter distribution can arise from pattern recognition errors in track finding.

Non-gaussian tails can also originate from physical causes such as K_s and other

strange decays, hard scatters at large angles, photon conversions, and decays of w_

- and K _ particles. In the remainder of the chapter, we will f_us on these issues.

An understanding of the tails in the resolution function will allow us to predict

' the purity of bb events irl an enriched sample after applying an impact parameter

tag. Tails in the resolution function and tracks from charm decays are the principle

: contributors to a fake B signal. Accurately predicting the purity is particularly

important with our small data size since we do not have the statistics to

_-- independently fit for purity. Also the shape of the MC impact parameter

-= distribution, which we rely on to extract the B lifetime, will not be correct if the "

resolution fhnction is wrong.

= Ordinarily we would test Eqn. (.34) by using tracks from wide angle Bhabha,

_t+_-, two-photon, and cosmics ray events. These events provide pairs of isolated
=
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4.5.1 e+e- and _,g- Events

tracks that m'e colinear in the xy plane. In addition, all these tracks except for

coamics come bom the primary vertex.

A supply of e+e- and _._- events will provide us with the impact parameter

resolution for isolated high momentum tracks. These events offer an alternate

" method of finding the interaction point that is free from both multiple scattering

errors and biases i_om tracks that come from secondary vertices in bottom and

charm events. Beam motion can be isolated by comparing the miss distance

resolution with the impact parameter resolution. Also since these tracks undergo

almost no multiple scattering, they are useful in aligning the silicon vertex detector.

Two-photon and cosmic rays events are dominated by low momentum tracks and

car_ yield information on the multiple scattering term of the resolution. The

resolution ibr hadronic tracks will be slightly worse due to the density of tracks in

hadronic jets.

Unfortunately, with a total integrated luminosity of 10.1 nb "1, the Mark II

detector collected only 18 e.e - and _+g- events and a comparable number of two-

photon events. Furthermore, the SSVD could not measure cosmics due to the

limitations of its electronics. Thus the prescription for verif_4ng the tracking

resolution that worked so well at LEP, PEP, and PETRA can only provide an

indication that we understand our tracking system. Also none of these studies shed

any light on the tails of the resolution function due to tracking difficulties in the

core of hadronic jets.

4.5.1 e+e- and _t+la'"Events
From the sample of 18 , _e-and _._- events, 27 tracks passed all the track

qualify cuts. The impact parameter dist74bution with respect to the average beam

position has a width of' o,.,,,=24 t:5 _m (see Figure 69), which is consistent with

expectations. In twelve events both tracks had SSVD hits. The miss distance

between the two tracks is insensitive t() beam motion and its distribution suggests

that the impact parameter resolution in the absence of beam motion is

Crm._=I5:tA _. The acoplanarity of these twelve events yields an angular resolution

c _ _f ' .of ¢J_=().33:_010 mrad fbr isolated high momentum tracks.

4.5..2 Negative Impact Parameter Distribution

In spite of the limited Z° sample, we can effectively use the inclusive impact

parameter distribution from ali hadronic events ta9 understand the tracking

:- resolution function. Shown in Figure 70, the inclusive 5 distribution includes ali
-
_

_
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Figure 69 (a) The impact parameter distribution for tracks from wide

angle Bhabhas and g+g- events yields a standard deviation of 24±5 lam.
(b) The miss distance has a standard deviation of 21±6 gin.

tracks that pass the standard cuts listed in Section 4.2. The distribution is highly

asymmetric about the origin with a positive mean of (5) = 53±8gm. The

abundance of tracks that populate the 5>0 region provide information on the bottom

quark lifetime. Roughly 15% of the tracks from B decays have an impact parameter

greater than 0.5 mm. As Table 23 illustrates, these B decay tracks constitute over

half the tracks with 5>_0.5 mm. In decreasing order of importance, the rest of the

large impact parameter tracks come from strange decays, tracking errors in which

all the silicon measurements are accidental background hits, tails in the multiple

scattering, and charm hadrons.

On the other hand, the negative tail of the 5 distribution contains very few

tracks from bottom or charm hadrons and provides vital information on the

tracking resolution function. The central core of the inclusive 5 distribution is

composed primarily of tracks from the primary vertex. The shape of the core for 5<0

is roughly a superposition of gaussians, since the calculated track resolutions span

in range from 30pm to 150pm. Beyond-250gin, the 6 distribution loses its

gaussian shape and assumes an exponential decay profile, Roughly 1.02.+_0.22% of

the tracks in the hadronic data fall in the range 5<-0.5mm. The Monte Carlo

expects 0.8_.;:_:,and 'Fable 24 lists the major sources.

()ver 50CG of negative exponential tail is fi'om strange decays: .K_s, A, Z, and :
....... :__....t ..._,:_t, ,_,.... ;,,...+.... ..,, w0 ']'t_,_ M_ r,,_nm-_t,:_ k"0 rn_.qnn:_,qf.a raU_

-- ,JJ4ZXI bl_.,l_,r,D, _.J'l, l_'lt.l_Al, l.*A_,. ,,.A*t*j,,.)A a_,y t.aA_.,.- "_'S " " **"" .... b ...............

-: c(msistent with the OI)AI, measurement of 2.10_+0.02+0.14 K ° per hadronic
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Figure 70 The impact parameter distributim,_ for all hadronic tracks

• that pass the standard cuts listed in Section 4.2.

" event. [55] These tracks come from decays vertices that must occur within the first

three cm of the interaction point since the Monte Carlo indicates that the daughter

tracks pick up the correct SSVD information, i.e. no spurious SSVD hits. We have

not tried to reconstruct I¢ particles from the available tracks; however, the tracks

with 5 < ....0.5mm possess a softer momentum spectrum as can be expected from

decays: (Pxy)=l.3±O.1 GeV for tracks with 6 _-0.5mm in the data, as compared to

(Pxy)=3.0±O.1 GeV overall. The Monte Carlo expects 1.6 GeV and 3.0 GeV,

respectively: The impact parameter distribution from strange decays is highly

asymmetric. Referring back to Figure 59 on page 100, approximately two-thirds of

the strange decay tracks have positive impact parameters. Both sides fall off

somewhat exponentially, with a net distribut.ion mean of (6) = 0.43mm.

• Tracks coming from the primary vertex carl also have impact parameters that

are computed to be grossly negative. Both tracking errors in which all the silicon

" hits are fake hits and non-gaussian tails in the multiple Coulomb scat_tering _ la

Moliere will generate substantial errors in the measured impact parameters. These

two sources make up 33% of' the tracks with 6 _-0.5mm. Multiple scattering and

mistakes in the track finding algorithms both generate symmetric errors in the

5
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Table 23 Origin of the tracks with 8_0.50 mm, which comprise

4.24+_0.14% of all tracks in the data and 3.23% in the MC. The total

fraction with very positive 8 is highly sensitive to the B lifetime.

Origin of Track %

"lYks from B hadrons 55
. . _ ...... , __

/_s, A, Z, _ particles 24
,,

Mistracking 8.1

Multiple scattering 6.2
, ,

'_ks from charm hadrons 4.4
... ,, L,

Tconversions, K/_ decays, 2.1
bremsstrahlung

' '' L "' _

Table 24 Origin of the tracks with 5 <_-0.5 mm, which comprise
1.02.+_0.22%of all tracks in the data and 0.79% in the MC. The fraction

of tracks with very negative 5 is relatively insensitive to B hadrons.

ttttlt t I " :

Origin of Track %

, A, particles 51 .

Mistracking 20
.....

Multiple scattering 13

'Irks from B hadrons 9

Conversions' y---_ee 3.3

Decays: K_,_:±--_t 1.7

Trks from charm hadrons 1.7

Bremsstrahlung > 1
'' ' 1.

computed impact parameter. If we consider only the MC tracks generated at the

primarT vertex that pass all the track cuts, 5% of these tracks have 1SI---0.2mm,

_,hereas 44% of the tracks which fail to pick up even one correct silicon hit have

:5i-> 0.2mm. In both cases, the means of the distributions are zero, and the size of

the positive and the negative tails are roughly equal.

B hadron decays account for only 9% of the tracks with 5 _-0.5mm. These

tracks would st_ii rmss the primary vertex by more than 0.5 mm even in the absence

2
=
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4.5.3 Extra Tail Smearing

of detector smearing, but they have a negative impact parameter because they come

from a decay vertex that is off-axis from the nearest jet axis. Either the jet direction

differs from the true B direction or the track comes from a tertiary charm decay:

Since the decay vertices are only slightly off-axis compm'ed with K_s decay vertices

(see page 98), only a small fraction of B decay tracks have very negative impact

parameters.

- Finally, photon conversions, decays of charged kaons and pions, decays of charm

hadrons, and bremsstrahlung contribute to the remaining few percent of the far

negative tails of' the impact parameter distribution.

4.5.3 Extra Tail Smearing
Earlier in the chapter, we showed that the central core of the impact parameter

distribution is described well by the Monte Carlo. The core of the inclusive 8/o 5

distribution, where o5 is the calculated impact parameter resolution defined in

Eqn. (34) on page 112, has a gaussian width of nearly unity for all track momenta.

More importantly, the data and Monte Carlo concur.

The tails of the resolution function are more difficult to model because they

come from so many sources. Some are detector related such as hard scatters at
.t

large angles, pattern recognition errors in track finding, and photon conversions at

the beampipe. Others are actually physics related that nevertheless generate, tails

in the inclusive 5 distribution, such as from strange decays. Of course, the lifetime

tracks from B's populate the positive tail of the inclusive 8 distribution. Occasional

sign errors when the decay vertex is off-axis fi'om the jet direction generate a small

negative tail.

By measuring the negative 8 tail, we can place limits on the extent of the

positive 8 tail not caused by the B lii_time. In general, unless we model every

uncertainty and defect in the tracking system, the Monte Carlo will tend to

underestimate the actual track resolution. We will assume that any discrepancy in

the negative 8 tail between data and MC is due to additional degradation of the

impact parameters for a small fraction of tracks by a symmetric function. Although

certainly true if the disparity is due to uncertainties in the level of mistracking or

• multiple scattering, the assumption is false if the difference is actually due to the

frequency of K ° decays. We cannot predict the source and hence cannot predict the8

degree of asymmetry from any additionally required track smearing. Instead, we

will address this problem in the discussion of systematics in Section 6.9.1.
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Chapter 4 Track Impact Parameter Resolution

The inclusive impact parameter distribution is simulated fairly well by the
,s

Monte Carlo in the region 5<0 (see Figure 70). The data shows a slight excess of

tracks with extremely negative impact parameters, _i<-0.50mm' 1.02±0.22% for

hadronic tracks and 0.79% for MC tracks. The excess is a little worse when we

expand the region to 5<-0.25mm' 2.24+0.33% for data tracks and 1.71% for MC

tracks. The tracks in the non-gaussian tails are divided roughly equally among

charge. If we subdivide the distribution into five bins bounded by-5o0mm,

-0.5 mm, -0.3 mm,-0.2 mm, -0.1 mm, and 0 mm, the Z2 fit between data and

Monte Carlo is decent: 7.8 for 5 degrees of freedom.

The amount of extra symmetric smearing that best reproduced the inclusive 5

distribution in the range -5<5<0 mm was determined by a binned maximum log

likelihood fit with 0.1 mm bins. The binned log likelihood is defined as

L = -2_., nilogMi (37)

where ni is the number of data tracks and M i is the number of MC tracks in the ith
bin. The bins in the far tails of the distribution were combined to reduce

fluctuations in the MC.

Added symmetric impact parameter smearing was achieved by degrading a

fraction of the track impact parameters by a gaussian and an even smaller fraction

by a symmetric, double-sided exponential decay function, t The extra gaussian

degradation was allowed a width of 25 pm to 300 gm and affected between 0% and

40% oi" the tracks. The decay length of the symmetric exponential smearing was

fixed at L=1 mm and allowed to affect 0-2% of the tracks. The optimal amount of

additional track smearing corresponds to

i i i ilil i - iilmi iii 2_ -_--

5% of tracks by a gaussian of width (_=175 gm, and

_.=1 mm
I% of tracks by a symmetric exponential of decay 1 ngth

i i ii ii i -- i ii i

The Monte Carlo impact, parameter distribution with the additional smearing is

shown in Figure 71. With limited statistics the MC with and without the extra

resolution degradation both appear to fit the data adequately. The optimized version

1
The extra symmetric exponential tail smearing is of the form R (5) = ).?exp (-181/k)

-_ where £=1 mm.

"2
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10 4
_-, , , , ,_-,--_-r--_---_-, , , '.... ' '-' 1

I I ° Z a'a!03 _ ! ......... MC no extra tail
" E I i I'-"-'-'MC w/ extra tail

. ,.... 100
,5

10 !

0

t.-

1

0.1 ' ..
-2 1 0 1 2

Impact parameter (mm)

Figure 71 Impact parameter distribution with and without the

additional track smearing.

has a better %2fit of 2.2 for 5 degrees of fi'eedom. Also the fraction oi' MC tracks with

5 _<-0.50mm now agrees exactly with the data.

The phase space of allowed resolution degradation is delineated by the lo

uncertainty in the number of tracks with 5 <-0.50mm and the 2a contour in log

likelihood space. The requirement that 1.02+0.22% of the hadronic tracks have

5 <-0.50mm limits the percentage of tracks that receive an additional symmetric

exponential smearing to under 2%. Table 25 and Table 26 show the log likelihood

values for 0%, 1%, 1.5%, and 2% exponential smearing and a complete range of

gaussian smearing. The log likelihood value of 0 corresponds to our optimum

amount of 5% of the tracks with a gaussian (c=175_n) and 1% with an exponential

(L=lmm) smearing. The 2c (la) contour occurs at a drop of 2.0 (0.5) units in log

likelihood, and the interior is highlighted to show the range of possible symmetric

" tail smearing that is allowed by the data.

The hypothesis of no additional smearirg is ruled out by the log likelihood fit by

nearly three standard deviations. However, in Chapter 6 we will discover that this

additional impact parameter degradation results in a small shift in % compared to

the statistical power of our measurement. Also, we will explore how this range of

z
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additional track smearing, allowed by the likelihood fit and the integrated track

count beyond -0.5 mm, affects the measured B lifetime.
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4.5.3 Extra Tail Smearing

Table 25 Maximum Log Likelihood values for fits to the negative

impact parameter distribution. The MC has additional gaussian

smearing for a small fraction of the tracks as shown in the tables.

Furthermore, in the top (bottom) table, 0% (1%) of the tracks are

broadened with an additional exponential tail of decay length 1 mm.

" The thin (thick) contour shows the lo (2o) limits.

illn i i II 11 - M iii |[ II ---- '...... II

h

Percentage of tracks with additional Gaussian smearing

Gaussian
width 0% 5% 10% 15% 20% 25% 30% 35% 40%
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Table 26 Maximum Log Likelihood values for fits to the negative

impact parameter distribution. The MC has additional gaussian

smearing for a small fraction of the tracks as shown in the tables.

Furthermore, in the top (bottom) table, 1.5% (2%) of the tracks are

broadened with an additional exponential tail of decay length 1 mm.

The thick contour shows the 2(_ limit.

, i, i,,, i ..... li i i -. - ,,i i i

Percentage of tracks with additional Gaussian smearing

Gaussian
width 0% 5% 10% 15% 20% 25% 30% 35% 40%

25 pm -2.64 -2.53 -2.37 -2.32 -2.21 -2.12 -2.01 [ -1.91 ,1.89

50pm -2.64 -2.06 I 'l,7z -1.53 -1.34 -1,36 -1.50 -1.71 F

75 pm -2,64 -1.53 -1,17 -1.41 -1 87 80 ..6.82
II lP

100 pm -2,64 -1.10 .-1,17 -2.41 -4.41 -7.50

125 pm -2.64 -0.81 -1,52 -4,02 -7.81

150 lain -2.64 .0.69 -2,31 -6.46
I

175 pm -2,64 i -0.72 -3.47

200 btm -2.64 -0.85

250 btm -2.64

300 _lm -2.64 -2.03

--_--. __ , i .__ ilnla • ii i RaD IIIlir I I

Percentage of tracks with additional Gaussian smearing
Gaussian

width 0% 5% 10% 15% 20% 25% 30% 35% 40%

25 _m -2.90 -2.68 -2.52 -2.46 -2.39 -2.26

I
___ I III

-2.9o -2.42 -2.06 |r'1183 -1.88 "1.06 .2.1250pm
p .....m

F ---I75 pm -2.91) .95 -1.60 -1.86 -2.86 -4.25 -6.02

-2.90 i -1.58 -1.62I-_ -5.50 .8.89100 I.tm

125 Ltm -2,90 .1.32 -2.08 -4.90

150 pm -2.90 -1.28 -3.08 -7.44

175 I_m -2.90 .1.33 -,i.15

200 pm -2.90 -1.64

250 pm -2.90 -1.87

300 pm -2.90 -2.32
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The great tragedy of Science -

the slaying of a beautiful hypothesis by an ugly fact.

- Thomas Henry Huxley

Impact Parameter Tag

An impact parameter tag takes advantage of the rather long lifetime and large

mass of the bottom quark in order to isolate a subset of hadronic events that is rich

in B hadrons. Since the b quark is substantially heavier than other quarks, charged

tracks from the B decay will generally possess a substantial transverse momentum

with respect to the B direction, and hence these tracks will depart from the decay

vertex with a considerable angle with respect to the B direction. Many of the tracks

from the B decay will significantly miss the Z° production point. Although charm

hadrons have comparable lifetimes, the charm imparts less transverse momentum

to its daughter tracks due to the lighter charm mass. Thus these tracks will have

smaller impact parameters.

The basic premise for an impact parameter tag is to look for jet hemispheres

with some minimum number of charged tracks with significant impact parameter,

say 5/a5 > +3.0. The two jet hemispheres in an event are separated by the plane

perpendicular to the thrust axis. For tracking systems with good impact parameter

resolution, this method is expected to efficiently tag B's produced in e+e- and pp

collisions. It can also be generalized to detect the presence of any long-lived,

" massive particle, which includes any long-lived heavy 4th generation fermion or the

top quark through its cascade into B hadrons.

The previous chapter characterized the tracking performance in hadronic

events. In this chapter, we take advantage of the high resolution vertex detectors to

define a tag using track impact parameters that is both extremely pure and efficient

=
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Chapter 5 Impact Parameter Tag

at selecting B hadrons. We next examine variations of the tagging requirements in

order to map out the full spectrum of efficiencies and purities. Finally, we perform

checks on the impact parameter tag to establish confidence in its performance.

5.1 The Impact Parameter Tag
With only 208 hadronic Z° events selected by the Mark II detector, we cannot

measure the B lifetime using the canonical high PT lepton tag. Roughly 90 B

hadrons exist in our data, but only about 18 B's will decay semilept_nically. After

imposing lepton identification and kinematic cuts on the candidates, we would be

left with a negligible sample.

Instead, we need to introduce a tag that is efficient at tagging all B hadrons, i.e.

for both semileptonic and nonleptonic decays. We can accomplish this goal by taking ti

advantage of the rather long decay length of bottom hadrons (~2 mm)_ the

frequency of large impact parameter tracks that emerge from B decays, and the

precision impact parameter resolution afforded by the Mark II vertex detector

system.

Only tracks that pass the series of cuts listed in Section 4.2 are used in order to

guarantee that they are well measured by ai, _hree charged particle detectors. In

addition, tracks that have an impact parameter greater than 2 mm are discarded;

that is, we require ]51< 2mm. This cut diminishes the contributions from K_8 and A

decays, gross tracking errors, and hard scatters, that would otherwise reduce the

purity of the B tag by allowing udsc events to filter into the tagged sample. It has a

small effect on the tagging efficmncy for bottom jets. The impact parameter cut is

relaxed to 5 mm for the lifetime analysis in the next chapter.

As described in Section 4.3, the impact parameters are measured with respect to

an average beam position. The impact parameters are signed using the axis of the

nearest .jet. Since the jet axis models the B direction more accurately than the

thrust axis, especially for three-jet events, fewer impact parameter signing errors

will occur for tracks that originate from _ .-lecays.

In the previous chapter, we attempted to characterize the impact parameter

resolution and tune the Monte Carlo so that it accurately reflected the data. We _

asserted that the negative half of the impact parameter distribution provides a

strong indicator of the tracking resolution function. Aside from the small fraction of

lifetime tracks generated with wrong sighted impact parameters, the core (5 =0) is

composed of tracks that come from the primary vertex, and the non-gaussian tail
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(8<<0) are from strange decays, large angle scatters, and tracking errors.

Assuming that tracks are smeared by a symmetric function, the MC tracking

resolution was optimized with the inclusion of a small amount of additional track

degradation: 5% of the MC impact parameters are smeared by a gaussian of width

175 _tm and 1% are smeared by a symmetric exponential function of decay length

lmm (refer to Figure 71). Asymmetric track smearing is considered in the section on

systematics in Chapter 6.

The impact parameter significance distribution (8/a_) provides another handle

in understanding the resolution function (Figure 72). If the calculated resolution _8

from Eqn. (34) on page 112 is accurately determined, then the core of the 8/_5

distribution should be a unit gaussian. For the hadronic data the distribution in the

range 18/o81< 2 can be fit to a gaussian of width 1.09±0.03. The Monte Carlo has a
slightly narrower width of 1.02. This difference has a negligible effect on the B

lifetime measurement and is discussed in the next chapter. Also in good agreement

between the data and Monte Carlo is the fractio_ Lof tracks in the tails of the impact

parameter significance distribution. The fraction of tracks in the negative tail

(8<-30) is 3.3_+_0.4%for the data and 3 3% for the MC. The fraction in the positive

. tail (5>__+30)is 9.8±0.7% for the data and 9.5% for the MC. The distribution is

asymmetric because the positive tail includes the lifetime tracks from bottom and

- charm decays.

Figure 73 is an integral distribution which shows the fraction of quality tracks

w[+.hsignificance 5/05 greater than some minimum value Smi n. The distribution for

each quark flavor is plotted separately to illustrate the stark differences between

bottom and udsc events, b/_ events have by far the largest percentage of high

impact parameter tracks. For instance, the fraction of bottom, charm, and uds

tracks that have a _ignificance greater than Smin=+3 is 25.7%, 8.1%, and 3.1%,

respectively. We can construct an efficient and pure tag for B hadrons by requiring

the coincidence of several tracks in an event with large impact parameters.

This technique was successfully applied in the Mark II measurement of the B

branching fraction fb given by F (Z 0 _ hb)/F (Z 0 -> hadrons). [32] Events were

, tagged as bb events by requi_-ing the coincidence of three or more tracks in the

event with impact parameter significance 5/0 > +3. The event tag was 50% efficient

• and yielded a sample purity of' 85%. A slightly difihrent event selection criterion was

used than what is listed in Section 4.1, and from a collection of 220 hadronic events

32 were tagged. The fraction of bb events in hadronic Z° decays was measured to be
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fb = 0.251+ 0.049±0.030 which is in good agreement with the Standard Model

prediction of fb = 0.217.

For a B lifetime measurement, a hemisphere tag is prefered over an event tag.

The event tag, used by the Mark II to measure fb, tagged a sample of bb events

which was heavily biased towards long decay times. Extracting 1:b from this tagged

sample demands a strong reliance on the Monte Carlo to remove the bias. Instead of

using the properties of the entire event, a hemisphere tag attempts to isolate B

hadrons by examining the tracks in a single jet hemisphere, defined by the plane

perpendicular to the thrust axis. The hemisphere tag requires some number of

tracks with large 5/c in the same hemisphere to enrich the sample with B hadrons.

Since the two B hadrons in a bb event decay independently, the collection of

hemispheres opposite the tag constitutes a collection of B hadrons which is

unbiased in decay time. The two B hadrons communicate only through their

common thrust axis bb events with smaller COSOthrust have larger impact

parameters. Also, events with smaller ICOSOthrust[ are better contained in the

fiducial volume of the Mark II detector, hence the number of detected tracks from

100

LO

,5

10 i_
x,"

° t,.L

I.-.-

1 I- z datJ
O.1 ....,--, , I ,__.,___,__L_]

-10 -5 0 5 10 .

Impact Parameter Significance (5/_a)

Figure 72 Distribution of impact parameter significance for all

quality tracks with [81g 2 mm. The central core is roughly a unit

gaussian, and the tails are well described by the MC simulation.
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100%_--',---,----,--'-T , ,-., [ ,,, _ .,---,----_---F-_.-_-,-- 1
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•
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1% _-_-_---. ,...._--_--.,....._-__-J-=--_-=.__:_-_.... _--J
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Minimum Significance (S )rain

Figure 73. Percentage of tracks with _q__> Stain. The fractions for

_ uds, charm, and bottom events are plotted separately.

• the B decay increases. Both effects enhance the tag effi(,iency_ However, this bias is

significantly weaker than the bias from am event tag.

Charged tracks are divided into the two thrust hemispheres, Only tracks that

pass _l the track quality cuts listed in Section 4.2 and additionally satisfy the

requirement 5 _<2mm are used, which leaves aleut 4.9 tracks per hemisphere.

The hemisphere is tagged if it has two or more tracks with impact parameter

significa_.ce 5,/_52 +3. Monte Carlo studies have shown this tag is remarkably

efficient at selecting 409_ oi"the B hemispheres with an sample purity of 81_.

Table 27 compares our B hemisphere tag with some of the recent, results ft'ore

LEP The high PT lepton tag kas a comparable level oi" purit); but because it. is

sensitive only to semileptonic B decays, requires a positive leptzm identification, and

• discards ali low PT leptons, the tag efficiency is only 2-3_., The DELPHI efficiency is

even lower because it examined only the B--_e dec'ay channel. Finally, the boosted

" sphericity product tag by DELPHI works on events not hemispheres, and so this

method of enr, ichmem carries ali the associated lifetime biases, It also has a much

lower purity ,rod efficiency than the impact parameter tag.
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Table 27 Bottom hadron t_gg6ng efficiency and sample purity. A

comparison of our method with recent methods used at LEP.

i i i ..... i ....... _ imRnllumm_ m_Ti_ii_iimMiiom

Experiment Method Efficiency Purity Coh_ments

Mark II Impact 40% 81% Two or more tracks with
(our resu}ts) Parameter 8/a_+3.0

High PT 2.9% 73% />_-'5GeV, P7__2GeV
ALEPtt )epton

DELPHI High P'I' /%_3GeV, PT__I GeV,1.0% 64%
lepton B--_e channel only

L3 High PT 2 ('; /%4 GeV, P_e).>_l GeV,.4 ;_ 88%
lepton PT_g)_l.5 GeV

High PT 3.0% 85% /%_4.5 GeV, PT__"I..5 GeVOPAL lepton

Boosted

DELPHI [ sphericity 15% 40% Not a hemisphere tag
1 product

-5"__ .................... _ .... amid; ...... iiiii • ] . " "

Table 28 Number of tagged hemispheres and double tagged events ira

our data of 208 hadronic Z ° decays. For comparison, the Monte Carlo

expectations for varying B lifetimes are also presented.

---225111 Plt] ._ ii ii ra ii ...... LLL:_'-- \. _'_

MC MC MC
Z data (l:bflps) (_bffil,Sps) (_:bf2ps)

Tagged hem isph eres r.o,._,:_ 44.9 49.7 53.0

Double tagged events ll _ 7.2 9.7 _11'5 ,,

Shown ]a _ }gure 74, the purity and efficiency of our canonical impact parameter

tag display a mild dependence on the B lifetime. At purities of-80%, any increase

in the efficiency will contribute _ a correspondingly smaller increase in the purity,

and so the purity of the tag is nearly decoupled from the B lifetime. For instance, if

the B lifetime in the MC increases from 1 ps to 2 ps, the tag efficiency ii,creases by

u f_,,whereas the sample purity rises by only 4(_.

The impact parameter tag efficiency depends quite strongly on the decay times

of t.he B hadrons (Fig_a,-e 75). For decay times near zet'o, a B hemisphere has

- vanishingly small but finite probability of being tagged. Even for B's that decay at
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Figure 74 The tagging efficiency and the samgle purity as a function

of the B lifetime. A hemisphere is tagged if it has two or more tracks

with impact parameter significance _8 exceeding 3.0.

100% --, T ' T ' l ' "r---_' + _'---

80%
+'

O
C

.._.I.o.---4:3-----o--__--__.__o._. ' -

w"-'5+-'-_60% __
.E 4O%

F- 20% /

-1

___CP/o....._____J____.__.,_L.... _.___t___, l , ___L__, J
" 0 1 2 3 4 5 6

B Decay Time (ps)
w

Figure 75 Tag efficiency as a function of the decay time of B hadron.

The efficien,zy decreases sllgbt!y eor l_rg_ cl_csy t.irne._due to the impact

paramet.er cutoff of 151£ 2 mm.
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the origin, tracks from tertiary charm decays and tails in the resolution function

allow -10% of' these B hemispheres to be tagged. The tag efficiency climbs rapidly

until it plateaus at 60-65% fox' decay times greater than 1.5 ps. The tag efficiency

saturates below 100% due to low multiplicity B decays and tracking inefficiencies.

For instance, in 15% of the B decays not a single track from the B hadron passes the J.

track quality cuts. For very long decay times, the efficiency actually begins to drop

due to the loss of high impact parameter tracks from B decays, which are removed

by the track cut !51< 2mm.

Appl)4ng the impact parameter tag to our 208 hadronic events results in 53

tagged hemispheres, of which 22 hemispheres come from 11 double tagged events.

Table 28 lists the outcome along with Monte Carlo expectations for B hadrons with

generated lifetimes of 1.0, 1.5, and 2.0 ps. Tile number of tagged and double tagged

events agrees roughly with the MC expectations for B hadrons that decay with the

world average B lifetime of' 1.3 ps.

For a choice of Ycut=O.1 in the track clustering algorithm YCLUS, roughly one-

sixth of tile hadronic events are three-jet events from the process Z ° -_ q/lg. Two of

the jets evolve from the parent quark partons, while the third jet arises from hard

gluon radiation. Since mass suppression prevents gluons from splitting into cc or -

bb pairs, we do not, expect large impact parameter tracks to exist in the gluon jets.

Hence, a three-jet event with significant impact parameters in all three jets could

sig_ml new physics. Analogous to the hemisphere tag, a jet is tagged if it has two or

more tracks with impact parameter significance (5/o) greater than three. The cut on

minimum Pxy was lowered to 0.15 GeV to utilize a greater portion of the detected

tracks. Out of 34 three-jet events in the data, nine were single-tagged, one was

double-tagged, and none were triple-tagged. The MC prediction is similar.

5.2 Variations of the Impact Parameter Tag
The impact parameter tag that, we have described selects bottom hemispheres

both efficiently and cleanly; however; it is by no means unique. By altering the

definition of the tag, we can increase the efficiency even further, but at the cost of

compromising the purity. The converse is also true _ attempts to improve the

purity of the _ag will decrease the efficiency. Figure 76 illustrates the trade-off

between efficiency and purity as we vary the minimum track significance S,nin from

two to four and vary the minimum number of required tracks with 5/c_ 5 k Smir_

_'rr,m...............n,_, t,_ t.h,'_: _.,",_c.h._.Incraa_ing the minimum significance o¢'mi, or increasing

the minimum num_)er of' significant tracks Nmi_Lwill increase the B purity but
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.....

' ' _,,,I '-'-_ "' 1 ' ' ' 'J--'r--'_-_--T-_r--r--"r---

--._% .j..... Our tag

0.8 __"

. 0.6

: -L_

a. 0.4

---_-- NSIG _ 1 track |
0.2 _ NSIG > 2 tracks I--_- NSIG > 3 tracks

II I_ III

0 __.L__.u_ , I , , I .J_ , , _..._.--J , .u_+.J f ,__j___u.__

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1

Efficiency

Figure 76 _lYade-off between tagging efficiency and sample purity.

The tagging requirement varies from a minimum of one to three

significant tracks in a hemisphere (NSIG), and for each choice of NSIG,

a minimum track significance from _/o_>2to 6/o.>_4in increments of 0.5.

reduce the tag efficiency. The two extremes are the hemisphere tag (N,,zin=l,

Stain=2) with 79% efficiency and 44°_ purity, and the hemisphere tag (Nmin=3,

Stain=4) with 15% efficiency and 96% purity.

Charm jets have a much higher tagging efficiency than uds jets. In fact, as thf;

tag requirements become more severe, not only does the impurity fall rapidly but

the fraction of charm hemispheres in the udsc background climbs dramatically from

38% to 74%, indicating that the lifetime tracks from charm decays dominate in

generating background tags as compared to the non-lifetime effects such as K 0 and

A decay particles, mistracking, and hard coulomb scattering. The increased

dependency on charm decay kinematics is fortunate because it is more easily

. modeled by the Monte Carlo.

Table 29 lists the different choices of impact parameter tag, and the purity and

" efficiency derived from the MC. Also presented are the number of hem._spheres

tagged in the hadronic data by each variation of the impact parameter tag.

r
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Table 29 Purity and efficiency of the impact parameter tag as a

function of the tagging requirement: the minimum track significance,

Stain, and the minimum number of significant tracks in a hemisphere,

Nmi n, The corresponding number of tagged hemispheres in the data

and the characteristics of the udsc background is also presented.
.p

,ii ,,, i -- ' --. --

Tagged
Nmi a Smi n hemispheres Purity eb e_dsc fJfud_

(Z data) (%)
.......... ,,,, '; ,,

2.0 157 43.8 0.786 0.293 0.38

2.5 126 49.7 0.742 0.219 0.41

1 3.0 104 54.0 0.697 0.172 0.42

3.5 96 57.2 0.658 0.142 0.42
b

4.0 90 59.8 0.615 0.120 0.42

2.0 66 69.8 0.518 0.06v 0.55
,,,

2.5 59 77.1 0.458 0.039 0.61

2 3,0 53 80.8 0.405 0.029 0.62
,, , , ,, , .....

3.5 45 83.4 0.365 0.021 0.63

4.0 39 85.1 0.330 0.017 0.63

.... :-" -J- ' ': a ..... ,, _ ___L ",' ___2.0 32 87.v 0.289 0.012 0.69
........

2.5 29 92.2 0.240 0.006 0.71
---- , ......

3 3.0 25 93.7 0.208 0.004 0.71
............... _ ....... _..-.....____

3.5 22 95.4 0.178 0.003 0.71

4.0 20 96.2 0.154 0.002 0.74
i i..i , i i -- ' ' ' '"" i

Our choice of hemisphere tag from the options listed in Table 29 was guided by

several considerations"

• The B tag should be as efficient as possible, due to limited statistics.

The tags in Table 29 collect anywhere from about 14 to 72 B's in the

Mark II hadronic data.

• The purity should be as high as possible. The range of purities listed in

Table 29 extends from 44% to 96%. High levels of purity reduce the

systematic error in a B lifetime measurement due to uncertainties in

both the udsc tag efficiency and the precise shape of the udsc impact

parameter distribution°
5
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5.3 Checks on the Purity and Efficiency

• The tag should require the coincidence of at least two high impact

parameter tracks. The coincidence _.amatically heightens the purity

and desensitizes the tag to the non-gaussian tails in the resolution

function. Furthermore, the tails are more difficult to parameterize

than the core of the resolution function.

• Smin should be greater than two. In the uds impact parameter

- significance distribution, the gaussian core and the exponential tail

meet at 5/o--2 (see Figure 73). Beyond this point, the distribution falls

more slowly, and so larger values of Smin will have diminishing gains

in purity at a growing cost to the efficiency of' the tag. In addition,

uncertainties in the width of the core are not as consequential for a

choice of Stain>2.

Some of the criterions are in direct conflict with each other: the highest

efficiency and the highest purity cannot both be. simultaneously achieved. At first

glance, rather than the previously stated tag of two or more tracks in a hemisphere

with impact parameter significance 5/o_> +3, i.e. (Nmin=2, Stain=3), we might

prefer to choose the most efficient tag because of our small hadronic data set, since

the statistical error should dominate over the systematic error. However, as will be

discussed in the next chapter, the gains in statistical power from higher tagging

efficiencies coupled with significantly lower purities are small. Thus, our tag is a

good choice in that it minimizes the background and has a statistical power that is

nearly equal to those of the more efficient tags.

5.3 Checks on the Purity and Efficiency
The number of tagged hemispheres in the data is given by

Ntag -- [£b[ b + audsc ( 1 -fb) ] Nhemi (38)

where Nhemi is the number of hemispheres in the hadronic sample (Nhemi=416), ab

is the efficiency for tagging a B hemisphere, eudsc is the efficiency for tagging a udsc

hemisphere, and fb is the fraction of b b events in the hadronic sample, fb is 3%

higher than Rbb, given by F(Z 0_bb)/F(Z0ohadrons), due to the slight_..

preference toward bb events in the event selection cuts.

• By rearranging Eqn.(38), we can determine the fraction of bb events in

hadronic Z° decays for each of the different impact parameter tags. The efficiencies

are computed by the Monte Carlo, and Ntag is the number of tagged hemispheres
_ _'L......... ,.,1;.,., ,1,,,, ,.1,.,_.,., rpt.,,., 1....... 1_,_,_, ¢,,,,-,,,_,_,_ p o_ _ £_r_r,._r,n r,¢" f_o" ,a£f_,,'_nt'v ';_
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Chapter 5 Impact Parameter Tag

plotted in Figure 77. For all cases including the canonical tag, Rb/; is slightly high

but within errors of the Standar_l Model value of 0.217, bolstering confidence in the

robustness of the purity and the efficiency of the impact parameter tag.

Finally, there is no evidence that tracks with significantly positive or negative

impact parameters are distributed unevenly in _, which could indicate a distortion

or residual misalignment in the tracking chambers and silicon strip detector'. The

distribution of large impact parameter tracks as a function of coso and Pxy are also

modeled well by the Monte Carlo.

0,4 r--T---rr--r--l--r'_---T---r--T--r--_ [ r--_----T-, "i,m ,"l ] r"--r--_---1--'"

Our tag

0.3

:B 0.2 -
Standard Model prediction

0.1
_.r>.--- NSIG _>2 tracks |

!_-e--- NSIG _>3 tracks
I _ III II

0 --"A'-"--L'---L--J_-- J-'-'J--J --"I'--'A----L- A---A--'L'L -I'-'-J---LL--'I----L-'-J --L'__L'_ --L

0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6

Fagging Efficiency

Figure 77 SZ'°,._b/_branching fraction versus the tagging efficiency,

where the errors are statistical only. Ali values of Rbb agree with the

Standard Model prediction of 0.217. Smaller tagged hemisphere

samples are encompassed by those from more efficient tags, so the error

biers on the points are not independent.
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. Get you facts in first, then you can distort them as
much as you please.

- Mark Twainh

6 The Lifetime Measurement

In the last chapter we described an impact parameter tag that has a 40%

efficiency and 81% purity in selecting bottom jets. We tagged 53 hemispheres out of

a total of 208 hadronic events in the Mark II 1990 data. B jets with longer decay

lengths clearly have a higher probability of being tagged, and so the tagged

hemispheres represent a collection of B hadrons that are heavily biased toward long
w

decay times. In fact, the average decay time is roughly twice the B lifetime %.

However, the hemispheres opposite the tag represent a distribution of bottom jets

= unbiased in decay times and are referred to as the untagged sample. We can use

this sample to extract the B lifetime with a minimal reliance on the Monte Carlo to

: remove any lifetime bias. Note that in the case of double tagged events, each

hemisphere is both a "tagged" and an "untagged" hemisphere.

In this chapter, we will measure the B lii_time by examining the quantity ES,

defined as the sum of impact parameters from all tracks in the hemisphere. Our

measurement uses the untagged hemisphere sample, because it contains a

relatively pure and unbiased sample of B hadrons. However, we also probe the x5

distribution for the tagged sample and fbr all hemispheres in the hadronic events.

Next, we apply a number of checks on the lifetime measurement to show that it

is relatively insensitive to variations in the impact parameter tag, track quality

cuts, and tails in the resolution function. Finally, we enumerate the systematic

errors in the measurement. These errors fall under two main categories:
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Chapter 6 _I_e Lifetime Measurement

uncertainties in the physics parameters and uncertainties in the detector

performance.

6.1 Properties of the distribution
There are many ways to measure the B lifetime from the untagged hemisphere

sample. For instance, we can examine the inclusive impact parameter distribution

from this sample. The 5 distributions were presented separately for uds, charm, and

bottom events back in Figure 10 on page 22. Events were required to pass the

hadronic selection cuts in Section 4.1, and tracks had to pass the track quality

requirements in Section 4.2. This method not only requires that we know the

fraction of uds, charm, and bottom hemispheres in the tag (Table 29 on page 136),

but also the charged multiplicity for each quark flavor. In addition, we need to

distinguish between the tracks that come from B decays and the fragmentation

tracks, which come from the Z 0 production point in b b events. Since B hadrons

carry away about 70% of the beam energy, a substantial amount of energy is still

available to generate fragmentation tracks. Only half of the charged multiplicity in

bb events originates from the two B hadrons. Since the non-B decay tracks will

have impact parameters near zero, any unc_rtainty in the fraction of tracks from

non-B decay sources will cause an error in the mean of the inclusive 5 distribution

and hence a corresponding error in the B lifetime measurement.

Recently, the Mark IIhas measured the charged multiplicity in b/__events to be

23.1±1.9 using an impact parameter event tag. {132]CLEO and ARGUS have

meaJured the B meson decay multiplicity with high accuracy, and including a

correction for B_ and Ab, the average multiplicity for B hadrons produced at the Z °

resonance is 5.56±O.11. Is01 Measured by the four LEP experiments, the charged

multiplicity averaged over all quark flavors in hadronic Z° decays is 20.94±0.20. [7.9]

By far, the largest uncertainty is associated with the bb event multiplicity. This 8%

error will translate into an even larger systematic error for a B lifetime
measurement.

We can remove the sensitivity to uncertainties in the number of fragmentation

tracks in bb events by examining the sum of impact parameters from all quality

tracks in the hemisphere (ES). The tracks must pass the set of cuts listed in

Section 4.2. The sum is independent of" the multiplicity of fragmentation tracks

since these tracks generally have an impact parameter of zero. The Z5 also

incorporates the lifetime information from ali tracks in a B decay. This is important

because the impact parameter of"a single track conveys only a fragment of the

_
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6.1 Properties of the _d distribution

original B hadron's decay time. Contrarily, the high PT lepton method discards the

impact parameter information from the remaining non-leptonic particles in the B

decay. Of course, many of these tracks emanate from tertiary charm decays and

hence will have impact parameters enhanced by the charm lifetime. But the

additional contribution is small and can be properly accounted for in the Monte

Carlo. Turning off the charm lifetime in the Monte Carlo reduces the Z6 in bb

- events by only 25%.

A second advantage is that resolution effects are less significant in the Z8

distribution than in the inclusive 5 distribution. Impact parameters of tracks from

bottom hadrons get summed coherently, and track errors are uncorrelated. Hence

the average significance of the Y.5for bottom hemispheres

............................= ..... (39)
Error (ZS) _5

tends to be substantially larger than the typical impact parameter significance

5/o_ of a track from a b/_ event. Here, n is the number of tracks included in the

sum (-5), and _ is the average impact parameter.

. Thirdly, the signal-to-noise ratio, defined as the average Z5 for B hemispheres

divided by the width of"the Z5 distribution for uds hemispheres, is larger in the Z8

- distribution than in the inclusive 5 distribution for the same reason: impact

parameters of tracks from B's get summed coherently. The core of the uds Z8

distribution is dominated by the error on ZS. The shape approximates a gaussian

distribution of width -- ,/no 5,

Figure 78 illustrates the Z5 distribution for B jet hemispheres generated with a

lifetime of _b=1 ps and Xb=2ps. The events are required to pass the event selection

cuts, and the tracks in the Z5 must satisfy the track quality cuts. The shape of the

Z5 distribution for bottom jets resembles an exponential decay function convoluted

with the resolution function. The distribution means are (ES)= 620_tm and

(ES) = 1040_tm, respectively. The mean for the 2 ps distribution is less than double

that of the 1 ps distribution since a portion of the Z_iarises from the nonzero charm

lifetime. This amount is independent of the generated B lifetime and contributes

-200 _tm to the sum. Non-gaussian tails in the resolution function generate tails in

- the E5 distribution. This contribution is more visible in the negative tail of the E_

distribution since the positive tail is dominated by hemispheres with long B decay
times.
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Chapter 6 The Lifetime Measurement

1000 r _ , , , l '

(a)

E _ttom events (1:b=1ps)E
.- 100 i>=620+20gm
d

m 10
E

-r-

1

(b)

E Bottom events ('_b=2 ps)
E

d 100 <_>=1040:L3Olam

r-

.__ 1 0 -

xi

-5 0 5 10

z8 (mm)

Figure 78 Z5 distribution for B hemispheres generated with a

lifetime of (a) 1 ps and (b) 2 ps. The shape is roughly an exponential

decay, with a decay length approximately proportional to the B
lifetime.
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6.1 Properties of the _d distribution

Table 30 Mean and standard deviation of the E_ distribution for

bottom hemispheres generated with either a fixed B lifetime <_> or a

fixed B decay time _.

............. nn iii i li ii i i i ,

B lifetime or J-2 .............decay time _l(_)ingm _(t)inllm tit inpm c tinl_n lit+c t inllm
- , , - ..... , -- ,..... -

" 1 ps 621+20 1047+14 636+17 873_+.12 108(Y±3P__---
• . .....

2 ps , 1038+__30,.,,,, I 1539+-21,, 1097+_23 1166.+_16 1601+40

The underlying exponential-like shape of the I:8 distribution for B's comes from

the exponential distribution of decay times. However, since the Z5 is not an exact

representation of the decay time, the 2:5 distribution for B hadrons generated with a

constant decay time is not a delta function, but rather a broad distribution.

Figure 79 presents the 2:5 distribution for B hadrons which decay with discrete

decay times of 1 ps and 2 ps. Note that in the previous figure, the decay times of the

B hadrons are exponentially distributed with lifetimes of 1 ps and 2 ps. As seen in

Table 30, the means of the two types of distributions, discrete lifetime versus

discrete decay time, are nearly the same. The standard deviation of the Z5

. distribution at a given lifetime is approximately the sum in quadrature of the mean

of the distribution and the standard deviation for the distribution with constant

decay time. The shape of the 2:5 distribution for a fixed decay time of'2 ps is not

quite a scaled up version of the 1 ps decay time distribution since the standard

deviation divided by the mean, c_/_t, diminishes as the decay time increases.

The width of the Z5 distributions in Figure 79 occurs because of fluctuations in

the B decay multiplicity and B fragmentation. The multiplicity of daughter tracks of

: the B hadron which pass all track quality cuts is on average 3.0, with a standard

deviation of 1.7. The mean Z5 scales roughly with the number of charged tracks in

the sum from the B hadron decay (Figure 80).

The (ZS} is also linearly proportional to x E of the B hadron. A number of factors

contribute to the rise in (ES) as the B momentum increases. The multiplicity of.o

tracks in the sum from B decays increases because more satisfy the track cut in Pxy

, Correspondingly, the number of fragmentation tracks falls rapidly with x E due to

the decrease in the remaining energy not associated with the B hadrons, although

: the fragmentation multiplicity has little effect on 2:5. The event thrust increases

and the jet axis approximates the B flight direction more accurately as the B

_
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Chapter 6 The Lifetime Measurement

E (b)

,-E 100 _ B decay times _ ps

_ 50

0 _.u___.u-_ J _.,,_, _ ....
-5 0 5 10

(mm)

Figure 79 Z5 distribution fbr B hadrons generated with a fixed decay

time of (a) 1 ps and (b) 2 ps. The width of the distribution is primarily "4

due to variations in the 13momentum and B decay multiplicity.
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6_1 Properties of the Ed distribution

2.5 "[----T-_-T l T I l _....
!

E 2
E

• _o 1.5- , .
O

" '- 1 •O

0.5
Ill

0 _ _ i 1 J l L____
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Number of B Decay Tracks in Y.8

Figure 80 Linear relationship between the mean Y.2}for bott.om

hemispheres and tile nurnber orb decay tracks in the sum.

momentum stiffens. This reduces the number of' wrong-signed impact parameters

due to uncertainty in the B direction. Finally, the magnitude of the impact

pm'arneter of tracks from B decays grows slightly with relativistic boost of the B's.

These effects are plotted in Figure 81.

. The taggfing efficiency also shows a marked rise as a function of the B

momentum. Although impact parameters from B decay tracks in fact grow slightly

with l:_rger B momentum, the dominant factor is the reduction in the calculated

impact parameter resolution due to multiple scattering. The B decay tracks will

have momenta that scale roughly with the B hadron momentum.

For comparison, the E5 distributions for charm and uds hemispheres are

presented in Figure 82. The charm distribution has only a trace of the exponential

lifetime shape with a mean of" (ES) = 157tzm. The uds distribution is composed of a

gaussian core of width 150 p.m along with positive and negative exponential tails.

The E5 %dll lie in the exp(mential tails if it contains a track that is from _ and A

decays, rnistracked, or scattered by large an ,des. The impact parameter distribution

for tracks ft'ore K°s and A decays, is skewed positive. (see Figure 59 on page 100),

which accounts for the asymmetric tail in the E8 distribution and the positive mean

of(v,:, = 53_m.

A final advantage of the z5 distribution over the inclusive 5 distribution is its

- diminished sensitivity to beam motion due to a rather fortuitous cm_cellation effect :
=

(Figure 83). To understand this effect, consider a ads event in which all the tracks :
-i

,_
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Chapter 6 The Lifetime Measurement

I (a> ,.,_, (b)
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Figure 81 Effects of the B hadron energy on (a) the mean Y.x3tbr

bottom hemispheres, (b) the tagging efficiency, (c) the average lmrnber

of tracks from B hadrons in the sum, and (d) the average number of

f'ragm_entation tracks in the sum.

come from the origin. With perfect track resolution and perfhct primary vertex

determination., the Z6 for both hemispheres would be exactly zero. ttowever,

uncertainties in the beam position or the width of the beam ellipse., will generate

nonzero impact pararaeters. If' an error of magnitude M is along the jet axis, the

shift in impact parameter will. be small since most tracks are tightly collimated

along he jet axis. The shift is A6 = ,5/sin_, where _1_is the angle between the track
•_ _ .- _q.and the jet, axis• ltence, only c_2o_.._ in the beam position perpendicular to the jet

axis are detrimental. In this case the shift in impact parameter is A6 = Al, and the

inclusive 6 dist.:-ibution is broadened accordingly. The E6 distribution is less

_,,eo,_.n*;tal,_ f,-_ _t-,ic a:mo,arincT }_or'.'al}ao rm n%_f2_rap'[ 5 _]:?t}f t,}"_f. _ tracks will receive arl

- impact parametz:r shift of ,-,:XI while the other half will experience s}_if't,,_c)f .-A.I,

- resulting.., in a partial cancellation in ERAS). I4'i_;q_re83 illustrates this point fbr' uds

.=

=
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6.1 Properties of the Ed distribution
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Figure 82 Z,5 distribution for (a) uds hemispheres and (b) charm

hemispheres. The non-gaussian tails in both distributions occur

primarily when tracks from strange decays or tracks that experience

- hard scattering or mistakes in pattern recognition are included in the
S LIII'l.
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Chapter 6 The Lifetime Measurement

events. The core width of the Z8 distribution and the inclusive 8 distribution are

plotted as a function of beam motion. The gaussian core of the inclusive 5

distribution has a width of c 2 = _2n_ + C2beam' where Cbeam is the amount of beam

motion, and O'int is the intrinsic core width without beam motion. If beam motion

introduces uncorrelated errors in the sum, then with an average of 5 tracks in the

sum, the core width of the 2:5 distribution should be c2_ = 5C2nt + 5c 2 Inbeam '

reality, cancellation occurs in the _:8, and the actual cI:_ is much smaller especially

for large beam motion. The phase space of aI:5 is represented by a swath in the

figure because for large beam motion tile core of the Y.,8distribution is not very

gaussian, and so the width of the central core is not well determined.

Fortunately, the beam spot size at the collision point is only --5 lira, and beam

motion is not a big factor in our data. The beam position uncertainty described in

Section 4.4.3 is only 25 btm which is small compared to impact parameters of 100-

300 pm from B decays. On the other hand, the four LEP experiments typically have

elliptical beam envelopes of Ox, beam = 150-200btm and ¢by, bea m = 10-20_tm.

Hence, unless the LEP experiments fit for the primary vertex on an event-by-event

basis, tracks in the vertical direction will have impact parameters with respect to

the beam centroid that are considerably broadened. In this instance, the Z6

distribution will oiler a substantial cancellation of uncertainties due to the beam

ellipse.

In Section 4.2 which lists the track quality cuts, we limited the magnitude of the

impact parameter to be less than 5 mm. The rationale for this cut becomes apparent

when we examine the mean of the Z5 distribution for B hemisphe_'es as a function of

the generated B lifetime (Figure 84). We expect (ES} to increase linearly with %.

However, as the generated lifetime increases, a growing fraction of the tail of the

impact parameter distribution in bb events gets truncated, causing (ES} to bow

downward for large %. The saturation of (ES) becomes even more seyere if we

impose a more restrictive cut on 5. In Figure 84 the five curves drawn correspond to

a maximum allowed impact parameter oi" 1 to 10 mm. A 1 mm cutoff makes (ES}

extremely insensitive t.o larger values of the generated B lifetime. With our low

statistics, we need to reside on a curve which offers the most linear response over ..

the widest range of generated lifetimes. The number of tracks that are truncated in

bb events is actually very small' 3.7%, 1.0%, and 0.1% of the tracks have a !5I

greater than 1 mm, 2 mm, and 5 mm, respectively, using a MC generated lifetime of

--: %=1.2,1 ps. But unfortunately these tracks have the greatest affect on the total sum.
-
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6.1 Properties of the Yd distribution

Assumed Primary Vertex

I,

. } A8<0

Figaare 83 In this uds event where the assumed primary vertex is

above its actual location, three tracks are mistakenly given a positive

5 and two track a negative 5. Hence, the A_i's nearly cancel out each
other in the Y_Ai.

5 0 0 7-_-_-_-_ _ , -, T__--_-_--_._---.

: Partial

E 4 00 - augmentatio 300

•-:
200

. E
O3

0 __L____L__L__Z____L__L___.L___..J_._I___J _ , I , L.._L--_
0 50 100 150 200 250

Beam Motion (pm)

Figure 83 Additional smearing' to Z5 (shaded re&don) as a function of

the beam motion. If the beam motion was uncorrelated among the

tracks in the sum, the extra degradation would follow the diagonal line.

Even when the B lifetime is set to zero, the plots in Figure 84 still have a

nonzero (ES) equal to -200 ltm d'._e to tracks from the _rtiary charm decay. This

- positive offset causes Z5 to be less sensitive to the B lifetime. For instance, with a

cut iSi < 5mm, suppose our measurement of (ES) corresponds to a generated B
,a

lilhtime of 1.5 ps. Then according to Figure 84, a 10% error in (ES) will lead to a

13% error in %. II' it was possible to turn off the charm lifetime and remove the
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Figure 84 The saturation of <Y__>for bottom hemispheres as a

function of the B lifetime. The maximum allowed impact parameter ,,

ranges from 1-10 mm. Our choice of cutoff i.._5 mm.

200 gm offset, the error in % would only be 10%. To obtain the most sgatistical

power, we must choose a cutoff that minimizes the quantity

_ 3X5 t s

Given that the percentage error in £6 is independent oi' the impact parameter cutoff

value, one of the best statistical results of the contours in Figure 84 occurs for the

5 mm cutoff.

On the other hand, we cannot allow the maximum impact parameter cutoff to be

arbitrarily large because fluctuations will be introduced into the E5 due to the

inclusion of tracks from _ and A decays, mistracking, and large angle scatters,

that carry no information about the B lifetime. Later in the chapter, as a systematic

check we will examine the valuation of the life.time measurement on our choice of

the impact parameter cutoff'. But for now, the choice of 5 mm is a reasonable one.
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6.2 The Mark II Results

6.2 The Mark II Results
We present the E5 distribution for the 53 hemispheres opposite the tag in

Figure 85. This collection has roughly 80% B jets and 20% udsc jets. Furthm; the

, sample is unbiased in B decay times. The exponential decay shape is clearly visible

and can be accredited to the high resolving power of the two vertex detectors. Thare

• is virtually no negative tail in the distl-ibution, The mean of the untagged E5

distribution is 855±155 _am,which is large compared to the average error on the E5

measurements of ~150grn. Thus the gaussian core of the impact parameter

resolution has a relatively minor effect on the shape of the Z5 distribution; the

dominant feature is the exponential decay profile. This contrasts sharply with the

impact parameter distribution of high PT leptons in the old PEP data and the early

LEP results, where poorer impact parameter resolutions completely overwhelms the

underlying exponential decay shape, creating a distribution that more closely

resembles a gaussian distribution with a slightly positive mean (refer back to

Figure 11 on page 24). None of the LEP experiments have yet incorporated their

silicon strip detector into their lifetime analysis.

• The tagged sample by virtue of being tagged represents a collection of B jets

with decay times roughly twice the B life_,ime %. Figa_re 86 shows the )25

" distribution for the 53 tagged hemispheres. The mean of the distribution is

1500+170 !xm, nearly double the mean of the untagged sample.

Aside from a common thrust axis, the value of the tagged Z5 and the untagged

£5 within an event are completely uncorrelated in the Mark II data. Also, when we

divide the untagged hemispheres into two groups according to the magnitude of

their associated tagged ES, the means of the untagged Z5 in the two groups are

statistically equivalent: 900_+190_tm.and 820+230 pm for the low and high valued

group of tagged £5's, respectively. Thus, there is no ir,.dication that a long.-lived B in

one hemisphere will promote the opposite B hadron to also have a long decay time.

Finally, in Figalre 87 we present the E5 distribution for ali 416 hemispheres in

the 1990 Mark II hadronic data. Only 22% of the hemispheres contain a bottom

. hadron, and these populate the positive tail of the distribution. The vast majority of

hemispheres collect irt the peak cenmred at zero and are ahnost entirely udsc jets.

" There are a few outliers in the negative tail, presumably due to hemispheres that

contain a track with very negative impact parameter caused by strange decay,

mistakes i_ the t racl_ pat torn ,'o.c%mitim_. nr large angle scatter in the material.

: The mean of the distribution is 271±46 gin.

L
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Figure 85 Y_5distribution for tile 53 untagged hemispheres opposite

the impact parameter tag in the Mark II data.
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Figure 86 Z3 distribution for the 53 tagged hemispheres.
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6.3 Two Spectacular Bottom Events

6.3 Two Spectacular Bottom Events
The two most spectacular b b events are displayed in Figure 88. These two

events contributed to the two largest _,5 entries in the tagged sample. The first is a

two-jet event in which both hemispheres were tagged. The upper jet has a decay

vertex 12 mm from the interaction point in the xy plane, which is significantly

longer than the average decay length of 2 mm. F,_ur tracks emanate from the decay

vertex with the total electric charge equal to zero. Their invariant mass is 3.1 GeV,

consistent with coming from a B hadron. The _ of the four tracks probably

overestimates the _ of the B hadron, but if we use this value the decay' time of the

candidate B is 4.1 ps. If instead we use the average _4_for bottom hadrons of 6.0,

then we arrive at a reasonable upper bound for the decay time of 6.5 ps. A bottom

hadron with a decay time in excess of 5% has a 0.7% chance of occurring, so such am,

decay although spectacular is not completely unexpected from -90 B hadron decays.

• The relevant properties of the B candidate are listed in Table 31.

The opposite jet in the event also has four tracks which miss the primary vertex

by more than three standard deviations. As many as eight tracks make up the

-
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Chapter 6 The Lifetime Measurement

Table 31 Properties of'our two most spectacular b5 event candidates.

Run 21185 Rec 651 Run 21213 Re,c 313

Property 1st hemi 2hd hemi 1st hemi 2nal hemi

#trks with 8/c_>3 4 4 3 1

(mm) 4.43 1.33 5.80 0.48 "

# trks consistent with decay vtx 4 8 5 --

Decay length in xy plane (mm) 11.7 3.8 12.5 --

ZEche,(GEV) 29.7 24.7 23.3 --

Invariant mass (GEV) 3.1 4.0 2.3 --

Z(charge) 0 0 -1 --
• . . ,..__

Estimated lifetime _b (ps) 4.1 - 6.5 L 2.1 4.2 - 6.9 --
_: -'._ __ ,, i " __ .... ni,, u -- i mm

decay vertex which is separated by 4 mm from the Z 0 production site. It is difficult

to tell exactly which tracks come from the secondary vertex because some of the

tracks are consistent with both the primary vertex and the secondary B decay

vertex. The reconstructed decay time is 2.1 ps.

The second spectacular event also has a separated vertex with a decay length of

12 mm. The jet hemisphere has three tracks with 5/a>+3, one track with

8/(_ <-3, and a fifth track that is consistent with both the B candidate and the

primary vertex. Using the _ from the partial reconstruction of the B hadron with

the 5 charged tracks, the proper decay time is estimated at 4.2 ps. However, the

value of _3 for this jet corresponds to an unphysical B momentum of 53 GeV. Using

(_) = 6.0 instead, we reach an upper bound oi' 6.9ps [br the decay time. The

opposite hemisphere was not tagged and has no discernible decay vertex.

6.4 The Untagged Distribution
We now will describe a procedure for extracting the B lifetime from the

untagged _:5 distribution. The E8 distribution tbr the 53 hemispheres opposite the

tag show a clear exponential behavior and has a mean of (ES} = 855± 153gin. The

simplest method to measure the lift, time is to determine what value of _b in the

Monte Carlo will reproduce the mean of the distribution. Two factors prompt the

mean of the untagged E8 distribution to increase with %. First, the (Z8) for B jets

rises steadily with _b as seen in Figure 84. Second, the purity oi the sample wiil also
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6.4 The Untagged Yd Distribution

MARK II/SLC'

_\\\ Run=21185,\\ \ __-L----- Events=651,

ertex

MARK II/SLC'

i I //// Run=21213,Events=313,

)

. -rr-e--rT

///11/'--_ '-J6-92 0 1 2 3 cm
7163A11

Figure 88 3Xvo of" the most spectacu|ar bottom event candidates.
Both events have a separated vertex that is over 1 cm from the Z °

decay vertex. Only vertex quality tracks are shown.
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Chapter 6 The Lifetime Measurement

increase slightly since the B hemispheres are tagged somewhat more efficiently.

However, the latter effect is marginal; for instance, the purity of the tag increases

from 79.5% to 83.0% as the generated lifetime for bb events doubles from 1 ps to

2 ps (see Fignare 74).

6.4.1 Measured Lifetime from a Fit to the _8 Distribution

We can also determine the B lifetime through a fit to the entire untagged Y_,5

distribution by maximizing the logarithm of the likelihood function. A maximum log

likelihood fit is ahnost always statistically superior since it uses the entire shape of

the distribution rather than just the mean of the distribution. [sTl The likelihood fit

can also be made less sensitive to fluctuations in the tails of the distribution,

compared to the mean. The ability to perform a multi-parameter fit offers yet

another advantage. For instance, both the lifetime and the purity can be extracted

from a two-parameter likelihood fit, which would give us another handle on the

performance of the impact parameter tag. However, our limited Z ° data prevents us

from taking advantage of' this last feature. Because the vertex detectors allow

precision measurements of the individual ZS's, we shall see that the statistical

power between a one-parameter likelihood fit, and the mean of the Z5 distribution

are nearly equivalent,

The probability distribution for the untagged Z5 distribution used in the

likelihood fit can be expressed as

F (ES) = (ZbFb (ES, "_b)+ (zcFc (ES) + O_udsFuds (Z5) (40)

where I_],i._, Ft, and Fb are the normalized Z5 probability dis_.z'_ _._tions for uds,

charm, and bottom jet hemispheres, respectively. The cxi's are the fraction of each

quark flavor in the untagged sample. From Table 29 on page 136 we expect

(_ud._=O.073,c_.=0.119, and a_=0.808. The logarithm of the likelihood function can be

written as ,___logF(ZSi), where the sum runs over all 53 of the Z_i's in the untagged

sample. The lifetime is simply the value of % that maximizes the log likelihood.

Likewise, a multi-parameter fit maximize.,; ,_logF(ZSi) with respect to each
parameter.

The probability distributions for uds and charm events are taken directly fi'om

the Monte Carlo distributions shown in Figure 82. The, distribution for bottom

=_
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6.4.1 Mcasured Lifetime from a Fit to the _d Distribution

hemispheres has a more complex shape since it evolves as a function of the B

lifetime. We can approximate Fb(ES, %) analytically as

Fb(X,'r.b) = [¢XlE(X,_ 1) +a2E(x,_, 2) + (1-C¢l-U2)5(x)]
(41)

® [(1-_)G(x. ac) +[JT(x, 3.t)l

where E(x,k i) is an exponential decay hmction with decay length _, 5(x) is the Dirac

" delta function, G(x,%) is a gaussian function of width a c, and T(x,_) is a two-sided

symmetric exponential of decay length _.t The symbol ® denotes the convolution

between two functions. The functions E, 5, G, and T are all normalized to one. The

term

al E (xl _.1) +_2E(x, _.2) + (1- al-a2)5(x ) (42)

can be thought of as the "physics" function which describes the case of perfect track

resolution and no beam motion. Of course there are subtle distinctions between the

two distributions since tracks from charm or strange decays can cause Z5 to be

negative. 'the physics function is convoluted by the symmetric function

(1-_)G(x, Oc) +[JT(x,_.t) (43)

made up of a gaussian with exponential tails and can be considered a "pseudo-

resolution" function.

Fb(E_),T.b) has a total of seven iYee parameters: the two amplitudes of the

exponential decay functions, cz1 and a 2, the two decay lengths, ;_1 and ;_2, the core

gaussian width, a c, the decay length of the two-sided exponential function, ;_t, and

the fractional area under the exponential tails of the resolution function, _. The

evolution of Fb(Y:5,'cb) as the lifetime increases can be checked by generating bb

events for a number of discrete values of the B lifetime, spanning from 0.75 ps to

3.75 ps. From the Monte Carlo sample oi' 20,000 events, roughly 3500 bb events

passed the hadronic event cuts. These events were generated with %=1.24 ps.

Rather than creating a new batch of MC events for each value of Xb and running the

entire collection through the full Mark II detector simulation, we reused the same

3500 MC bb events by rescaling each decay time by a constant factor to reflect the

new lifetime distribution. The B decay lengths are subsequently rescaled by the

same factor. The impact parameter for tracks from B decays is recomputed by

moving the primary vertex by the change in decay length along the B hadron

1
........ a _ .... t" "

' _-' .............. " ............................. " "t' 2_ t
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Chapter6 The Lifetime Measurement

direction. Tracks _'rom udsc events or fragmentation tracks from b/_ events keep the

same impact parameter.

At each lifetime, a binned maximum log likelihood fit is performed on the Z8

distribution for bottom hemispheres to optimize the seven parameters in Fb(Z.5,_.b).

Each parameter is next approximated by a quadratic polynomial in % so that the

probability density Fb(ZS,%) will be a smooth function of the lifetime. The
i.

parameters' functional dependencies on 1:b are plotted in Figure 89. Not shown is

the value for % which is a constant equal to 160jtm. Because the impact

parameters are only rescaled to reflect the change in generated B lifetime, the MC

points are moderately correlated. The distributions include the same fragmentation

tracks, the same B decay multiplicities, and the same B momenta. The statistics of

the MC sample introduces a scaling error of-2% for the parameters, but the basic

lifetime evolution of Fb(Y.5,'Cb) is well described.

Any parametrization simpler than the one described above, for instance the

convolution of an exponential decay function and a gaussian function, inadequately

models the E5 distribution for B hemispheres. The delta function is j_stified because

on average 8% of the hemispheres do not contain any tracks from the B hadron due

to a combination of low B decay multiplicities and track finding inefficiencies. The

rationale for demanding a second exponential decay function cannot be isolated to a

particular source, but it does describe the Z8 distribution more accurately, especially

ibr small values of' E5 since k2 is always about one-third the value of Xi. The second

exponential probably represents the combined effects of low momentum B hadron

production, low multiplicity B decays, and enhanced impact parameters from

tertiary charm decays. Although a 1+ c_2 is relatively constant at -0.85, the

amplitude of the second exponential E (x, X2) diminishes rapidly as a hmction of %.
Hence the physics function does not evolve as a simple scaling of the lifetime. On

the other hand, the pseudo-resolution function changes shape only slightly as a

function of Cb. It consists of a gaussian core of width 160 _tm augmented with a

two-sided exponential of decay length -800 _m. The two..sided exponential covers

20-25% of the fractional area of the pseudo-resolution function.

Finally, we should note that the most important point of parametrizing the Z5

distribution for bottom hemispheres is to arrive at a description of t:5 which is
4

analytic in 'cb. Although desired, it is not critical that we fully understand the

origins of' each term in Eqn. (41). Shown in Figure 90 is the semi-log plot of the

optimized fit Fb(ES,I b) overlaid on the 2:5 distribution for B hemispheres generated
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6.4.1 Measm-ed Lifetime from a Fit to the Xd Distribution
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Figure 89 Parameters in gqn. (41), which describe the shape or th,r

,__distribution fbr bottom hemispheres, as a function of the B lifetime.

We use the quadratic approximation t,o the parameters in the

iike}ihood fit of the data. Not shown is ec, which is relatively constar_t

at ~ 160 _r,n.
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Figure 90 Monte Carlo 2:8 distribution for B hemispheres (points)

and likelihood fit (curve) using the parametrization in Eqn. (41) and

values from Figure 89. For both a B lifetime of(a) 1 ps and (b) 2 ps, the

fit accurately describes the MC distribution. Figures (c) and (d) show
the difference between MC and fit value.<.

at two different lifetimes, 1 ps and 2 ps. The lower two plots present the difference

between the MC and the fit, Both plots reveal that the fit _lcc_Jrately describes the

Monte Carlo distribution over the entiJ-e range in t:.5.

6.4.2 Statistical Error: the Ensemble Method

Because of the limited size of the untag.ged sample, we choose t b to be the only

free parameter in the log likelihood fit, to the opposite, hemisphere £5 distribution,

The quark flavor f'" ' " ' , ""_act_ons in Eqn, (40i are assigned their Monte L,arlo expectations,

The put-ity % increases slowly x_qth %, and the ratio %/%ds is fixed at 0,62. The

software package M"N"IT 1861,'lt_ u performs the one-parameter lifetime fit and

calculates the uncertail_ty. The fit yiolds

: , O.,i7
--_- t b :-. 1.68 ,-0.40 ps (44) ;:
--__
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6.4.2 Statistical Error: the Ensemble Method

where the errors are statistical.

Performing a two-parameter log likelihood fit in which the lifetime and the

purity are free parameters yields a lifetime of 1.16±0.36 ps and a purity of 116+17%.

The value for the purity is unphysical and 2¢_ higher than the MC expectation,

, which suggests a deficiency in the number of hemispheres with Z8 nem" the origin

and pulls the lifetime down from the one-parameter likelihood fit for %. Although

" the expected tag purity is relatively insensitive to the generated B lifetime, when

treated as free parameters in the likelihood fit, the lifetime and the purity become

extremely correlated. With such low statistics, the fit is sensitive primarily to the

mean of the £5 distribution, and this quantity can remain invariant as long as the

product of the fit lifetime and fit purity remains constant. Hence, the results of the

two-parameter likelihood fit are not very reliable.

We need to apply caution when inlerpreting the accuracy of the statistical errors

returned from the likelihood fit. Even though MINUIT accommodates asymmetI_ic

errors, the accuracy breaks down for low statistics. At the level of 53 hemispheres

MINUIT underestimates the errors by about 20%. This deficiency emerges because

t.he likelihood fit fails to account for statistical fluctuations in the B purity, the B

decay multiplicity, the average B fragmentation, the number tracks from K s m_d A

decays, to name a few. In a one-parameter likelihood fit with the lifetime as the only

free parameter, MINUIT assumes that the statistica! error arises solely from

fluctuations in the decay times of B hadrons. Normally these other '_nidden"

variations are absorbed in the syster_mtic uncertainties. However, as an example,

the systematic uncertainty due to our' knowledge of the mean bottom fragmentation

ft'ore the LEP experiments is smaller than the statistical fluctuations of' (xE) b in a

sample of 53 untagged hemispheres. In the limit of large statistics, the systematic

uncertainty in {xE)t, overwhelms the uncertainty due to statistical fluctuations,

hence the total error is properly estimated.

A procedure that calculates the statistical errors correctly fbr a small data set is

the Monte Carlo method, often called the ensemble method. 1871 In this method,

Monte Carlo ensembles of untagged hemisph.eres are generated each the same size

- as _he untagged hemisphere sample in the Mark II data. The collecnon of

ensen_bles possesses ali the statistical flnctuations that affect the data. These not

only include fluctuations in B decay times between ensembles, but also fluctuations

in purity, B decay multiplici'_y, B momentum, and resolution tails. _.=
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Chapter 6 The Lifetime Measurement

The ensemble method requires Monte Carlo events to be generated/br discrete

values of the B lifetime. We used one set of 20,000 MC events with full detector

simulation generated with %=1.24 ps to construct ten batches of 20,000 events,

each with a different value of % in the range of"0.75 ps to 3.5 ps. This procedure was

preferred over generating ten fully' independent batches of 20,000 MC events due to

the computational magnitude of that task. Since the purity in the tag is high, the

same udsc events can be used for all ten batche¢ without making the untagged Z5

distributions between batches excessively correlated. The b/_ events are also

recycled, but are modified in a way to reflect the B lifetime in each batch. We

employ the same procedure used to study the lifetime evolution of Fb(Y,5,'cb) in the

previous section: impact parameters ft'ore B decay tracks are reevaluated by moving

the primary vertex a distance along the B hadron direction so that the decay length

scales with the decay time. This time, rather than rescaling all the decay times in a

batch by the same fhctor, the decay times are rethrown using an exponential

distrib_ .tion _4th the ;_ppropriate lifetime. Reshuffling the decay times ensures that

the collection of bb events in difibrent batches are less correlated. Each set still has

the same mean B decay multiplicity and the same mean B fragmentation <XE)b.

However, as seen in Table 30 on page 143, nearly half of the standard deviation in

the E5 distribution for bottom is attributed to the exponential distribution of decay

times.

The number of tagged hemispheres in each batch grows with lifetime fi'om about

3000 to 4100. ttemispheres opposite the tag are divided into ensembles containing

53 hemispheres each; the number of ensembles range from 56 for Xb=0.75 ps to 77

for 'cb=,3.5 ps. The MINUIT package determines the B lifetime from a one-parameter

likelih(_od fit to the 25 distribution of each MC ensemble, and the 68% confidence

illtIel'va.l is drawn for the collection of ensembles at each discrete value of the

generated B lifetime (Figan_e 91 !. The lo intervals for a specific lifetime describes

the rms deviation in fit lifetimes expected fbr an ensemble generated with that

lifetime, ttowever, we wish t,o ask a very different question. We need to know over

what range (_f'generated B lift?times _ ,_,,: is it probable that an ensemble of" 53

untagged hemisph_,',::,s yields a maximum log likelihood fit lifetime Ib, MLI. ' that

agrees with the value of 1.68 ps observed in the Mark II data. 'the answer is

obtained by first connecting all the 68_:,_._confidence inte_wals to construct the ig

- contour, which Is the shaded re,_.,_ionin Figure 92. Next, a horizua_al ii,,e i_ d_a.w,, at

zb, MI..,L = 1.6_ps, and the intersection of the line with the lo contours projected
onto the x-axis is the 68(,:_ confidence interval fbr the measured B lifetime.

_D
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6.4.2 Statistical Error: the Ensemble Method

0 1 2 3 4
b

MC Generated B Lifetime (ps)

Figure91 68% confidence intervals of the fit B }if_time from

ensembles of MC untagged hemisphere samples constructed for a

discrete set of generated B lifetimes in the range 0.75 ps to 3.5 ps. The

data points (boxes) define the high statistics calibration curve between

"[b,gen and '_b,MLL, and are accurate to ~4%.

A, calibration curve can be constructed rx) determine the most probable value for

tb,e measured B lifetime. The likelihood fit is applied to the I;5 distribution for the

entire untagged sample at each discrete value of the generated lifetime. The curve

inside the shaded 1_ contour shows this relation between the MC generated lifetime

" "Cb,gen and the fit lifetime xb,MLL"It.is linearly approximated as

. "_b,MLL - (0.114±0.018) + (1.047:t: 0.011)Ib, gen (45)

The data points on the calibration curve m'e not f'ully independent; only

_ fluctuations in decay times are properly modeled. The other fluctuations (number of

-_ tagged udsc hemispheres, B decay multiplicities, B momentum, etc.) are the same
_.. --
_2

=
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Figure 92 The shaded region is the ±1c_contour, and the diagonal line

in the interior is the calibration curw_ which relates the fit lifetirae to

the MC generated lifetime. A thick line, drawn horizontally at ].i;_ ps,

corresponds to the fit value measured from the Mark ii untagged data.

The intersection of this horizontal line with the calibratior,_ curve and

the lc_contour provides the corrected B lifetime and its lc_errors. From

the projections onto the x-axis, we measure % 1 t..:,:_ +0.55/045= ....t,.. - - pS,

where the error is statistical only.

for all the calibration points and will contribute to an. overall uncertainty in the

scale of ~2%. The :42 reflects this correlation between calibration points, and is 0,2

per degree of fi'eedom.

Because the fit litbtime is not identically equal to the generated lifetime, the

fitting procedure introduces some bias into the B lifetime measurement. The

likelihood fit returns a value that is about 10-15% higher than the generated
=_

lifetime, and. requires the calibration curve to correct this overestimate. The bias

exists because all the fully simulated MC bb events, rather than just the untagged
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Figure 93 Z8 distribution for the 53 untagged hemispheres overlaid

with the likelihood fi_ (curve). The fit accu,-ately describes the positive

. tail of the distribution; fbr instance, 8.0 (6.8) hemispheres lie beyond

2 mm in the data (fit).

J,

B hemispheres, are used to parametrize the E5 distribution for bottom hemispheres,

namely the function Fb(ES,W.b). However, the mean of the Y.5 distribution for

untag_,_ed B hemispheres is approximately 8% la_'ger than the mean for all B's.

Although the decay times in the untagged bottom sample are bias-free, the thrust

axis of tagged bb events are preferentially more perpendicular to the beam axis

since the tagging efficiency for these events is higher. The average sinOthrust fbr

tagged B's is -4% larger than that for ali B hemispheres. The tagging efficiency is

higher for two reasons. First, the decay length projected onto the xy plane increases,

which leads to a corresponding increase in the impact parameters of tracks from B

decays. Second, more tracks from B decays are included in the sum, since the event

is better contained in the fiducial volume of the detector. Since both B jets in m_

event generally have equal but opposite polar directions, the same effects that

. increase the tagging efficiency will also increase the (_:5) in the opposite.

hemisphere.

___- The median or the hkelihood fits to the collection oi_ensemme_'' _t _,_ ........._,_. _.,_'_'_
_

- MC lifetime can also be used instead of the full statistics likelihood fit. Thi,., leads to
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Chapter 6 The Lifetime Measurement

a relation between "_b,gen and _:b,MLL that differs by less than 4% from the relation

expressed in Eqn. (45). This amount is negligible compared to the statistical

accuracy of our lifetime measurement.

Finally, an mmlytic parametrization for Fb(ES,z b) which is simpler than the

expression given in Eqn. (41.) could have been used; however, the likelihood fit

would have had an even larger lifetim¢ bias. Although we can always compensate

for the bias by constructing a calibration curve from the MC, it is usually safer to

minimize the correction factor by choosing a more representative parametrization.

Using Figure 92, a horizontal line is drawn across at T.b,MLL = 1.68ps, which

corresponds to the log likelihood value for the 53 hemispheres opposite the tag in

the hadronic Z ° data. The corrected lifetime and its statistical error occur at the

intersection of the horizontal line with the calibration cm_'e and the lc contours.

From this plot, we measured the B lifetime to be

+0.55
_b = 1.53_0.45 ps (46)

The statistical error is asymmetric and roughly 32%. The fit shows good agreement

with the tagged E5 distribution as demonstrated in Figure 93. The fit has a mean of

750 txm, which is about 15% lower than the mean of the distribution. This will lead

to a larger value for' the lifetime when we use (ES) as the lifetime estimator in the

next section. The exponential tails are well described by the fit, The number of

hem.ispheres with X5 beyond 2 mm is eight in the data and 6.8 in the fit. There are

no hemispheres in the data with Z5 <_-1. mm and 0.9 in the fit.

6.4.3 Measured Lifetime from the <25>
We can use the mean of the untagged X5 distribution instead oi' the likelihood

lifetime fit, zb, MLL as an alternate estimator of the B lifetime. The untagged (ES) is

computed for each of the Monte Carlo ensembles that were constructed in the

previous section. A plot analogous to Figure 92 relates 'the untagged (ES) to the

generated B lifetime x/_,g_, . The calibration cuzwe is constructed from the Z5
distribut, ion mean of the entire untagged hemisphere sample, computed at each of

ten discrete lifetime values between 0.75 ps and 3.5 ps. The relation between the

untagged (ES) in microns and _t_,t4,',: in ps can be approximated by a second order
polynomial:

= _ ,._L_,-J:14) "ct,.L,en "cb._,_,tuntagged .,25) (85+12) + (_ 7 +(34.__+4) 2 (47)

_2
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6.5 The Tagged Yd Distribution

The calibration curve has a 2% uncertainty in its scale• The lo contours are

constructed from the 68% confidence intervals from the collection of untagged (XS)'s

at each of the ten discrete lifetime values. The calibration curve and the ilo contours

are drawn in Figure 94.

. In the Mark II data, the hemispheres opposite the tag possess a mean of"

(ES) = 855 ± 153_tm which leads to a measurement of tile B lifetime of
p

z b 1 72 +0.73• -0.46 ps (48)

Using the geometric mean of the asymmetric errors, the statistical error is

comparable to the likelihood fit error. Even though the two methods operate on the

identical untagged sample, comparing the lifetime difference between the two

different procedures for the MC ensembles, we expect an rms difference of' ±0.22 ps.

The measured lifetime difference of AXb=0.19 ps is within errors.

6.5 The Tagged Distribution
Yet another check on the B lifetime measurement utilizes the 53 tagged

hemispheres. There is a significant overlap between the tagged and the untagged

sample: 22 B jets are shared from the 11 double tagged events, ttowever, that still

leaves about 20 independent B hemispheres in the tagged sample. The collection of

, tagged hemispheres represents a biased sample of B hadrons, with an average

decay time estimated by the MC to be roughly 2%. The biased decay times is

evident by the mean of the dish4bution, (ES) = 1500_tm, which is nearly double the

mean of the untagged distribution.

The B lifhtime is measured by comparing the mean of the tagged Z5 distribution

to the MC calculated mean, which rises as a function of %. Again, the ensemble

method is used to calculate the statistical erron The calibration curve and the 1_

contours generated from ensembles of MC tagged samples yield a B lifetime of

Xb 1.46 +0.53= -0.35 ps. (4.9)

Although this value is shorter than the lifetime obtained from the 53 hemispheres

opposite the tag using the likelihood fit, the difference is not significant. The rms

lifetime dififhrence between the two methods for the collection of I_C_ ensembles is

. about d__.44 ps, indicating that the difference of 0.0'7 ps is well within the expected

rm_ge.

lifetime is on par with error from the untagged sample. However, the decay times
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Figure 94 The lc_contour (shaded region) and the calibration curve

(fit to the boxes) convert the mean Z5 for the untagged hemispheres

into a measurement of the B lifetime. A thick line, drawn horizontally

at 855 pm, corresponds to the <Y__x3>of the Mark II untagged sample.
The measured B lifetime from the ensemble metl_,,_t is

% = 1.72 +0"73/.0.46ps, where the error is statistical only.

are highly biased since the tag efficiency is not a flat function of the decay time, as

seen in Figure 75 on page 133. Any uncertainty in the tag efficiency, especially in

the region of rapid change fi'om 0 ps to 2 ps, will lead to a systematic uncertainty in

the lifetime. Since we rely heavily on the MC to remove this decay time bias, we use

the results from the tagged sample only as a consistency check.

6.6 The _5 Distribution from Ali Hadronic Events
h

There is one final subset of the hadronic data that we can examine, namely the

entire hadronic ._;et of 416 hemispheres, i.e. without any bottom enrichment scheme.

This more than doubles tl_e number of B jets but also causes a serious drop in

/

/
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6.6 The _d Distribution from Ali Hadronic Events

purity since the fraction of hadronic Z ° decays that produce bottom quarks is only

22%. The probability distribution for E8 can be written analogous to Eqn. (40) as

F(ZS) = fbFb (ES, T,b) +fcFc (Ek) 4.fudsFud s (Ek) (50)

where Fud, ,, Fc, and Fb are the probability distributions for uds, charm, and bottom

jet hemispheres, respectively. The ti's set to the branching fractions in the MC for

, each quark flavor after the event selection cuts: fu&=0.592, fc=O.181, and fb=0.227.

The MC ensembles are constructed to include exactly 53 tagged hemispheres, so

that the ensembles will have a total of 380 to 530 hemispheres, depending on the

generated lifetime. Each ensemble undergoes the same likelihood fit as the data,

and the results are used to compute the statistical error. Just like the previously

discussed methods, a calibration curve is constructed to convert the likelihood fit

lifetime _'b,MLL to the MC generated lifetime T,b,gen. This time, the calibration
curve contains very little bias compared to the one for untagged hemispheres

because both the functional form F(ES) and the MC ensembles are constructed from

all hadronic events. Over the range of 1 ps to 3 ps, "t'b, MLL is within 3% of 'r,b,gen.

The maximum log likelihood fit on the data yields "_b,MLL = 1.77ps which
co,'responds to a B lifetime measurement of

+0.88
. _b = 1"77-0.36 ps (51)

The Z5 distribution is described well by the fit (Figure 95) and measured value is in

good agreement with the results from the tagged sample enriched with bottom

hadrons. Again, the tails are well described by the fit. The largest deviation is near

a E5 of 2 mm. Nevertheless, 26 hemispheres in the data and 19.9 in the fit have

Ek > 2 mm, which is not a significant difference. Eight in the data and 6.9 in the fit

have Ek_< -1 mm.

The statistical peribrmance using the geometric mean of the asymmetric error is

slightly worse than the untagged case. It also relies more heavily on an accurate

description of the background udsc distribution. For these reasons, as with the

tagged sample, this measurement is used only as a consistency check.

, Since the total number of hemispheres is significantly larger than the tagged

sample, we can be assured of some confidence in a two-parameter likelihood fit

" which extracts both the B lifetime and the B ft'action. This yields _6=1.8±0.5 ps and

fb=0.22±0.04, in agreement with expectations. Again, a word of caution' the quoted

statistical errors are ft'ore MINUIT and hence are underestimated by about 15%.

1.
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Figure 95 Z5 distribution for ali 416 hemispheres overlaid with the

likelihood fit (curve). The fit accurately describes the positive and

negative tails of the distribl_tion; for instance, 26 (19.9) hemispheres lie

beyond 2 mm in the data (fit), and 8 (6.9) hemispheres lie below -1 mm.

In a similar fashion, we can employ (ES) as the lifetime indicator. A B lifetime of

,zb 1 64 +0.59- ' -0.44 ps (52)

is required to generate the distribution mean of (ZS) = 270_tm. The result concurs

with the lifetime measurement ft'ore the likelihood fit to the untagged Y.5

distribution.

6.7 Summary of the Lifetime Measurements
Table 32 lists the lifetime measurements for all the methods. We have used the

value 1.53 +0.55 ps from the likelihood fit to the untagged sample as our quoted B: -0.45

lifetime measurement. This measurement is consistent with the world average of

1.29_+0.05 ps. We choose this method because the untagged sample does not contain

a bias in decay times like the tagged sample, nor is it as sensitive as the all

hemisphere sample to inaccuracies in the background udsc Z5 distribution. The

other four methods serve as measurement checks.
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6.8 Other Consistency Checks

Table 32 The B lifetime measurements for each of the five methods.

We take the fit to the untagged distribution as our quoted value. The

untagged, tagged, and all hadronic samples are highly correlated, so

averaging the measured values improves the statistical pm_'ormance

by only -10%. The measured _:bdifferences between the fit to the

untagged sample and the other methods are all within the rms

deviation as predicted by the MC.

..... ml i i ,,, jj .._

Measured MC rms
B lifetime difference deviation

Sample Method (ps) (ps) (ps)
.... _ 27' ' , , ,' ,,: ..... '....

Likelihood fit 1.53 +0.55 -_0.00 .---0.4553 hemispheres
opposite the tag

(2:5) 1.72 +0.73 +0.19 +0.22--0.46
, ,

53 tagged +0.53
h emisph eres <ES> 1.46 -0.35 -0.07 ±0.44

........ , ............ .......... __

Likelihood fit 1.77 +0.88 +0.24 ±0.69-0.36All 416
.... -- _ ,......

hemispheres
(ES> 1.64 +0.59 +0.11 .+_0.66-0.444

I"ll ii I I ' " ' --.-- :.... --m

Also shown in Table 32 are the measured differences between the quoted value

and the other methods, and rms lifetime differences between methods as observed

in the MC ensembles. The tagged, untagged, and all hemisphere samples do not

consist, of independent sets of bottom jets, and the range in the MC rms lifetime

differences, from +0.22 ps to +_0.69 ps, strongly reflects the fraction of hemispheres

in common. In all cases, the measured lifetime difference is within MC expectations

of the rms lifetime difference.

Finally, averaging the lifetime measurements gains us only 10% in statistical

power, since the measurements are so strongly correlated. This is true whether we

average the _easured lifetimes from the untagged and tagged collections, or 5"ore

all three groups.

6.8 Other Consistency Checks
" In this section we will study the measured B lifetime's sensitivity to variations

in the impact parameter tag requirements and in the track quality cuts. We also

want to ensure that the measurement is not dominated by a few hemispheres with
=.
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Chapter6 The Lifetime Measurement

unusually large values of ZS. This could indicate an unfortunate statistical

fluctuation in our small untagged sample, or unforeseen or poorly modeled tails in

the impact parameter resolution function.

6.8.1 The Trimmed Mean

We have already shown that the tails and the mean of the Z6 distribution in

both the untagged sample and the entire set of 416 hadronic hemispheres are well
b

described by the likelihood fit. A second way to ensure that one or two hemispheres

are not dominating the measurement is to study the "trimmed" mean, which is the

mean of the distribution after discarding an equal fraction of er.tries from both the

left and right sides of the distribution. A trim of 0% is just the ordinary mean,

whereas a trim of 100% gives the median of the distribution. The MC expects the

trimmed mean of the Z5 distribution for the untagged sample to decline as the trim

factor increases; the median is roughly }_alf the mean. We see no appreciable

deviation between data and MC for any value of the trim, including small trims

(Figure 96). This observation suggests that our value of % is due to a systematic

tendency of the entire distrfbution rather than a couple of outliers with unusually

large values of"FS. Since we are statistics limited, we do not truncate any of the

hemispheres from our untagged sample.

The trimmed mean is significantly more important when the shape of the

impact parameter distribution is resolution dominated rather than lifetime

dominated. In this case, outliers in the tails of"the resol,_tio_ function will degrade

the statistical power of the measurement unless a small fraction of the hemispheres

are removed. This technique has been employed successfully numerous times in the

past with a trim commonly set at 20%. 181[721

Substantially more deviations exist for the trimmed mean of the 53 tagged

hemispheres (Figure 97). The maximum difference between the data and the Monte

Carlo predictions is 15% of the measured lifetime, although even this is no greater

than expected with our small sample size. Again, the behavior for small trims is

excellent Thus unusually large fluctuations in the decay times of the B's or in the

non-gaussian tails of the resolution function appear to be absent.

6.8.2 Sensitivity to the Track Cuts
Any unanticipated sensitivity of the lifetime measurement to the maximum

allowed impact parameter 5max can be another indicati(_n that the track resolution

function is not well understood. The (ES> for the untalged sample should increase

as the impact parameter cutoff relaxes since the tracks trom bottom decays with the
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6.,8.2 Sensitivity to the Track Cuts
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Figure 96 Trimmed mean for the untagged hemisphere sample.

A trim of 0 (1) corresponds to the mean (median) ofthe Z8 distribution.

The MC deviates from the data by less than +15% of the MC lifetime

(thin curves) over the entire trimmed range.
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Figure 97 'Primmed mean for the tagged hemisphere sample. The MC;

deviates from the data by less than _:159;, of the MC lifetirne (thin

curves) over the entire trimmed range.
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Chapter6 The Lifet|me Measurement

largest impact parameters will enter the sum, However, the data is not sufficiently

sensitive to _rn_ since there are only two tracks with !8,tbetween 2 mm and 10 mm

in the untagged sample, On the other hand, there are eighteen tracks with ,',he

magnitude of 8 in that range if we consider ali 416 hemispheres in the data. The

(ES) as a function of 5max is presented in Figure 98, The data follows the rise of

(ES) predicted by the Monte Carlo, but the graininess of the data is still quite

visible. This is not surpri.sing since the negative tail of the inclusive impact

parameter distribution was well modeled by the Monte Carlo as described in

Section 4.5.3, and almost all problems with the resolution function should appear in

both the positive and negative tails.

We can also examine any sensitivity that the minimurn transverse momentuml

cut has on the lifetime measurement. We selected the minimum cutoff of P .,/sin0,
xy

to be 0.5 GeV in order to reduce the effects of multiple Coulomb scattering on the £5

distr'ibution. This effectively removed about, 10q, of the tracks. The dependence on

the cutoff from 0.25 GeV to 1.25 GeV tbr the untagged (ZS) is shown in Figure 99.

The (_28} in the data falls slightly faster than the MC predictions, but is still in

accordance with the Monte Carlo expectations. The decline of (ZS) reflects the loss

of tracks ft'mn B decays in the sum as the cutoff increases.

6.8.3 Sensitivity to the Impact Parameter Tag
One final check on the measured lifetime investigates its sensitivity to

variations in lhc:., impact parameter tag requirements. As discussed in Section 5.:2,

by modifying _,he number of required tracks ft'ore two to three ant1 the impact

parameter significance (5/a) ft'ore two to four, we displayed a spectrum of tagging

efficiencies spanning 15',:_to 525_. The lifbtime was calculated Ibr each alteration of

the bottom tag using the untagged (ZS) as the lifetime estimator. Presented in

Figmre 100, nearly ali the computed lifetimes are within 1.0_I,of our measurement

using the canonical hemisphere tag of two or more t.racks with impact parameters

greater than 3a. Only the tag with the lowest efficiency of 15% lies outside this

window, but not surprisingly this tag also has the largest statistical error, since only

fourteen bottom jets are expected to be tagged. Ali variations yield a measured

liDtirne that is consistent with the wo,'ld average.

6.9 Systematics
"I_) calculate the I_ lifetime, we z_t,¢,¢.lto (l_,t,.'rmine the purity of the tagged

sample and the sh;_,p¢,sof' the v5 distt'il)utions t'_n"bottom and backgz'oux_d (udsc)
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Figure 98 <Y_5>for ali 416 hadronic hemispheres as a function of the

maximum impact paramet,er cutoff, _imax. The MC deviates from the

data by less than +30% of'the MC lifetime (thin curves).
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data by less than _ 15% of the MC lifetime (thin curves).
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Chapter6 The Lifetime Measurement

hemispheres from the Monte Carlo simulation. There are a variety of effects that

cause uncertainties in these Quantities which in turn generate systematic errors in

the B lifetime. These systematic effects can be subdivided into two categories:

uncertainties in the detector performance and uncertainties in the physical

parameters of the Monte Carlo.

The impact parameter resolution and the track efficiency fall under the first

category. These features have been investigated in great detail in Chapters 2 and 4,

but our knowledge of the tracking performance is limited by low statistics; i.e. less

than 3000 hadronic charged tracks were available to fine-tune the Monte Carlo

detector simulation. The level of multiple Coulomb scattming is guided by the

amount of material that a track passes through, and is subject to some uncertainty.

The physical parameters to the Monte Carlo determine the hadronic decay

properties of the Z° boson. Irl particular, the B lifetime measurement is sensitive to

the production and decay mechanism of B hadrons in Z 0 _ bb events. These input

4 --r---_--r--r--V"r-q-'-r'_- -F- -r -v--r'--r--T--r--v--v-- r-T----r-v--_--T-T-v--r-_--'r ....

+

,--- ---_ NSIG > 2 tracks
tj') "+

a. ---D-- NSIG > 3 tracks
3 ._. jii J _. _. i iii ,.

E

J 2

cn 1¢5
@

• _ orld average tb ou tag -t

0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6

Tagging Efficiency

Figure 100 The B lift,time computed from the <Z6> of the untagged

hernisphere sample versus the tagging efficiency. The measured

lifetime is relatively insensitive to the choice of tag. Ali values,

including our tagging efficieI_cy of ,I(.}','_,agree with the world average=

of 1.29:, 0.(15 ps.
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6.9.1 Track Resolution

parmneters typically are obtained fl'om prior experimental results from _he LEP,

CLEO, ARGUS, PEP, and PETRA collaborations. These parameters include the

heavy flavor branching fractions, heavy flavor fragmentation, B decay multiplicity

and momentum spectrum, and the average charm lifetime.

If the Monte Carlo accurately simulates the hadronic data, the nteasured B

lifetime should be relatively stable under variations in the event cuts, track cuts,

• and B-tagging cuts. These checks were all performed in the previous section. In this

section, we will determine the systematic error to the B lifetime by varying the

detector performance and physics related parameters to within their tolerances.

6.9.1 Track Resolution

6.9.1.1 Symmetric Tails
Our largest source of systematic error is the uncertainty in track resolution. In

Section4.5, we discussed that the negative half of the impact parameter

distribution provides a good measure of the tracking performance irt hadronic

events. However, our limited statistics prevents us from knowing the precise

amount of added track smearing required in the Monte Carlo.

We explored the ran_e of an extra symmetric gaussian and symmetric

• exponential tail smearhag that can be applied to a given fraction of the Monte Carlo

tracks while still compatible with the hadronic data. Two tests were applied to

ensure agreement between the data and MC. First, the fraction of tracks with

impact parameter 5<-lmm was forced to agree within lo. This test is most

sensitive to the extra exponential smearing. Second, a likelihood fit to the negative

5 region was required to agree within 2o of the hadronic data and offers the most

sensitivity to the extra gaussian degradation in the MC. The allowed ra:age of extra

smearing was presented in Table 25 on page 125. The optimal prescriptilm called for

5% of the tracks to be smeared by a gaussian of width 175 _tm, and 1% of the tracks

to be smeared by a symmetric exponential distribution of decay length 1 mm.

As the track error increase,_, so does the number of tagged hemispheres.

Proportionately more udsc hemispheres will be tagged than bottom _.,emispheres,

which lowers the sample purity and reduces the mean of the untagged E8

" distribution in the Monte Carlo. The number of tagged hemispheres in the allowed

range of track degradation varies by +6.1% relative to the preferred track resolution

furJction. Since the sample is rich with bottom hadrons, the purity varies by only

±2.9_;_from its nominal value of 0.80. The variations in the computed Monte Carlo

lifetimes using the untagged (_5) as the lifetime estimator range frDm -3.5% to
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Chapter 6 The Lifetime Measurement

+4.7%,and toa largedegree,followthechangesinpurity:i.e.extratracksmearing

yieldsa smaller(ZS)and hencea shorterMC lifetime.Sincewe usethecalibration

curveto compute the B lifetime(Figure94 on page168),a decreasein the MC

lifetimeleadsto an equivalentincreasein the measured B lifetimefrom the

hadronicdata.Thus thesystematicerroronthelifetimeis +3.5-4.7 %.

Relying on the likelihood fit as the B lifetime estimator yields a slightly different

systematic error. The Monte Carlo computed lifetimes in the allowed range still

decreases with larger amounts of gaussian smearing_ but they increase with added

exponential smearing. The likelihood fit, is fairly insensitive to very negative tails,

and so it perceives the added symmetric exponential smearing as an enhancement

of the very positive 5 tail due to a longer lifetime, The MC lifetimes changes

spanned -4.6% to +7.5%, which results in a systematic error on the B lifetime of

+4.6 %, Since this range encompasses the range using the untagged {ZS}, we take-7.5

this value as the systematic error. The hypothesis of no additional track errors

corresponds to a 3o deviation in the likelihood fit to the region 5 <_0, and produces a

shift in the measured B lifetime of 0.2% or -7.6% when using the likelihood fit or the

untagged {XS), respectively, as the lifetime estimator. However, this shift is still

within the bounds of the systematic error associated with uncertainties in tracking

the resolution.

The B lifetime measurement is not terribly sensitive to the exact nature of a

symmetric exponential tail smearing. Instead of the nominal treatment of randomly

degrading 1% of the tracks by an exponential distribution of decay length 1 mm, we

smeared 0.5% of the tracks with an exponential of decay length 2 mm. Since the
0

tracks from K s and A generally have low momentum, we also smeared 2% of the

low momentum tracks (Pxy <- 1.5 GeV) while keeping the more energetic tracks

unaltered. In all three cases, there was no appreciable diflbrence in the computed

lifetime.

6.9.1.2 Asymmetric Tails
We have assumed that the uncertainty in the far tails of the impact, parameter

resolution function can be modeled by a symmetric exponential function. This is

valid if the mechanism for generating tails is due to pattern recognition errors in

track finding or hard scatters by the detector material. However, the assumption is

false if the uncertainty in the tails oi' the resolution ft.ruction is due to an

uncertainty in the production of K ° or h particles, since the 5 distribution of the

daughter tracks is highly asymmetric (refer to Figure 59 on page 100t.
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6.9.2 Multiple Coulomb Scattering

Approximately two-thirds of the tracks have a positive impact parameter,

distributed roughly exponentially. Modifying the additional exponential tail

smearing to mimic this asymmetry and satisfying the constraint on the fraction of

tracks with 5 < -1 mm leads to an error in the measured B lifetime of +2.9 % The- -.4.6 '

corresponding systematic error had we chosen a symmetric exponential function is

+2.9 %, where we are of course ignoring the systematics due to the extra gaussian-2.0

+0.0 %. The upper limitsmearing. Hence, the net increase in the systematic error is -4.1
q

corresponds to no additional smearing, whereas the lower limit results from the

maximum allowed tail smearing. The effects of an asymmetric track degradation

are tempered somewhat, because although the purity drops more, the (ZS) for

untagged bottom hemispheres increases from the asymmetric smearing.

6.9.2 Multiple Coulomb Scattering
The amount of material that a charged particle passes through is documented in

Table 22 on page 104. From the central core of the impact parameter sign_ificance

5/v 5 in Figure 68 on page 116, we estimate the degree of multiple Coulomb

scattering to about +4%. We can examine the consequences of the allowing the

multiple scattering to be in this range by degrading the track position

. proportionally to the calculated impact parameter resolution. The systematic effect

on the measured B lifetime is op,ly ±0.8%.

" 6.9.3 Tracking Efficiency
The tracking efficiency of the central drift chamber is known to about 2% due to

the difficulty of normalizing the charged multiplicity in the chamber. The tracking

efficiency in the vertex detector is known to better than 1%. By randomly removing

tracks in the Monte Carlo, we observe the corresponding change in the B lifetime.

The total systematic error is -+3%.

6.9.4 Heavy Quark Fragmentation
As seen in Figure 81 on page 146, the average momentum of B hadrons affects

not only the tagging efliciency, but also the (ZS) for bottom hemispheres. The LEP

groups have measured the mean B fragmentation from the momentum spectrum of

high PT leptons to be (XE) b = 0.705 _+.0.013 (see Table 15 on page 83). The Monte

" Carlo was generated with a mean fragmentation of 0.68. We varied (XE) b in the

Monte Carlo by reweighting bb events such that the shape of the fragmentation

distribution for various reweights always conformed to the Petersen
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Chapter 6 The Lifetime Measurement

parametrization. A 3% variation in (XE) b translates to a systematic error of 4% in

the B lifetime measurement.

The B lifetime measurement is very insensitive to the average charm quark

fragmentation. LEP has measured the fragmentation {XE)c to be roughly 0.51±0.03

(see Table 16 on page 83). Even though our MC generated charm hadrons in

Z 0 _ cc events with a mean x E of"0.42, a reweighting of the events to agree with

the LEP results causes a shift in the measured B lifetime of less than 1%.

6.9.5 Heavy Flavor Production

The fi_actkm of bb events in hadronic Z 0 decays Cfb) has been measured quite

accurately by the LEP e×periments to be 0.213±O.010, which is in excellent

agreement with the Standard Model prediction of 0.217. The branching fractions

from the individual LEP experiments are listed in Table 12 on page 81. The 5%

uncertainty translates into only a 1% systematic error on the B lifetime, primarily

because the sample's high purity makes it relatively insensitive to shifts in fb.

The fraction of' cc events in hadronic Z ° decays (fc) is known only to within 15%;

the LEP experiments have measured _, to be 0.176±0.027. However since the charm

component in the tagged sample is very small and (ES} for charm is only one-sixth

the mean value for bottom hemispheres, a 15% uncertainty in fc translates to only a

2_'_ . .,., systematic uncertainty in the B lifetime

While fixing the purity at 8()_,, any uncertainty in the makeup of background

hemispheres in the tagged sample, i.e. tile relative proportion of charm versus uds

jets, has a negligible eftbct on tile B lifetime. The charm component in the

backg,'ound ca,:_ vary as much as 6,__:_,:20_,, yet the systematic error on the lifetime, is

under 1%.

As discussed in Section 3.l, bottom quarks will hadronize predominantly into B 0

and B . mesons. B._ meson and B baryon production is down substantially due to the

difficulty to extract strange quarks and diquarks out. of the vacuum. Itowever, the

experimental knowledge for the fraction of B,,, and Ab in bb events is only

rudimentary at be.st. The B._ meson has not yet been observed, and only recently

have ALEPIt 1561and UA1 i571observed Ab. Extract¢.d Ii'ore the LUND Monte (..',arlo,

the fbur bottom hadron species have, slightly diftbrcnt charged multiplicities, tag

_' ' 30). The B 0 meson has on average 0.4 moreefficiencies, and (_:5)'s (see Iablc: ""

charged tracks than the B + meson, which leads to a slightly higher tagging

efficiency and a larger mean Ibr its Z5 distribution. Al.t,hough l._ baryons have the

highest multiplicity, t,hcy have the lowest tagging efficiency and (ES).
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6.9.6 B Decay Multiplicity and Momentum Spectrum

Table 33 Variations in tile properties of the B hadron species. The

values are given by the LUND Monte Carlo.

Bottom Production Charged 'lhg
Species Rate Multiplicity Efficiency (ZS)

, , , , | ,, ,, ,, ,, .....

B + 39.8%, 5.05 43.6%-- _ 83011m
......... , ,, ........ l

B ° 39.8% 5.44 46.2% 908 _m
•x .... . ,, ,

Bs 11.6% 5.52 44.6% 833 ]am

A b 8.8% 5.69 35.7% 673 ]_m
..... t i ii ,,,,,,,, ii |

Ali these differences contribute to systematic errors in the B lifetime. Although

experimental evidence is not yet in hand, we can be reasonably assured that Bs is

produced in the range 11.6+5%, and Ab in the range 8.8+5%. If the excess or deficit

is compensated by equal proportions of B ° and B . mesons, the systematic error in

the lifetime is only +1.3%. Most of this error is from deviations in the properties of

Ab .

6.9.6 B Decay Multiplicity and Momentum Spectrum
" More important than any relative diflhrences between B O, B +, Bs, and B baryon

decay properties is the absolute scale of the charged multiplicity for B hadrons,

since the average E8 is roughly proportional to the number of B decay tracks

included in the sum (Figure 80 on page 145). Equally significant is the momentum

spectrum dn/dx, where x=P/MB, and P is the momentum orb daughter particle in

the rest frame of the B hadron. A harder spectrum will generate charged tracks

with greater momentum and greater PT with respect to the B direction in the lab

frame. These factors will induce not only larger impact parameters, but also smaller

calculated errors _6, which will increase both the tagging efficiencies and the (ES)

for bottom hemispheres.

These properties, B decay multiplicity and momentum spectrum, have been

constrained using the ARGUS and CLEO measurements at the Y4s resonance. The

charged multiplicity is 5.44±0.14 tracks, 177]{78] and the momentum spectrum is

, obtained from the CLEO data. [s2l The Y4s produces only Bu, d mesons, but since Bu, d

mesons comprise -80% of the B hadrons in bb event.s at the Z ° resonance, we have

examined the subset of bb events which contains only these mesons, and tbrced this

collection to conform to the CLEO and ARGUS results. The LUND MC is then used
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Chapter 6 The Lifetime Measurement

to account for differences in the multiplicity and momentum distributions for Bs

and B baryons and to extrapolate the systematic effect to all bb events.

We use a scheme for reweighting bb events that adjusts the B multiplicity and x

distribution independently of each other. [81] The uncertainty in multiplicity results

in a -2_2.5%systematic error in the B lifetime. Uncertainties in the momentum

spectrum arise primarily because the CLEO experiment has measured the x

distribution accurately for x > 0.04. The uncertainty in multiplicity provides a

reasonable upper limit for the uncertainty in the momentum spectrum in the region

x < 0.04, which is completely unconstrained by data. If this region alone is used to

produce a lv change in the multiplicity, the shift in _b is ±3.7%.

6.9.7 Charged Multiplicity

Neither the uncertainties in the charged multiplicity of uds events nor the

uncertainties in the number of fragmentation tracks in charm or bottom events

affects the B lifetime measurement. The LUND MC generates about 1.0 more

charged tracks than the average LEP multiplicity of 20.94+0.20 tracks in hadronic

events. [79] The Mark II obse_ces a consistent value of 20.9+0.5 for the hadronic

multiplicity, where the error is statistical only. Since the charm and bottom decay

multiplicities are known to high accuracy, the difference between data and MC

must arise from multiplicities from uds events or fragmentation tracks in charm
,,

and bottom events. Randomly eliminating a fraction of these tracks to change the

multiplicity by ±1 results in <1% change in _b.

The Mark II has recently reported the number of fragmentation tracks 5"om bb

events to be 12.0_+1.8±0.6. Is0] Varying this quantity within its limits by throwing

out randomly selected fragmentation tracks leads to a systematic error on the B

lifetime of±l%.

6.9.8 Average Charm Lifetime

Charm hadron ],ifetimes have been measured with great precision by the fixed

target photo-production experiment E691 at Fermilab (refer back to Table 7 on

page 27). However, because the D o and D+ lifetimes differ by a factor of 2.5,

uncertainties in the relative production of charm hadrons through Z _ cc events or

tertiary charm decays in bb events will result in uncertainties in the average

charm lifetime. These uncertainties affect the B lifetime measurement through two

mechanisms. A larger charm lifbtime will contribute to a higher charm background

in the tagged sample, will increase the (Eh) in bottom hemispheres due to the

tertiary charm decays. Nevertheless, the systematic eflbct small. First, the charm
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6.9.9 Monte Carlo Statistics

background in the tagged sample is only -15%. Second, the charm lifetime

enhances the total Z8 in bottom hemispheres due to the tertiary decay by only 20%

on average.

The LUND Monte Carlo generates a pseudoscalar-to-vector meson ratio for

charm in the ratio 1:3 which nets approximately 2.2 times more DO mesons than D+

mesons due to tile asymmetric decay of the vector mesons into charged and neutral

- pseudoscalars, Averaged over all charm hadrons the charm lifetime is 0.55 ps.

CLEO [22] and ARGUS [26] have measured the pseudoscalar..to-vector ratio in B

mesons to be approximately 0.3+0.1. ALEPH 133]has measured this ratio in direct

charm production from Z°-_cc _ events to be 0,5±0.2. Although this ratio has a

considerable range, the average charm lifetime changes by only 3-4%. The

uncertainty in the average lifetime due to errors in the individual ]ifetime is only

2%. Added in quadrature, the total systematic error on the B lifetime from both

direct charm production and tertiary charm decay is under 1%.

6.9.9 Monte Carlo Statistics

The shapes of the )25distributions for' uds, charm, and bottom hemispheres, as

well as the calibration curves that related the log likelihood fit and the (ES) to the

" measured B lifetime were derived from a Monte Carlo sample size with full detector

simulation of 20,000 events. The uncertainty in the calibration curves from Monte

Carlo statistics is -2%, which we take as a systematic error in the lifetime

measurement.

6.9.10 Uncertainty in Tag Purity

Although uncertainty in the purity of the impact parameter tag affects the B

lifetime measurement, we do not consider it as a separate systematic error. Rather,

the error in the purity arises from systematic effects that have been previously

: discussed. By including the uncertainty in the tag purity, we would, in effect, be

double counting the systematic errors that affect both the purity and the lifetime,

since calculating the purity is only an intermediate step in measuring the B

lifetime. Had we possessed a larger hadronic data set, we might have been able to

fit for the purity in the untagged sample, thereby reducing the majority of the

" systematic errors in the B lifetime primarily to only those components that affect

. the uncertainty in the shape of the 2:5distribution for bottom hemispheres.
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Table 84 Summary of all the systematic errors that affect the B

lifetime measurement, subdivided according to uncertainties in the

detector performance versus uncertainties in hadronic event

properties. The total systematic error is +9,/-.11% of the measured B J.

lifetime.

,,, ,,,.......... % "_
Source Error

Detector Performance:

Track resolution function +.4.6/--8.5

Multiple scattering +0.8

Tracking efficiency +3

Hadronic Event Properties:
.d

Z 0 --> bb fraction +1

-'_ cc fraction +2

B fragmentation (XE> +4

Relative production
_+1.3

of'Bu,d, Bs, and B baryon

B decay multiplicity and +4.5 °
momentum spectrum

Average charm lifetime +I

Charged multipliciLy _+1

Monte Carlo statistics _+2

6.9.11 Summary of Systematic Errors
Table 34 lists the systematic errors that, affect the B lifetime measurement. The

errors are subdivided according to whether they are associated with the detector

performance or with the hadronic event properties. Added in quadrature, the total

systematic error is +9/-11%. The major source of error was due to uncertainties in

the impact parameter resolution function, which resulted from our low statistics.

6.10 B Lifetime Summary
Using an impact parameter tag on hadronic, event hemispheres, we tagged 53

hemispheres, of which 80V_ are expected to contai_i bottom hadrons. The

heInispheres ot)posite the tagged or_es provide a relatively unbiased sample orB
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6.10 B Lifetime Summary

hadrons. Performing a fit '_0 the untagged Z5 distribution, we measured the B

lifetime to be

+0.55
Zb = 1.53 -o.45 ± 0.16 ps (53)

where the first error is statistical and the second is systematic.
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"I can't tell you just now what the moral of that is, but I
' shall remember it in a bit." "Perhaps it hasn't one,"Alice

ventured to remark. "Tut, tut, child!" said the Duchess.

• "Everything's got a moral, ifonly you can find it."

- Lewis Carroll

7 Conclusions

In this thesis we have measured the B hadron lifetime using the Mark II

detector at the Stanford Linear Collider. A precision vertex drift chamber and

silicon strip detector allowed us to identify bottom events using an impact

parameter tag, The vertex system resolved impact parameters to 30 I_ln for high

momentum tracks, and 70 _m for tracks with a momentum of 1 GeV. Requiring a

" hemisphere to have at least two tracks that significantly miss the Z ° decay vertex

selects B hadrons with an efficiency of 40% and a sample purity of 80%. This

method has a purity comparable to tags that require a high PT lepton, but is

considerable more efficient at identifying B hadrons. The LEP experiments typically

identified 2-3% of the B hadrons using a high P7' lepton tag.

From 208 hadronic Z 0 decays that satisfied the event selection cuts, 53

hemispheres were tagged. 22 of these hemispheres came h'om l l double-tagged

events. Assuming a tagging efficiency and purity from the Monte Carlo, the results

are consistent with a hadronic branching fraction Z 0 --, bb of 0.217, as predicted by

the Standard Model.

The hemispheres opposite the tag (the untagged sample,) are enriched in B

hadrons and unbiased in B decay times. From a fit to the untagged I:5 distributioll,

we measured the B lifetime to be
,o

_b 1.53 +0.55= -0.45 :t:O.16 ps (54)
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where the first error is statistical and the second is systematic. Our measurement is

consistent with the current world average of 1,29i_0.05 ps. The systematic error was

dominated by our incomplete knowledge of the tracking resolution function due to

limited event statistics, The B lifetime measured from the tagged sample and the

entire hadronic sample without enrichment gave consistent results.

Although our measurement is statistically limited, the precision performance of

the vertex detectors offers a unique opportunity to observe any potentially o

anomalous behavior of B hadron decays. The shape of the Z6 distribution is

dominated by the B decay time distribution and the valiance in the B momentum

and decay multiplicity, rather than the tracking resolution. We observed no long

tails in the Z6 distribution. Also, there was no measured correlation in the ZS's

between the two hemispheres in tagged events, beyond that from the common

thrust axis. In addition, none of the three-jet events were triple-tagged when the

impact parameter tag was applied to the individual jets. None are expected, since

the gluon jet rarely produces a bb pair. The absence of any anomalous behavior

along with the agreement of our measurement of the B lifetime and estimate of the

hadronic branching ft'action Z°_ bb with the world average, provides strong

evidence that, the impact parameter tag is a robust method of identifying B hadrons.

Finally, an impact parameter tag offers another avenue for discerning any

differences in lifetime between charged and neutral B hadrons, principally because

the B semileptonic branching ft'action is proportional to the lifetime. The average

lifetime using high PT leptons is expected to be equal to or greater than the average

lifetime employing an impact parameter tag (Figure 1,i on page 31). Since the world

average B lifetime is dominated by the LEP results using high PT leptons, we can

use our measurement to obtain the ratio of the average B lifetime from the two

techniques, ('C)lept .,_/(T,>impa,c, t , to be 0.84 ..-0.22+0'38.Taking the conservative approach
by assuming this ratio is consirtent with 1.0, we can constrain the B ° and B +

lifetimes to within a factor of five of each other (90% CL). We would need to resolve

('_)lepton/<_)impact to 4% iii order to exclude a B°/B + lifetime difibrence greater
than a factor of 1.5. Reducing the systematic errors to this level would be a

ct]allenge.

It is hoped that future experiments will be able to incorporate an impact

parameter tag to measure the Blifct, lmc and other properties of B hadrons to a

level that is competitive with methods using high PT leptons.
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